B. I. Callender's National Sales Service covers the British Isles. There is an office in your district fully staffed and equipped to meet the special needs of the radio industry in the area.

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITED
NORFOLK HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON W.C.2
RECONSTRUCTION, as we now know too well, means something other than enjoyment of the non-existent fruits of victory. The amenities of a world at well-earned peace are not for us until we have replaced the ravages of war with the necessities of life and the realities of universal peaceful intent for victors, victims and vanquished alike.

That is speaking collectively... For ourselves, we learned much and progressed far in the six years of ceaseless toil, urged on by dire necessity and peril. We are not resting now. We are still pressing on, pressing into the service of those engaged in rebuilding the body and soul of a whole world the knowledge gained, the advancements perfected, the skill and craftmanship that outmatched the efforts of our enemies.

**PRECISION ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS**

SOLE PROPRIETORS AND MANUFACTURERS:

**THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1.**

Phone: Victoria 2404/9
Pull back the curtain on the age of electronics—the era of industry that began with the end of the war. The development of new services on land, at sea and in the air are all part of the Marconi post-war plan.

From the first great adventure of wireless communication half a century ago Marconi's have never looked back.

Today they are looking forward—to the reconstitution of old services and the introduction of new achievements in the world of wireless communications.

MARCONI
THE GREATEST NAME IN WIRELESS

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD. THE MARCONI INTERNATIONAL MARINE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD. MARCONI HOUSE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

The PIFCO
ALL-IN-ONE
RADIOMETER

tests everything electrical
RADIO, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES & MOTOR CAR LIGHTING ETC!

Ask your local Factor to show you one of these remarkable instruments and to put your name down on his waiting list.

www.americanradiohistory.com
The new S.P. Catalogue

is available on request from
STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
If your radio set has been letting you down

'HAVE-A-GO' with

Exide

WITH ACUMULATORS

AND

Drydex

H.T. BATTERIES

PRODUCTS OF

THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LTD

Edx.RA

British to the backbone, and thoroughly dependable under all circumstances—no wonder Gardners Somerford mains Transformers and Chokes are specified in installations where reliability is imperative.

This range comprises 45 mains Transformers and 27 Chokes, covering all normal needs and available for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARDNER'S

"Somerford" MAINS TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKEs

COUPON

Please send leaflets describing Somerford Transformers and Chokes

NAME

ADDRESS

GARDNERS RADIO LTD., SOMERFORD, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS.

FOR RADIO • INDUSTRY • LABORATORY
POINTERS FOR DESIGNERS

An indirectly heated 6.3v. frequency changer of the Triode-Hexode type, the OSRAM X61M is suitable for operation up to 60 megacycles per sec. (5 metres).

Outstanding features include:

- High conversion conductance for comparatively low cathode current, improving signal to noise ratio.
- Signal handling capacity is such that negligible distortion is apparent up to 5 volts R.M.S. on the signal grid.
- Negligible "pulling" when tuned anode oscillator is used, making ganging of tuned circuits easy.
- Control characteristic is designed to work in combination with KTW61 as IF amplifier, giving maximum control on both valves with negligible distortion.

A detailed technical data sheet is available on request.

Osram PHOTO CELLS

S.E.C. CATHODE RAY TUBES

Osram VALVES

THE PROBLEM OF THE LABORATORY BATTERY

solve it simply and easily by installing a

WESTAT
FULLY AUTOMATIC RECTIFIER EQUIPMENT

250-watt* equipment with cover removed to show internal construction. No gas discharge tubes, barretters, D.C. saturated chokes or relays.

- Battery automatically maintained in a charged and healthy condition despite erratic loads.
- Battery cannot be overcharged even if left unattended for very long periods. Maximum cell voltage is accurately controlled.
- Battery cannot gas and, therefore, will not give off corrosive spray. "Topping-up" is seldom required.
- Battery cannot be overdischarged — the "Westat" automatically provides a heavy charge when battery voltage is low.
- Battery life prolonged without any added attention.
- Fully compensated for mains voltage variation.

* Made in a range of sizes with outputs from 40 to 1800 watts

Have you joined that ever increasing number of listeners who enjoy the pleasure and convenience of "radio in every room" with the NEW and BETTER Stentorian Extension Speakers?

Though moderately priced, the Senior and Junior models with their handsome walnut veneered cabinets offer you a marked improvement in reproduction and are an acquisition to any furniture scheme.

ASK your local dealer to demonstrate — you will be convinced of the outstanding quality of these new Stentorian speakers.

**Stentorian**
THE FINEST EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD., Mansfield, Notts.

NEW LOW LEVELS in capacity and attenuation of CO-AX Cables mean new possibilities in electronic equipment design both for the war effort and for the post-war electronic age.

Write for characteristics

**BASICALLY BETTER AIR-SPACED**

CO-AX LOWLOSS CABLES
TRANSRADIO LTD. 16 THE HIGHWAY, BEACONSFIELD, 4 BUCKS
The remarkable accuracy of the DUBILIER PRECISION WIRE WOUND RESISTOR is due to its scientific construction. A slotted high insulation ceramic former is wound with enamelled resistance wire of not less than 0.0014" diameter. During winding the wire is subjected to tests to eliminate accidentally shorted turns and to ensure the essential high standard of insulation between turns. Contact between resistance element and terminals is by the exclusive DUBILIER moulded metal method which removes the possibility of weak, non positive or noisy connections. All units are suitable for use up to 50 Kc/s. Full technical details on request.
Government Surplus machine tools available NOW at attractive prices.
YOUR opportunity to get better equipment and increase production.

DISPOSAL CENTRES, where records of all machines available may be inspected, are open to the public for enquiries from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to Friday inclusive:

BIRMINGHAM C.M.L. Buildings, Great Charles Street
BRISTOL 8/9 Elm Dale Road, Bristol 8.
CARDIFF Imperial Buildings, Mount Stuart Square.
GLASGOW 21 Glassford Street.
LEEDS 10 Bank Street, off Boar Lane.
LONDON Room 0088, Ground Floor, Thames House North, Millbank, S.W.1.
MANCHESTER Britannia House, Fountain Street.

ISSUED BY THE MINISTRY OF SUPPLY
A completely new range of high efficiency Miniature Valves has been introduced by MAZDA to meet the requirements of the Electronic Engineer.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
Model P84. An 18" diameter Speaker with a peak power handling capacity of 40 Watts; suitable for public address purposes.

Model P2VO. A 2½" diameter Speaker, weighing only 3½ ozs., designed for small personal radios.

NEW!!
"Q-MAX" V.H.F. CONVERTOR

Embodying circuit refinements not found in any other make plus advantages of MONO-UNIT COILS.

Full Vision Calibrated Scale. One knob tuning and Extra Top Coil Range.

PRICE (With 30Mc/s and 50Mc/s Coil Unit) ... 19 Gns.
(Extra Coil Units, 30/- each)

RELEASE DATE JULY 21
THE " Q-MAX "
" FOUR BAND FORTY " TRANSMITTER

Obtainable from your local "Q-MAX" Dealer or direct from

BERRY'S
(SHORT WAVE LTD)
25, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
Telephone: HOLborn 6231

Double Efficiency from these transformers.

Each SAVAGE transformer is efficient in two ways. First, because it is built by specialists in transformer construction who know how to keep losses to an absolute minimum. Secondly, because each transformer is designed to satisfy the user's exact requirements and built to do the job he wants it to do.

Savage TRANSFORMERS LTD.
51, NORTHGATE STREET, DEVIZES. Phone 536
U.I.C
Silvered Mica & Ceramic
CAPACITORS

A wide range of types for all purposes

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD., OAKCROFT ROAD., TOLWORTH, SURBITON, SURREY
Phone: Elmbridge 5241 (6 lines)
Telegram: Calame, Surbiton
The Redifon G.40 transmitter is a post-war design available with alternative R.F. and Modulator units, enabling the user to select exactly those services which fit each individual requirement. Maximum output power is over 800 watts on C.W., or 500 watts for Telephony or M.C.W.

In its simplest form, the Redifon G.40 is a C.W. transmitter for medium or shortwave communication. A frequency range of 137 Kc/s to 25 Mc/s is covered by 4 alternative R.F. units, any two of which can be fitted into one set, operating simultaneously or on instantaneous switch-over.

As a telephony station, the G.40 can be fitted with one R.F. unit and a Modulator to give 500 watts for broadcast or communication purposes.

The G.40 is ideal for medium-sized airports, where an M.F., C.W. beacon is required for navigation, and S.W. telephony for ground-to-plane communication. For this role a special model is available with a 500-watt telegraphy channel and an independent 250-watt telephony service.

For full details of the Redifon G.40 write to our Communications Sales Division.

Rediffusion Ltd.
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio Communication and Industrial Electronic Equipment
BROOMHILL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.18
Eight valves (plus rectifier).
* One R.F. and two I.F. stages.
* Three bands 9.7 to 176.5 metres.
* Band-set control has amateur bands calibrated. Band-spread control with fly-wheel for smooth and positive tuning.
* B.F.O.
* Crystal filter.

**THE NEW “640”**
for Short Waves only
31 to 1.7 Mc/s

Model “640” is designed for high-efficiency on short-waves (note broadcast band is omitted) and has electrical band-spread available throughout tuning range. Particularly applicable for both commercial and amateur communication use.

**PRICE** . . . £42.0.0 (PLUS PURCHASE TAX 9.0.7)

The “640” has outstanding signal/noise ratio and extremely good image rejection. Provision for external connection of “S” meter.

A SPECIMEN MODEL may be seen at Webb’s and we are now taking orders for rotational supply in August/September. Write for details of our Registration Scheme.

**MODEL “504”**
Continuous Coverage
30,000 to 600 Kc/s.

The Communication Receiver for general purpose use, continuous coverage 30,000 to 600 Kc/s. One dial tuning with precision gearing, effective scale length is 3½ inches per band.

**PRICE** . . . £48.10.0 (PLUS PURCHASE TAX £10.8.7).

A limited number of “504” receivers are available ex stock at Webb’s.

WEBB’S RADIO, 14 SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1 Phone : GERard 2089

Hours of Business : 9 a.m.—5.30 p.m. Sa.s. : 9 a.m.—1 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com
The better they are made
the more outstanding the results

MADE IN THREE PRINCIPAL MATERIALS.

FREQUELEX. An insulating material of low Dielectric Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators, Valve Holders, etc.

PERMALEX. A High Permittivity Material. For the construction of Condensers of the smallest possible dimensions.

TEMPLEX. A Condenser material of medium permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at all temperatures.

Bullers

Bullers Low Loss Ceramics

Bullers Ltd., 6, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4. Phone: Mansion House 9971 (3 lines)
Telegrams: "Bullers, Cannon, London."

Varley

Products of Quality & Reliability

Main Transformer
A.F. Transformer
Smoothing Chokes
Thermal Delay Switches
Power Resistances

Made by
Oliver Pell Control Ltd
Telephone: Woolwich 1422
Cambridge Row, Woolwich, S.E.18

FOR THE RADIO SERVICEMAN DEALER AND OWNER

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his Diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our students how to apply that training in practical, every-day radio service work. We train them to be successful!

Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept. stating your requirements. Our advice is free and places you under no obligation.

---------------------
You may use this coupon---------------------

International Correspondence Schools Ltd.
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject marked X

Complete Radio Engineering  Radio Service Engineering
Elementary Radio

And the following Radio Examinations:

British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.

Name: ___________________________ Age: __________
Address: ________________________________
AVAILABLE SHORTLY

The new "REYNOLDS" "ALL-INDIA EIGHT" Table Radio Receiver, fully tropicalised. Price on request.
Model T12 AMPLIFIER, in streamlined case, for AC/DC mains. 18 guineas, nett.
See next issue for illustration of these outstanding lines.

MODEL T.40 DE LUXE AMPLIFIER
For outdoor meetings, large halls, factories etc. Superior in appearance, design and performance. 40 watts undistorted output, 4 separate matched inputs. Separate volume controls, electronic mixing, unique treble or bass tone control system.
Overall dimensions 18½ in. long, 11½ in. high, 8½ in. wide.
Guaranteed for 12 months, valves for 3 months.
PRICE COMPLETE, ready to operate £27 GNS.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

REYNOLDS UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD.
410, DUDLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM, 16.
Telephone: SMEthwick 0201

Introducing!

self-contained battery operated
universal electronic test meter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D.C.</th>
<th>A.C.</th>
<th>OHMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 10 Meg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 100 Meg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INPUT Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On A.C. 10 Meg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On D.C. 5 - 50 Meg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voltage multiplier 0 - 5000v. D.C. and V.H.F probe available

Price £24·10s.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
17 PARADISE ROAD, RICHMOND, SURREY
Telephone: Richmond 4917
PERTRIX REDRESSED FOR PEACE

Pertrix Batteries have emerged from the testing ground of war as more reliable, more efficient than ever before. You will soon see them in the smart new post-war pack shown above. It denotes the finest battery for radio use yet made.

HOLSUN BATTERIES LIMITED
137 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
EDDYSTONE AND THE AMATEUR

- Covers all Amateur Bands from 31 to 1.7 Mc/s.
- Separate Electrical Bandspread.
- Really good Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
- High Image Ratio.
- Vacuum mounted Crystal Filter.
- Adaptor for Battery operation.

THE NEW EDDYSTONE '640'
AN AMATEUR BANDS COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER OF FIRST-CLASS DESIGN

The Eddystone "640" Receiver has been specifically designed to fulfill the amateur enthusiast's needs for a really first-class Communications Receiver. It is a nine-valve Superheterodyne with electrical bandspread over the whole tuning range, the amateur bands being distinctively marked. Tuning range is from 31 Mc/s to 1.7 Mc/s. The circuit includes I.R.F. and 2 I.F. stages. Sensitivity is better than 2 microvolts. Very efficient 1.6 Mc/s Crystal Filter vacuum mounted. All essential requirements incorporated—B.F.O., Noise Limiter, Standby switch, etc. Provision for "S" Meter. Cabinet measures 19½ in. × 10 in. × 8½ in., and is handsomely finished in fine ripple black.

PRICE: £42. Purchase Tax £9 0s. 7d. (Release date August.)
A matching Loudspeaker unit "652" can be supplied at £3 7s. 6d.

Please order from your Registered "EDDYSTONE" Retailer, as we do not supply direct.

STRATTON & CO., LTD
EDDYSTONE WORKS
WEST HEATH
BIRMINGHAM 31

In phase with every musical mood
POLYPHONIC RADIO
BY THE PIONEERS OF WIDE RANGE REPRODUCTION

AGENTS
ANDOVER: Thomas Lynn & Sons.
ISLE OF WIGHT: C.C. Clark & Sons.
LEEDS: Vallance & Davison Ltd. (and branches).
NEWQUAY: C.C. Gerry.
NORWICH: Panks' Radio.
SHEFFIELD: Needham Engineering Co., Ltd.
SOUTHSEA: Seals of Southsea, Ltd.
FOR the ever-increasing applications where the maintenance of a high value of insulation resistance is of paramount importance, the T.C.C. "METALPACK" Tropical and "METALMITE" Miniature Tropical types are indispensable. By virtue of the aluminium tube, hermetically sealed construction, the initial insulation is maintained, even under the most arduous climatic conditions.
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Branch Offices:

- **Coventry**:
  - 8-10, Corporation Street.
  - Telephone: Coventry 5210.
  - Telegrams: "Autocar, Coventry."

- **Birmingham**:
  - King Edward House, New Street, 2.
  - Telephone: Midland 7191 (7 lines).
  - Telegrams: "Autopress, Birmingham."

- **Manchester**:
  - 260, Deansgate, 3.
  - Telephone: Blackfriars 4412 (4 lines).
  - Telegrams: "Life, Manchester."
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△ As many of the circuits and apparatus described in these pages are covered by patents, readers are advised, before making use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would not be infringing patents.

### REPLACEMENT VIBRATORS FOR CAR RADIO

Send new life coursing through your car radio. Put a STRATOSIL Vibrator into circuit...it defies all climatic conditions and operates efficiently—anywhere. Your dealer can supply—in case of difficulty write direct to us.

---

Wright & Weaire Ltd • 2 Lord North St • S.W.1 • Tels: Abbey 2126 • Factory: Simonside • Co. Durham
VALVES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.

No. 7: Mullard TWIN TRIODE ECC32

There are quite a number of special circuits, such as multivibrators and push-pull drivers, that use a pair of similar triodes; for these purposes twin triodes usually save cost and space.

Each triode in the ECC32 is a normal type with a μ of 32 and r_s of 14,000Ω. Used with a 0.1 MΩ coupling, the voltage gain is nearly 30, and varies little with the supply voltage, which chiefly affects the signal output obtainable. For low distortion (2-3%) the output at 200 volts is 45 V peak, and at 400 V is 115 V peak. The ECC32 is not restricted to designs with common cathodes; and the capacitance between anodes is less than 1 pF. In a 2-stage amplifier, the grid pin farther from the heater pins should be used for input.

For driving push-pull amplifiers or providing symmetrical c.r.t. deflecting voltages, there are several well-known phase-inverter circuits. The gain obtainable from most of them, using a pair of similar valves, is approximately equal to that of one ordinary stage. In the cathode-coupled or Schmitt circuit it is only about half as much, and a negative voltage has to be provided; but it is a very versatile sort of circuit, and especially suitable for c.r.t. deflection.

Ideally, the signal anode currents would be equal and opposite, so would cancel out in R_e. In practice they must be sufficiently unequal for their difference to give enough voltage drop in R_e to drive V2 oppositely to V1. To minimize this inequality, R_e should be large—of the same order as R_a and R_v—and the voltage gain per stage also large. With the ECC32, for example, the difference in outputs need be only about 5%; and this, if not negligible, can be corrected by making R_a < R_v.

A feature of this circuit is that if one wants to mix another signal in the balanced output, without coupling the two signal sources, the grid of V2 is available for doing so.

It is obvious, too, that by coupling the anode of V2 to the grid of V1 it can be made to generate sustained oscillations, of a type depending on the couplings. If a 2-phase output is not needed, R_a can be short-circuited. A very stable constant-frequency oscillator, using an untapped inductor, may be based on this arrangement, which is easily seen to be an earthed-grid triode driven by a cathode follower. Used as an amplifier, it is capable of covering a very wide frequency band.

The following are a few references to details of the foregoing schemes:


"Cathode - Coupled Oscillators," F. Butler; Wireless Engineer, 1944.


This is the seventh of a series written by M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., the well-known Consulting Radio Engineer. Reprints for schools and technical colleges may be obtained free of charge from:

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,
CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2

Advertisement of The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd.
ARRANGEMENTS are already well advanced for the first post-war National Radio Exhibition, to be held at Olympia, London, from 1st—11th October. Naturally, at this early stage there are many details of the show to be finally settled, but it is already clear that the organizers, the Radio Industry Council, have brought in some radically new ideas.

In our opinion the Olympia shows of the years immediately before the war contributed much less than they might have done towards the growth of radio. They were essentially planned to "sell" broadcasting to the public—and that was already "sold." Although we welcome co-operation between those who conduct broadcasting and those who make the equipment with which it is received, it seems no function of the industry to act as unpaid publicity agents for the B.B.C. The shows were devoted almost exclusively to broadcasting, and dealt hardly at all with other branches. Emphasis on severely technical developments was considered as being out of keeping with the spirit of the exhibition, and no great effort to cater for those interested in such things was made. There were as a rule few exhibits of even a mildly educational nature; little, in fact, to encourage members of the public to take an intelligent interest in the technical means by which broadcasting was brought to them and little to help them to obtain the best possible results from their equipment.

There are, as we have said, signs that all this is to be changed at the 1947 show. A large number of manufacturers of non-broadcast apparatus—transmitters, electronic equipment, etc.—are expected to be represented, as will Government departments and other non-commercial users of wireless. If, as we understand, the show is to be of a more informative nature than in the 1930s, that is strictly in harmony with changes brought about by the war, when untold thousands of men and women became familiar with wireless. A large number of them attained a high technical standard and of these a good proportion retain their interest in radio. Suitably encouraged, they will exert an important influence on public appreciation of the finer points of broadcast receiver design and performance.

It is to be hoped especially that means will be sought to instruct and inform visitors of the potentialities of modern equipment and how to use it to best advantage. Of course, bearing in mind the diverse nature of the attendance at a public exhibition, it will be all to the good if the pill of instruction can be coated with the gift of entertainment, but we think that there is plenty of scope for serious educational exhibits.

As an example of something on which the public needs information, the broadcast receiving aerial comes to mind. This matter was forcibly brought out by a contributor to the correspondence section of our May issue. He contended that ten million odd listeners have been encouraged for so long to use their sets with no aerial, or with a miserable apology for an aerial, that few of them realise the possibilities of the modern broadcast receiver. Here is an opportunity to devise a convincing exhibit to demonstrate the benefits conferred by a proper aerial system used with a sensitive set.

**Thoughts for the Future**

*Wireless World* does not decry the idea of a "popular" annual radio exhibition, with a wide appeal, but we hope that it will eventually become a great deal more than that. The various branches of wireless tended to drift apart as a result of the vast expansion brought about by the invention of broadcasting. Then, as an outcome of war, these branches again found common ground in many fields, and have tended to come together again. This convergence is all to the good, and we should like to see in the near future an annual radio exhibition that would be regarded as the focal point of the year in the whole world of wireless.
Wire or Wireless?

By THOMAS RODDAM

There is a rather snobbish feeling that line work is just an old-fashioned poor relation of radio. Even the professional radio engineer has this feeling, although he always keeps a sharp eye open, for the line engineers have been very prolific in ideas. Obvious examples of our debt to them are wave-filters, negative feedback and wide-band amplifier techniques. The interchange of ideas, with the radio engineer often getting more than he gave, was always at the level of circuit methods. It was felt that the field of usefulness of radio barely overlapped that of line working, so that common techniques were used with a different fundamental aim. Radio was for broadcasting, or for very long-distance communication by telephone or telegraph, with telegraph as the normal method: lines were principally for short- and medium-distance communication, chiefly by telephony, and usually within the area of a town or county, although anywhere within a continent was possible. Of course, there was the transatlantic cable, but most radio engineers thought this was an out-of-date standby for use during "Dellinger's."

This view is now in urgent need of revision: radio's future is in active competition with the cable and the overhead wire. Some readers will remember the struggles which took place in the early days of radio between the wireless organizations and the cable companies. Like the affair of the Kilkenny cats, mutual cannibalism was the final outcome. The new battle between radio and wire may never come out into the open as public competition: it may be waged in the conference rooms of technical administrators between staffs of engineers and economists. Yet battle there is bound to be. Some people do not believe this. At a recent I.E.E. meeting, at which colonial telecommunications were discussed, some speakers expressed the view that a radio link was a rather temporary affair, to be used only until there was time to put up poles, hang wires from them and hack a path through the jungle to enable the maintenance engineer to bicycle on his fault-finding errands. Native gentlemen who are skilled at constructing bracelets from copper wire are believed to support this outlook: in America, where a more sophisticated approach is adopted, Western Union are setting up radio links to do the work now done by overhead wires.

Readers of Alice Through the Looking Glass will remember the train of which "the smoke is worth a thousand pounds a puff" with a guard whose "time is worth a thousand pounds a minute." The cost of the London-Birmingham coaxial cable was quoted as a thousand pounds a mile: apart from television relaying, what is this extremely expensive piece of wire used for? The answer is that with only a megacycle bandwidth in the amplifiers 240 carrier telephone channels can be superimposed on a single cable. With improved amplifiers wider bands still can be obtained, so that many hundreds of speech channels can be connected using only a single coaxial cable in each direction. This is simply an extension of a principle already in common use, in which carrier frequencies between 12 kc/s and 60 kc/s are used to convey twelve channels on a pair of overhead wires.

Later in this article we shall discuss the circuit methods adopted by the line engineers.

The Future of Trunk Communications

Fig. 1. Level diagram of New York-Philadelphia carrier telephone system.

Fig. 2. Auxiliary repeater station on New York-Philadelphia route.
Meanwhile, where does the radio engineer come in? The answer is that he, too, knows how to transmit a wide band of frequencies from one point to another. Assuming that the bandwidth corresponds to modulation frequencies of up to 2 Mc/s, which we shall see later is what we want, this is just the same problem as we have in television. Even at 7 metres this bandwidth is not hard to get: at higher frequencies, around 500 Mc/s (60 cm), for example, it is difficult not to provide the required bandwidth. Highly directional aerials can be used to concentrate all the energy from the transmitter in the direction of the receiver, and to collect the energy at the receiving end, so that only small power is required for rather more than optical range. One system* installed during the war in British Columbia, worked on frequencies between 42 Mc/s and 50 Mc/s, using 250 watt transmitters. The longest circuit was from Prince Rupert to Langan Island, a distance of 108 miles, and the average input to the receiver was 100μV, which was well above the receiver’s requirement of 20μV.

This circuit carried only one telephone channel, but the 98-mile path from Prince Rupert to Alliford Bay carried two telephone channels and four teleprinter channels. Other links in the British Columbia network were shorter, but distances of about 40 to 50 miles may be regarded as normal for V.H.F. radio links. We can therefore imagine a chain of receiver-transmitter repeater stations, spaced 50 miles apart, passing our radio signals across country.

What do the line people do? Fig. 1 shows what happens between New York and Philadelphia, and is based on information given in Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. XVIII, No. 4. By the time the signals on the coaxial cable have travelled 15 miles they have been attenuated about 30db. To avoid cross-talk the input level is restricted, so that it is then necessary to amplify the signals before they fall too near noise level. The sort of installation needed for this is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, also reproduced from the above paper. Obviously quite a lot of money must be spent on these repeater stations. To make it more difficult, "twist" regulation must be provided; as the temperature of the cable changes with the weather and the season, the frequency characteristic of the attenuation alters, so that the gain regulating circuits must allow not only for overall changes of attenuation, but also for change of attenuation at different frequencies.

Here the radio engineer is on a very good wicket. His transmission path is, at V.H.F., pretty stable, and the variations of attenuation are not frequency selective. Of course, if he gets more than one transmission path he will run into selective fading, but this can be avoided. Furthermore, if he uses frequency modulation, he can provide a link of absolutely constant overall equivalent, and, again assuming that no multipath distortion is present, the 50 miles of radio link should be a very solid and quiet transmission path. Of course, even at 500 Mc/s it is quite hard work designing a frequency modulation system to take modulation frequencies up to 2 Mc/s, but before the war one experimental system at least had been set up as a means for providing television relaying, and we have had quite a lot of experience with wide bands and short wavelengths since then. It is very much easier in some ways than the radar and broadcasting prob-
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lems, because, unlike broadcasting, we can concentrate all the power in a narrow beam, and, unlike radar, we do not receive only a small amount which has been scattered back. The powers used in this sort of work are measured in watts, not in kilowatts and megawatts, and the valves used are almost conventional in design.

It seems very likely that we shall soon see some experimental links working on this basis. Certainly there seems to be no reason why we should not. All the techniques are known and understood; only the application is needed. What do we need at the transmitter and the receiver? Obviously, we need the basic elements of the normal transmitter and receiver, the modulator, amplifier and oscillator at the transmitter, the frequency changer, amplifiers and detector at the receiver. In addition, we must take a very close interest in the way in which our 240 telephone circuits are all connected to the same radio modulator at the transmitter end and to the output circuits at the receiver. In the New York-Philadelphia link the speech frequencies in the band 200kc/s to 3,400 kc/s are used to modulate a carrier of frequency 60 kc/s to 108 kc/s. Twelve such carriers, spaced at 4 kc/s intervals, are obtained in this band. One sideband only is selected, so that the channel now occupies the band 60.2 kc/s to 63.4 kc/s, 64.2 kc/s to 67.4 kc/s, and so on up to the twelfth channel in the band 104.2 kc/s. There is a difference between British and American practice according to whether lower or upper sideband is selected, but this does not make any fundamental change in the principle of the system. The whole group of twelve channels is then shifted bodily by a second "group modulator" to the desired frequency band. Thus, by modulating the group with a carrier frequency of 912 kc/s, it can be moved to occupy the band 972-1,020 kc/s, the upper sideband being again selected. In this way the whole frequency spectrum between 60 kc/s and 1,020 kc/s is occupied by 20 groups, each made up of 12 channels. The equipment which does this is shown in Fig. 4. This is the heart of the whole system, and, comparing it with the size of a receiver or a 50-watt transmitter, the reader will see that if the radio man insists that he is not interested in what happens before they pipe the signal into his modulator, he is in for a pretty thin time, because the engineer on the line side will take the running of the transmitter and receiver in their stride.

The urgent problem for the radio engineer has therefore two aspects. First of all, he must understand the methods and techniques which have been adopted for multichannel telephony on lines. The fact that elaborate systems have been evolved does not mean that they are necessarily final in form, although they are now so well established that it will not be easy to make any changes unless some considerable improvement can be made. Secondly, he must study the problems of wide-band radio links at very high frequencies. These are urgently needed both for telephone purposes and for television. In many countries television can only be run economically by the simultaneous broadcasting of one programme in several large towns. Radio links from the studio to the satellite towns are essential. Furthermore, few countries are willing to start up a new television service on British pre-war standards; they have heard so much about 1,000-line stereoscopic colour television with sound on a common carrier that they will not invest their money in a system they believe to be out of date. The radio links must therefore be designed to accommodate the very wide bandwidths which the future television systems will require. The reader will appreciate that to provide a frequency modulation system handling signal frequencies up to, say, 20 Mc/s means that a deviation of ±30 Mc/s must be used. This is still rather a nightmare for the engineers, but when bandwidths of this sort are available, and there is no doubt that they will be in a few years' time, we shall be able to be thoroughly extravagant in using them for communications purposes. Telegrams will be sent by high-speed facsimile processes, for example, and we may have 400-line television thrown in as an extra on trunk telephone calls. There is, in fact, no limit to what can be envisaged once the V.H.F. radio link comes into its own.


Principles of Radio for Operators, by Ralph Atherton, M.S. The material contained in this book is used in the American Navy for the 16-week course of training for radio operators. Each of its sixteen chapters covers a week's training. A set of problems is given at the end of each chapter of the book which covers basic electrical principles and explains the function of each section of a receiver. There are also chapters on transmitters and circuits. 341 + iv pages. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., St. Martin's Street, London, W.C.2. Price 7s.

Short-Wave Listeners' Annual, 1947. The eight chapters of the annual, include sections on commercial W/T stations as well as broadcasting and amateur stations. Lists of station addresses and slogans are also included. Among the useful miscellaneous data are a wavelength-frequency conversion chart and a list of Standard Times. 254 + vii pages. Amalgamated Short-Wave Press, Ltd., 57, Maida Vale, London, W. Price 2s.

Electrical Developments, by E. G. Britton, D.Phil. An idea of the scope of this book, which gives "simple qualitative accounts of some of the more common electronic devices," will be gathered from the headings to some of its thirteen chapters. They include the Electron, Thermionic Valve, Cathode-ray Tube, Klystron, Positive Grid Oscillator and Magnetron, Cyclotron, Photo-electric Cells, Electron Multiplier, Electron Microscope and Application of Electron Technique to Television. 308 + viii pages with 74 figures. George Newnes, Ltd., Southamton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Price 7s 6d.

Microphone Pre-Amplifier

Cathode Follower Circuit Suitable for P.A. Work

By R. SELBY

During the course of modernizing some general-purpose P.A. equipment, it was thought that the existing moving-coil microphones constituted a weak link in the chain of what was intended to be a high-fidelity amplifying system, and consideration was therefore given to the sound cell type of piezo crystal microphone.

The outstanding advantage of this type of microphone is the good frequency response, stated by the makers to extend almost level to about 10,000 c/s. Non-directional pickup, small size and weight, and absence of "blasting" when overloaded, are also useful features. On the other hand, the low voltage output (which cannot be stepped up by a transformer as in the case of moving coil microphones) and the high impedance present problems. The makers give the output as -66 db to a reference level of 1 volt per dyne per sq cm and the impedance as being similar to a capacity of 0.005 µF. In the absence of reliable figures for other types, it is difficult to make any accurate comparison, but in practice it may be said that additional voltage amplification of perhaps 35 to 40 db is required as against a sensitive moving-coil microphone and transformer. The high impedance, predominantly of a capacitive nature, implies that the microphone must work into a load of the order of 5 megohms if loss of bass is to be avoided, and that the self-capacity of the lead, which must be thoroughly screened, will cause a loss of voltage.

A preliminary attempt at incorporating an additional high-gain stage of amplification in an existing A.C. mains amplifier proved, as expected, to be unsatisfactory owing to hum and noise. Attention was therefore turned to the use of a separate pre-amplifier, using D.C. supply for valve heaters, and employing to advantage the characteristics of the cathode follower.

The main amplifying stage, $V_1$, is conventional, employing an R.F. pentode (EF50). This valve is very suitable for the purpose, since it has a very steep slope and is satisfactorily non-microphonic. Strictly speaking, the use of a variable-mu valve is to be deprecated, but in view of the extremely small grid swing to be handled it is not considered that any distortion is introduced. In spite of the use of a 5 megohm grid resistor no grid current can be detected. Bias is derived from a potential divider across the heater supply.

The output stage is a cathode follower, employing another EF50. The high input impedance enables maximum gain to be obtained from $V_1$ without loss of high frequencies, whilst the low output

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of amplifier. $V_1$ and $V_2$ are EF50's.

Fig. 2. Method of obtaining H.T. supply from main amplifier.
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impedance permits operation with an unscreened line to the main amplifier. This feature was considered essential, as screened cable, apart from expense, is less durable and much more awkward to handle and joint than ordinary T.R.S. flex.

There is, of course, a considerable loss in the output stage due to the use of the very low load resistance of 100 ohms, but the overall gain of the amplifier is sufficient for all ordinary purposes. If desired, higher values can easily be substituted by a switch, so that when conditions permit the operation of a higher impedance line a higher signal level can be maintained.

H.T. consumption is approximately 2 mA at 100 volts and can, therefore, be supplied easily from a dry battery. Alternatively it may be obtained from the main amplifier, either by a separate line, or by utilizing a species of phantom circuit on the existing signal line, as shown in Fig. 2. The latter method has proved entirely satisfactory. A switch has been fitted to disconnect the circuit for occasions when the main amplifier is being used alone, otherwise its input will be shunted by the comparatively low 22kΩ resistance.

It will be noted that the anode circuits of the pre-amplifier have been rearranged slightly in order to provide the necessary filtering between A.F. and D.C. as simply as possible. This also permits the use of slightly higher H.T. voltage with a consequent substantial increase in gain, and it becomes possible to reduce the load resistance to a figure as low as 50 ohms. The blocking condenser should be as large as possible in order to keep the line impedance low at low frequencies. The writer has used 400 µF but a value of the order of 1000 µF would be preferable, and is not difficult to arrange since the rated working voltage need not be more than about 150 volts.

The H.T. supply must be adequately decoupled and should be taken from a potential divider in preference to a series dropper, in order to prevent excessive rise of voltage on the line and on the electrolytic blocking condenser if the heaters of V₁ and V₂, are cold.

The use of this type of pre-amplifier is not, of course, confined to the sound cell microphone. With suitable alterations to the input constants, any other type of microphone may be used, and a pickup may be fed into the grid of V₁ or the suppressor of V₂. In fact it may easily be developed into a mixing unit of any desired complexity. The writer has incorporated a method of remotely controlling the main amplifier. The main virtue lies in the use of a cathode follower for matching to a low-impedance line, and in the writer's opinion represents a distinct advance on the conventional output stage with step-down line transformer.

Clip-on Test Prod

Made from Easily Obtained Materials

The test prod described here, although it is not quite as simple in construction as the plain pencil type, combines the slender-ness and adequate insulation of that type with a gripping device that enables it to be clipped on to a test point and left hanging there while both hands are free for work. Anyone who has once made and used one of these gadgets will wonder how he ever put up with the non-gripping type. It can be easily made in the most modest workshop.

Fig. 1 (a) shows the general appearance and dimensions. When the cross-bar in the handle is pulled back by the forefinger and thumb, the gripping jaws A and B at the business end are separated. Inside the handle, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), there is a spring that normally presses these jaws together, thus gripping the wire, terminal, etc., that form test points, when this cross-bar (which slides in a slot in the hollow handle) is released. The details will probably be obvious from the diagrams. The author has found it possible to construct these gripping test prods with quite simple and easily obtained materials such as a bicycle spoke for the inner rod, thin metal tubing, Terry springs, and ebonite tube for the handle part.

W. H. C.
Television O.B. Vehicle

New Pye Equipment

DESIGNED to operate in a minimum time after arrival at a site, the Pye television outside-broadcast vehicle is a complete television transmitter from camera to aerial housed in a Hum-ber Utility vehicle. The transmitter has an output of some 50W at 660 Mc/s for a modulation level corresponding to peak white and this is fed through a balanced feeder to a horizontal dipole mounted in a re-flector and carried by a telescopic mast projecting through the roof of the vehicle. The mast is motor-con-trolled and on arrival at a site it is necessary only to switch on the motor; it then looks after itself and switches itself off when the full height of 40ft is reached, so leaving the operators free to attend to the other apparatus. The aerial gives a beam of about ±20° and a gain of some 14 db.

Two camera units on four-wheeled dollies are carried. The wheels are coupled to the camera so that rotating it also turns the wheels and they are thus always set correctly for a direct forwards and backwards movement. A simple view finder only is fitted, both electrical and optical focus being controlled by the operator at the control desk in the vehicle. Optical focus is con-trolled through the agency of a Selsyn system.

One camera on its dolly is shown alongside the vehicle and the other folded up in its carrying position on the drop-back. The backs of the monitor and control racks can also be seen.

The control desk, showing the picture monitor tubes with the waveform monitors above them.

The aerial at its full height on its telescopic mast.

The control desk contains two picture monitor tubes and two waveform monitors. Fading and mixing facilities are provided.

The cameras have Pyton iconscope-type tubes and contain the sound pre-amplifiers as well as the video amplifiers and scanning equipment. E.H.T. is obtained from the line fly-back and there is a safety interlock to remove the supply if the time-base fails. Each camera has 100 yards of cable containing five screened pairs and nine unscreened leads.

Pulse generating equipment in the van produces the synchronizing pulses and mixes them with the V.F. signals, diode clamps being used throughout to maintain the black level.

The Pye Videosonic system is used, in which the sound channel is conveyed by width-modulated pulses inserted in the line sync pulses, thus saving a separate R.F. transmitter and receiver.

The power supply comes from a 3.5-kW generator driven from the vehicle engine, but provision is made for the use of 50 c/s mains when such a supply is available. A separate intercommunication set is provided so that the O.B. crew can work under the immediate direction of the producer at the main television station.

The complete station and vehicle weighs 24 tons and there is room for a crew of three, including the driver. The station was shown at the British Industries Fair at Olympia.

OUR COVER

In the cover picture the folded dipole of the intercommunication channel of the Pye O.B. Equipment can be seen at the side of the reflector of the vision aerial.
Tuned A.F. Filters

1.—General Considerations and Design Formulae

By H. E. Styles, B.Sc.

For purposes such as correction of pick-up response or elimination of heterodyne interference it is often necessary to employ filters which will attenuate a certain specified band of frequencies only. In such cases it is usual to employ either the parallel tuned rejector circuit (1) or the series tuned acceptor circuit (2).

It is a simple matter to design such circuits so as to obtain any desired maximum attenuation at the resonant frequency, but the degree of attenuation at other frequencies depends upon the magnification factor, "Q," of the tuned circuit. Calculation of "off resonance" attenuation is somewhat involved owing to the reactive component of the tuned circuit impedance at such frequencies, the difficulties being accentuated in circuit (2) by the presence of the shunt resistance R normally required for bias and volume control purposes.

It has, however, been found possible to derive a simple relationship between attenuation, frequency and "Q" by means of which the required value of the latter can readily be calculated, thus enabling the circuit constants to be chosen so as to produce any desired maximum attenuation and bandwidth of affected frequencies.

The derivation of this relationship is given in the appendix, final design data being as follows:

Let \( L = \) Coil inductance in henrys.

\[
\begin{align*}
C & = \text{Capacitance in farads.} \\
\gamma & = \text{Resistance in series with} \\
& \text{L (including the coil} \\
& \text{resistance).} \\
R & = \text{Resistance across output} \\
& \text{of filter.} \\
S & = \text{Input series resistance} \\
& \text{in circuit (2).} \\
f_0 & = \text{Frequency of maximum} \\
& \text{attenuation.} \\
f & = \text{Frequency other than} f_0. \\
F_0 & = \text{Desired maximum effective} \\
& \text{attenuation factor at frequency} f_0. \\
F & = \text{Desired effective attenuation} \\
& \text{factor at frequency} f. \\
Q & = \text{Magnification factor of} \\
& \text{the tuned circuit} \\
& \text{comprising L, C and} \gamma.
\end{align*}
\]

From the last equation, knowing \( F_0 \) and \( f_0 \), the value of \( Q \) required to produce any desired attenuation \( F \) at frequency \( f \) can be determined. Usually it is desired to ensure that the attenuation shall become negligible at a given frequency and for practical purposes negligible attenuation can be taken as corresponding, to

\[
F = 0.8 \quad \text{(-2 decibels)}.
\]

Table I gives the value of

\[
Q\left(\frac{f_0}{f} - \frac{f}{f_0}\right)
\]

corresponding to an attenuation of 2 decibels for any maximum attenuation of from 3 to 39 decibels, the first horizontal line giving values of \( Q\left(\frac{f_0}{f} - \frac{f}{f_0}\right) \) for maximum attenuations (at \( f_0 \)) of from 3–9 decibels, the second line from 10–19 decibels and so on. From this table the value of \( Q\left(\frac{f_0}{f} - \frac{f}{f_0}\right) \) corresponding to negligible attenuation for a given maximum attenuation can be read off and hence, knowing the values of \( f_0 \) and \( f \), the required value of \( Q \) can be obtained.

\( R \) is normally determined by considerations other than frequency correction and knowing \( R, Q, F_0 \) and \( f_0 \) the necessary values of \( L, C \) and \( \gamma \) can be obtained from the equations given above.

Design Data for Circuit (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
L & = \frac{R(t - F_0)}{2\pi f_0 QF_0} = \frac{Q\gamma}{2\pi f_0} \\
\gamma & = \frac{R(t - F_0)}{Q^2 F_0} \\
C & = \frac{QF_0}{2\pi f_0 R(t - F_0)} = \frac{1}{2\pi f_0 Q\gamma} \\
Q\left(\frac{f_0}{f} - \frac{f}{f_0}\right) & = \pm \sqrt{\frac{F^2 - F_0^2}{F_0^2(t - F_0^2)}}
\end{align*}
\]

1 Effective attenuation factor is absolute attenuation factor divided by any constant attenuation which may be produced at frequencies outside the affected bandwidth. For circuit (1) absolute and effective attenuations are identical but for circuit (2) effective attenuation equals the absolute attenuation times \( \left(\frac{R + S}{R}\right) \) since the circuit produces a constant attenuation of \( \left(\frac{R}{R + S}\right) \) at frequencies far from resonance.
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Design Data for Circuit (2).

\[ L = \frac{Qr}{2\pi f_0} \]
\[ C = \frac{1}{\pi f_0 Qr} \]
\[ \gamma = \frac{SR_F}{(R + S)(1 - F_0)} \]
\[ = \frac{F_0 S}{1 - F_0} \text{ when } R \text{ is infinitely great.} \]
\[ Q \left( \frac{f_0 - f}{f_0} \right) = \pm \sqrt{\frac{F_0^2 - F_0^2}{1 - F_0^2}} \]

Thus the value of \( Q \left( \frac{f_0 - f}{f_0} \right) \) can again be obtained from Table I, with it is desired only to ensure a given maximum effective attenuation at \( f_0 \) with negligible effective attenuation \((-2 \text{ db})\) at \( f \).

Circuit (2) will of course produce a constant attenuation of \( \frac{R + S}{R} \) at frequencies far from resonance, but this will not affect the frequency correction characteristics of the filter. This constant attenuation can be reduced by increasing the value of \( R \) which in some cases may be omitted, bias being applied by a resistance shunted across the input to the filter. Such a resistance will not affect the attenuation characteristics of the filter, although it will modify its input impedance. In such cases, since \( R = \infty \), circuit (2) will theoretically produce no attenuation at frequencies far from resonance, the impedance of the tuned circuit then becoming infinitely great. In practice, however, stray capacitance across the output of the filter, together with the self-capacity of inductance \( L \), may result in unwanted attenuation of high frequencies and consequently it is usually inadvisable to make \( R \) unduly large.

It will be observed that in the case of circuit (2) the value of \( \gamma \) varies with variations in \( R \) and \( S \) whilst the input impedance of the filter will also depend upon the resistance values chosen. These considerations will decide the most appropriate values for \( R \), \( S \) and \( \gamma \) in any given circumstances.

Input Impedance of the Alternative Filters.

Circuit (1).

The input impedance varies from a minimum value approximating to \( R \) at frequencies far from resonance, up to a maximum value of \( \frac{R}{F_0} \) at the resonant frequency.

This change in impedance may be limited by shunting a resistance \( R' \) across the filter input, the attenuation characteristics of the latter being thereby unchanged. In such a case the minimum attenuation will be approximated to \( \frac{R}{RR'} \) whilst the maximum impedance at resonance will be \( \frac{R}{R + R'} \).

Circuit (2).

In this case the impedance varies from a maximum value of \( R + S \) at frequencies far from resonance down to a minimum value of \( \frac{R}{R + S} \) at resonance. If \( R \) be large compared with \( r \), the minimum impedance will approximate to \( S + r \), whilst if \( R \) be omitted completely the maximum impedance will tend towards infinity. The variation in impedance can therefore be controlled by choice of \( R \).

Factors Influencing Choice of Filter Circuit.

(a) Transmission Loss.

Circuit (1) produces no attenuation at frequencies far from series resistance \( S \), if of large value, tends to isolate the tuned circuit of the filter from the input source. For this reason circuit (2) is often the more suitable for direct coupling to pick-ups, etc., which normally are of reactive character.

(b) Effect of Reactive Input Sources.

If the source feeding the input to the filter is of reactive character the behaviour of circuit (1) may be upset by unwanted resonance effects. This is less likely to occur with circuit (2) as the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Attenuation (db)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tens</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Effect of Reactive Input Sources.

If the source feeding the input to the filter is of reactive character the behaviour of circuit (1) may be upset by unwanted resonance effects. This is less likely to occur with circuit (2) as the

(c) Phase Change.

Both circuits may produce considerable changes in phase, particularly at frequencies corresponding to values of \( Q \left( \frac{f_0 - f}{f_0} \right) \) approximating to unity. Whilst such phase changes are normally unimportant, the behaviour of amplifiers employing negative feedback may thereby be adversely affected.

(d) Component Values.

When it is necessary to ensure a specified minimum input impedance it will generally be found that one of the two alternative filter circuits will require more convenient component values than
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the other. Usually it is desirable that the value of the inductance should be as low as possible and it will be noted that for both circuits \( L = \frac{Q_f}{2\pi f} \). Thus the circuit requiring the smaller value for \( f \) will also necessitate the employment of the smallest inductance.

The minimum impedance of circuit (1) is approximately equal to \( R \) whilst, in the case of circuit (2), provided that \( F_0 \) is reasonably small and \( R \) reasonably large, the minimum impedance will not differ greatly from \( S \).

Now for circuit (1) \( r_1 = \frac{R(1 - F_0)}{Q^2F_0} \) and for circuit (2) \( r_2 = \frac{S}{1 - F_0} \) approx.

Hence \( r_1 = \frac{R(1 - F_0)^2}{Q^2F_0^2} \).

Thus, for a given minimum impedance, \( r_1 \) will be greater than \( r_2 \) if \( 1 - F_0 \) is greater than \( QF_0 \).

Therefore, if \( Q \) is less than \( \frac{1 - F_0}{F_0} \) circuit (2) will usually require more convenient circuit components than circuit (1) and vice versa.

Example of the Use of Design Data.

Assume that it is desired to attenuate a heterodyne whistle of 9,000 c/s by 20 db whilst at the same time the attenuation at 6,000 c/s is not to exceed 2 db. Also, the input impedance must not fall below 250,000 ohms, no limit being set to the maximum input impedance.

Then from Table I we find that for a maximum attenuation of 20 db an attenuation of 2 db corresponds to a value of 12.9 for \( Q \) of \( \frac{f_0}{f} \).

Now \( f_0 = 9,000 \) and \( f = 6,000 \).

Hence \( f_0 \) is \( f \) is 0.83.

Thus \( Q = 15.6 \).

Since \( F_0 = 0.1 \) (i.e. -20 db.), \( 1 - F_0 = 0 \).

Hence it is evident that for the purpose in question circuit (1) will demand the more convenient component values. We therefore have for circuit (1):

\[ \begin{align*}
L &= \frac{15.6 \times 9250}{2\pi \times 9000} = 2.56 \text{ H.} \\
C &= \frac{9250}{2\pi \times 9000 \times 15.6 \times 9250} = 0.00012 \mu\text{F}.
\end{align*} \]

**APPENDIX.**

Derivation of the Design Data.

Using the nomenclature employed previously we have:

\[ f_0 = \frac{2\pi \sqrt{LC}}{r} \] (to a first approximation), \[ Q = \frac{2\pi f_0 L}{r} \]

\[ R_D = \frac{L}{C} \] for circuit (1), and \( R_D = r \) for circuit (2).

where \( R_D = \) equivalent resistance of the tuned circuit at \( f_0 \).

If \( Z = \) impedance of the tuned circuit at \( f \) and \( \phi = \) phase angle between current in the external circuit and the applied voltage.

Then \( Z = R_D \cos \phi \) in circuit (1).

\[ \frac{f_0}{f} \cos \phi \] in circuit (2), and \( \tan \phi = \frac{Q}{\frac{f_0}{f}} \).

For Circuit (1).

At a frequency \( f \) this circuit comprises an impedance of \( R_D \cos \phi \) in series with a resistance \( R \), the phase angle \( \phi \). The resultant impedance \( Z_1 \) is given by the expression \( Z_1^2 = R_D^2 \cos^2 \phi + R^2 + 2R_D R \cos \phi \).

Now \( F_0 = R + R_D \), hence \( R_D = \frac{R(1 - F_0)}{F_0} \).

Also, \( F = \frac{R}{Z_1} \), hence \( F_1^2 = \frac{Z_1^2 \cos^2 \phi (R_D^2 + 2R_RD + R^2)}{F_0} \).

\[ \begin{align*}
\cos^2 \phi \left( \frac{(1 - F_0)^2}{F_0} + \frac{2(1 - F_0)}{F_0} \right) + 1 = \cos^2 \phi \left( \frac{1 - F_0^2}{F_0^2} \right) + 1.
\end{align*} \]

Hence \( \cos^2 \phi = \frac{F_0^2}{F^2(1 - F_0^2)} \) but \( \cos^2 \phi = \tan^2 \phi + 1 \).

Hence \( \tan^2 \phi = \frac{F_1^2}{F_0^2} = \frac{F_1^2}{F_0^2} \).

Thus \( Q \left( \frac{f_0}{f} \right) = \frac{F_1^2}{F_0^2} \).

For Circuit (2).

In this case let \( \frac{R}{F} = A \) or \( R = rA \), and \( \frac{S}{F} = B \) or \( S = rB \).

Considering first the circuit comprising \( L, C, r \) and \( R \), we have, at frequency \( f \), an impedance of \( r \) in parallel with resistance \( R \) at a phase angle \( \phi \). If \( Z_1 \) be the resultant impedance \( \frac{Z_1^2}{r^2} = \cos^2 \phi \left( \frac{1}{r^2} \right) + \frac{2 \cos^2 \phi}{r^2A^2} = \cos^2 \phi \left( \frac{1}{rA^2} \right) + \frac{2 \cos^2 \phi}{rA^2} \).

The phase angle \( \alpha \) of this resultant is given by \( \cos \alpha = Z_1 \left( \frac{\cos^2 \phi}{r} + \frac{1}{rA^2} \right) \).

Considering now the complete circuit (2), we now have an impedance \( Z_2 \) in series with a resistance \( S \) at a phase angle \( \alpha \). The resultant impedance \( Z_s \) is therefore given by

\[ Z_s^2 = Z_1^2 + S^2 + 2SZ_1 \cos \alpha = Z_1^2 \left( 1 + \frac{B^2}{Z_1^2} + \frac{2B^2}{Z_1^2} \right) (A \cos^2 \phi + 1) \]

Let \( K = \) absolute attenuation factor at frequency \( f \). Then \( K = \frac{Z_1}{Z_2} \).

Hence \( K^2 = \frac{Z_1^2}{Z_2^2} = \frac{1 + B^2 \left( \cos^2 \phi \left( A^2 + 2A + 1 \right) + \frac{2B}{A^2} \right)}{A^2 + 2B(A \cos^2 \phi + 1) + (A + B)^2} \).

(Continued at foot of opposite page)
Broadcasting in Australia

Review of the Present Position

With her 130 medium-wave broadcasting stations Australia has more transmitters in proportion to her population than America. Australia’s 7,000,000 people are served by 100 commercial stations and 30 Government transmitters—one station to every 56,000—whilst America has one to every 127,000. In this country there is one to every 900,000.

The radio density is 19.69 sets per 100 of the population, which means that nearly every home has a receiver, for the statistician’s population figures show an average of 4.25 people in every home.

The Government transmitters, which vary in power from 1 to 10 kW, are operated by the Australian Broadcasting Commission established in 1923 on similar lines to the B.B.C. The power of commercial stations is limited to 2 kW.

In addition to the medium-wave stations there are five short-wave transmitters operated by the A.B.C. for the benefit of the more remotely situated population. Australia’s 1,500,000 licensed listeners pay £1 a year. An additional licence for a receiver costs £2 a year. There were 72,000 such licences at the end of last year.

Experimental transmissions were recently started from a 2-kW F.M. station working on 90 Mc/s in Melbourne. Some twenty receivers built by the P.M.G.’s Department are being used for the field tests. Over 900 applications for commercial F.M. transmitting licences have been made during the past few years. In a report issued some months ago by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Broadcasting the conclusion was reached that F.M. service tests should be made by the Post Office in each of the six capital cities and that the Australian Federation of Commercial Broadcasting Stations should be given the opportunity of making similar tests.

Commenting on the possible introduction of television in Australia the Standing Committee in its report points out that it is unfortunate that British and American television equipment is not interchangeable. This means that unless international standardization is introduced within a reasonably short time it will be necessary “to make a fundamental decision involving Empire preference as regards an Australian service.” The committee recommends that tenders be invited for the erection of experimental stations in Sydney and Melbourne.

Turning now to the overseas transmitters, it was not until the end of 1939 that the Australian Department of Information started short-wave broadcasts. The transmitters used were one of 10 kW belonging to Amalgamated Wireless, Australasia, and two 2-kW A.B.C. stations. Radio Australia, as the overseas broadcasting section is called, now operates two 100-kW transmitters (VLA and VLB) and one 50-kW station (VLC) at Shepparton, 110 miles north of Melbourne, and a 20-kW station, VLG, at Lyndhurst, 24 miles south-east of Melbourne.

The Shepparton transmitters employ nineteen aerial arrays for operation on frequencies between 6 and 22 Mc/s.

Australia’s radio industry is now operating nearly 100 factories employing twice as many people as were in the industry before the war. Of the 200,000 sets sold last year about 25 per cent were battery operated. Prices are about 25 per cent above those of 1939.

Tuned A.F. Filters—Appendix (Concluded from previous page)

Now circuit (2) produces a constant attenuation at frequencies far from resonance equal to

\[ R \]

\[ \frac{R}{R + S} \]

or

\[ \frac{A}{A + B} \]

Let \( L \) = absolute maximum attenuation at \( f_0 \).

Then \( L = \frac{R}{Rf + S} \times \frac{A}{A + B + AB} \)

Hence \( F_0 = \frac{A}{A + B} \times \frac{A}{L + A + B} \)

and \( F = \frac{A}{A + B} \times \frac{A}{K} \)

Thus \( F^2 = \frac{(A + B)^2}{A^2} \times \frac{A^2}{\cos^2 \theta (A^2B^2 + 2A^3B + 2A^2B^2 + (A + B)^2)} \)

Hence \( \cos \theta = \frac{1}{F^2} (A + B)^2 \times \frac{2A^3B + 2A^2B + (A + B)^2}{(A + B)^2 (1 - F^2)} \)

therefore \( \tan \theta = \frac{F^2 (A + B + AB)^2 - (A + B)^2 (1 - F^2)}{F^2 (A + B + AB) - (A + B)^2 (1 - F^2)} \)

\[ = \frac{F^2 (A + B + AB)^2 - 1}{F^2 - F_0^2} \]

or \( \frac{F_0^2}{f / f_0} = \sqrt{\frac{F_0^2 - F^2}{F^2 (1 - F^2)}} \) as for circuit (1).
A resonant choke is an inductance which resonates with its own self-capacitance at the radio-frequency concerned. It thus acts as a parallel-resonant circuit at this frequency, and offers a high impedance; because of this the chokes are used to prevent R.F. currents from straying into unwanted paths. In the detector output circuit and in the heater leads of R.F. valves the use of such chokes is not uncommon.

A resonant choke is an inductance which resonates with its own self-capacitance at the radio-frequency concerned. It thus acts as a parallel-resonant circuit at this frequency, and offers a high impedance; because of this the choking action falls off as the frequency departs from resonance. It is, however, effective over a reasonably wide band, and the resonance frequency should be chosen to lie towards the middle of the band to be covered.

Chokes of this kind are not often used at the lower frequencies because the resonance tends to be too sharp in relation to the bandwidth. They could, however, be used in I.F. amplifiers, but they are rarely needed. They find most application at frequencies of 10 Mc/s and over, where it is possible to use a single-layer winding, and then the design of suitable chokes becomes amenable to simple calculation.

When the coil is wound with a large ratio of length to diameter the length of wire required is one-half wavelength. As the ratio is reduced, the length of wire needed is lessened also. This is easily understandable, for shortening a coil increases the coupling and capacitance between turns and so increases the inductance.

Fig. 1 gives a curve showing the value of \( x \) as a function of the ratio of length to diameter of the coil, where \( x \) is the number by which the wavelength must be divided to find the length of wire needed.

As an example, suppose that length/diameter is 4 and that the choke is to resonate at 45 Mc/s. Fig. 1 gives \( x = 2.4 \), and the wavelength corresponding to 45 Mc/s is 6.66 metres. The length of wire is thus \( 6.66 \times 2.4 = 16.00 \) in. If the diameter of the coil is \( \frac{1}{32} \) in the length is \( \frac{1}{4} \) in, and the length of one turn is \( \frac{1}{3} \times 3.14 = 1.18 \) in, so that \( 109/1.18 = 92.5 \) turns are needed. The turns per inch are \( 92.5/1.5 = 61.6 \), and reference to wire tables shows that No. 38 enamelled wire can just be used with careful winding.

Figs. 2 and 3 show curves of winding length as a function of frequency for a number of different winding diameters, and for No. 36 and No. 41 gauges enamelled wire respectively. They are derived from Fig. 1, and are convenient in design, since they enable one to pick the most suitable dimensions very quickly, and it is usually sufficiently accurate to wind the coil to length without bothering about the actual number of turns.

For 13 Mc/s, for instance, with No. 36 wire one could hardly use anything less than \( \frac{1}{32} \) in diameter, since anything smaller would be inconveniently long. Fig. 2 gives the winding length as \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. With No. 41 wire, however, one can well drop to \( \frac{1}{32} \) in diameter and wind to \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. One might not, of course, be able to stand for the higher D.C. resistance of No. 41 wire; one certainly could not in a heater circuit and, in fact, one would try not to drop below about No. 26 gauge for this purpose. Such chokes are not usually needed below about 30 Mc/s, and the dimensions are then so reduced that larger wire is not impracticable.
50L6s — hard to get

*BRIMARIZE! it's a better bet

Substitute a 35L6GT for that hard-to-get 50L6GT. Both are Beam Tetrodes and both International Octals. Their characteristics are similar, except for a small difference in heater voltage. An increase in line cord resistance is all that is required to make this substitution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATED CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50L6GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CHANGE SOCKET</th>
<th>CHANGE CONNECTIONS</th>
<th>OTHER WORK NECESSARY</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35L6GT</td>
<td>INT/OCTAL NO CHANGE</td>
<td>NO CHANGE</td>
<td>Increase line cord resistance by 100 ohms (110 volt receivers) or 80 ohms (230 volt receivers)</td>
<td>NEGLIGIBLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRIMAR
RADIO VALVES

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT.

WATCH THIS SERIES FOR THE BEST ADVICE.
Have you thought of Morganite for the problem?

Of course there are Morganite Potentiometers and Resistors for Radio but do you know that Morganite Resistors are available in ratings up to 500 watts in sizes from 0.05 to 100 cubic inches in rods, tubes and special shapes? In addition to light electrical applications such as clocks, automobile regulators and fluorescent lamps, Morganite Resistors are doing heavy duty, for instance, in electrical power switchgear.

Surge protective Resistors obeying the law R = KV have now been developed and are creating a revolution in the design of surge protective apparatus and interference elimination.

MORGANITE

THE MORGAN CRUCIBLE COMPANY, LIMITED, LONDON, S.W.11
World of Wireless

NEWS OF OLYMPIA

Owing to the number of applications for space in the fifteenth National Radio Exhibition, being organized by the R.I.C. for October 1st to 11th in Olympia, the layout of the stands had to be rearranged. The ballot for stands was held at the beginning of June and the latest list includes the names of 175 firms.

In the section devoted to electronics and communications twenty-three manufacturers will be exhibiting.

"Non-commercial" users of radio equipment who will be exhibiting include the B.B.C., Board of Trade (Export), Cable and Wireless, G.P.O., Scotland Yard and the Ministries of Civil Aviation and Supply.

A feature of the exhibition—the motto of which is "Britain Builds Radio for the World"—is an Export Centre where overseas visitors will find every facility.

INSTRUMENTATION

A BULLETIN of information on technical matters relating to communications, methods of measurement and electro-medical science is to be issued bi-monthly by Marconi Instruments, St. Albans, Herts, under the title "Marconi Instrumentation." It is written essentially for the industry and professionals and deals with trends of development, new applications and experiences in the use of measuring equipment rather than with descriptions of individual instruments.

The first issue contains articles as diverse as the relationship between power factor, loss angle and magnification, clinical aspects of electro-surgery, and monitoring systems for signal generators.

"EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE"

The above is the title of a booklet issued by the Institute of Physics to explain the purpose, scope and value of the courses leading to the award of National Certificates in Applied Physics. They are awarded by a joint committee of the Ministry of Education and the Institute.

The prescribed training, which is in applied physics rather than in electrical and mechanical engineering, provides for part-time study for three years for the Ordinary National Certificate, and for a further two years for the Higher National Certificate. A student entering for the course should have had full-time continuous education up to the age of 16 or have completed satisfactorily a junior two-year part-time course after leaving an elementary school.

Candidates for the Higher National Certificate who succeed in reaching a sufficiently high standard in the final examination will be granted exemption from the academic requirements for membership of the Institute of Physics.

Copies of the booklet, which has been widely distributed to colleges and in the industry, may be obtained from the secretary of the Institute, 47, Belgrave Square, London, S.W.1.

TELEVISION PROGRESS

The announcement within a day or two of each other that contracts had been placed by the G.P.O. and the B.B.C. for the erection of both the Birmingham television transmitter and the radio-relay link stations between London and Birmingham has created considerable interest. That long-term plans have been made is also evidenced by the receipt of a contract with Marconi's for sound and vision equipment for a subsequent transmitting station, the site for which has not yet been decided upon.

The vision transmitter for the Birmingham station, the site for which is still uncertain, has been ordered from Electric and Musical Industries, whilst the sound equipment will be supplied by Marconi's. It will be recalled that the London station was supplied by the same companies.

Whilst the G.P.O. specification for the London-Birmingham television radio-relay link calls for duplex working, the G.E.C. link will provisionally provide reversible single-channel working in order to expedite its introduction.

Two intermediate stations will be used to relay the signals between the terminal stations which will be near London and Birmingham, respectively. It is uncertain whether the terminals will be linked to the transmitters by radio or cable. Owing to the nature of the terrain one of the paths between stations will be about two miles long and the other two about 40 miles each.

Each station will be equipped with an 80ft lattice steel tower on the top of which will be a 9ft square cabin containing the R.F. and signal channel equipment. The transmitting and receiving paraboloids, each

MOBILE FIELD UNIT used by the G.E.C. during the winter trials to determine the best route for the London-Birmingham television radio-relay link. 12ft in diameter, will be mounted on the cabin. They will incorporate a de-icing system. A small building at the foot of the tower will house the supervisory control equipment and the power supply units.

Four transmitter frequencies of the order of 1,000 Mc/s will be employed and these may be used over and over again if the link should be extended to other centres. It is hoped to give details in a future issue of the system of modulation used by the G.E.C. in the supervhet receivers, whereby the video-frequency signals do not appear except at the terminals.

Duplicate equipment (except aerials) is provided at each station and will automatically come into operation in the event of a failure. The aerials will be automatically
by a ship, entering the range of a Decca chain without accurate knowledge of its position, may instantaneously determine it.

It is understood no case was made by the U.K. delegation for Gee as it is considered to be of no use as a marine aid. This is the opposite view to that taken by civil aviation. In view of this it is interesting to note that one of the recommendations calls for the co-ordination of air and marine interests in each country so that delegates to international meetings on aids for either may speak with the interests of both in mind.

Regarding long-range navigational aids it was agreed that the requirements of aviation are more pressing than those of shipping, but in determining the most appropriate aeronautical aid it is suggested that due consideration be given to the needs of both. It was agreed by the delegates that "Standard Loran gives higher accuracy within its effective coverage area than does Consol within its larger effective coverage area." It was suggested that the Loran system should be expanded wherever it can jointly serve both marine and aviation.

Whilst it is not contemplated that early action will be taken to make the fitting of radar compulsory it is recommended that as a pre-requisite "a universal performance specification of shipborne radar" should be prepared.

No recommendations were made regarding frequency allocations nor restricting shipborne radar to one frequency band.

**BRIT. I.R.E. CONVENTION**

The first post-war convention of the British Institution of Radio Engineers U.N. held in Bournemouth from May 26th to 29th. Members and visitors were officially welcomed at an inaugural luncheon on the Tuesday and attended a convention banquet on the Thursday.

In addition to the presentation of technical papers— covering such diverse subjects as waveguide for microwave, multi-channel communications, radio navigational aids, F.M. transmitter design, high-fidelity recording and reproduction, railway radio, H.F. and V.H.F. valves, television and broadcast aerial design—facilities were available for visits to technical establishments in the vicinity of Bournemouth. These included the B.O.A.C. Airport at Hurn, a demonstration of the Decca Navigator on board the motor yacht "Navigator" and H.M.S. "Collingwood" the Admiralty's main technical training school for radio, electrical and the various radio-location devices.

**AMATEURS AID U.N.**

Plans are being made for the enlistment of amateurs to transmit weekly bulletins on behalf of the United Nations Organization. The offer of amateur help in disseminating U.N. information was made by the president of the International Amateur Radio Union and an agreement has been signed providing for co-operation for one year. The bulletins will be issued to two or three key operators in New York who will transmit them at scheduled times. These transmissions will in turn be rebroadcast by amateurs who will form a world-wide network.

**PERSONALITIES**

Sir Clifford Paterson, F.R.S., has received the James Alfred Ewing Medal for 1946 from the I.E.E. on the joint recommendation of the Royal Society and the Institute of Civil Engineers. Sir Clifford, who received the medal for specially meritorious contributions to the science of engineering in the field of research, is Director of the G.E.C. Research Laboratory.

Professor Willis Jackson, of the Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, has been appointed by the Minister of Supply to the Ministry's Advisory Council on Scientific Research and Technical Development.

O. F. Brown, assistant secretary of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, was appointed a C.B.E. in the Birthday Honours. He joined the D.S.I.R. as secretary of the Radio Research Board in 1918 and
served on the first Television Advisory Committee. Early during World War II he went to the M.A.P. and in 1943 was appointed Director, Telecommunications Division. Returning to the D.S.I.R. in 1944, he took charge of the new Headquarters Information Division and was appointed to the present Television Advisory Committee. Mr. Brown was general secretary of the British Commonwealth Scientific Conference held last July and is secretary of the standing committee formed to carry on the work of the conference.

H. L. Kirke, head of the B.B.C. Research Department, was also appointed a C.B.E. Within a year of joining the B.B.C. in 1924 he was appointed to his operation between British and French laboratories in England, he cooperated enthusiastically, opening his own establishment for their equal use.

IN BRIEF

Dearer Replacement Valves.—The British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association has issued a list of price revisions for types which they regard as obsolete or obsolescent, but for which there is still a demand for the maintenance of existing sets. Nearly sixty types, and their equivalents in different makes, are affected, and price increases in the majority of cases are between 20 and 60 per cent.

On the Map.—It was agreed at the fifth International Hydrographic Conference, recently concluded at Monaco, that the symbol for radar on marine charts should be “RR” to differentiate from “R” which is used for radio. The radar symbol has been used by the Admiralty for some time.

Amateur Transmitters.—The number of licensed amateur transmitters in Great Britain and Northern Ireland on June 9th was 5,161.

British Wireless Dinner Club.—The 24th dinner of the British Wireless Dinner Club was held in London on June 6th with the president, Major-General Sir Leslie G. Phillips, in the chair. The guest of the evening was Sir Edward Appleton, F.R.S. During the evening the election of president and officers for the ensuing year took place, A. J. Gill being elected president and Vice-Admiral J. W. S. Dorling vice-president.

Licence Figures.—A further increase in the number of broadcast receiving licences in force in Great Britain and Northern Ireland was recorded at the end of April, when the total was 10,810,550 (approx.). Of this total 16,600 were television licences. The corresponding figures for March were 10,783,400 and 14,550.

Broadcasting Stations.—The second edition of the Wireless World booklet, giving details of frequency, wavelength and power of 1,200 broadcasting stations in the long, medium- and short-wave bands is now available. To minimize errors entries have been checked against the frequency measurements made at the B.B.C.'s receiving station at Tatsfield. To meet the criticism that there are no details of medium-wave stations outside the European zone, the title of the booklet has been changed to "Guide to Broadcasting Stations." It is available from booksellers, price 15, or by post from our Publisher, 15 st.

London-Kabul Radio Link.—Cable and Wireless, in co-operation with the Afghan Administration, opened a direct 3,500-mile wireless-telegraph beam service between London and Kabul on June 1st.

For "m" read "µ".—The signal strength quoted in the caption to the illustration of the C.B.C. aerials on page 216 of the June issue should, of course, have been given in microvolts.

R.C.A. Index.—The Radio Corporation of America has issued new indices to R.C.A. technical articles and papers that have appeared in various publications.

LOUD HAILER ON THE ROAD. A Hampshire Constabulary police car, fitted with an Ardent re-entrant horn loudspeaker of a type similar to that used as a marine "loud hailer" during the war. The speaker is stated to have a reliable range of 20-25 yards for talking to fast-moving cars; for pedestrian control the range is 100 yards.

H. L. KIRKE, C.B.E.

Marconi's. A member of the I.E.E., he was chairman of the Radio Section in 1944-45. He is chairman of the Acoustics Group of the Physical Society.

Professor G. W. O. Howe, D.Sc., who retired from the James-Watt Chair of Electrical Engineering, Glasgow University, a few months ago, has been given the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws of the University. Dr. Howe is technical editor of our sister journal Wireless Engineer.

The American Medal for Merit was awarded to a number of British scientists a few months ago "for exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding services to the United Nations." The U.S. Embassy has recently given details of the citations, some of which are quoted below:

Sir Edward Appleton "was outstanding in the effectiveness of his work for co-operation between British and American scientists, and was responsible for important phases of the early research leading to the development in the United States of modern radar."

Dr. Robert Cockburn, head of the Counter-measures Group of T.R.E., "was instrumental in devising new electronic techniques to counter the enemy's use of fire control methods, navigation aids and bombing devices. . . . In the field of radio and radar counter-measures, Dr. Cockburn won the British scientific staff, above all others, had the most comprehensive grasp of the scientific and operational problems involved."

Albert P. Rowe, head of T.R.E., "exercised a dominant role in the development of radar and countermeasures in the United Kingdom. When American scientists working in these fields proposed to establish advanced laboratories in England, he cooperated enthusiastically, opening his own establishment for their equal use."

Sir Robert Watson Watt's "years of work, in a field little frequented, largely formed the basis of the extraordinary early success of British radar when the onset of the war engulfed England in a wave of bombing. . . . The success attained in the military employment of these new scientific devices and methods inspired and stimulated the great radar programme in the United States. . . . In the development and effective combat employment of superior types of radar, radar counter-measures and communications equipment, his services were of enormous value."
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INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Anglo-Belgian Exhibition.—Particulars of an exhibition of British products for European markets, which is to be held in the Salle de la Madeleine, Rue Duquesnoy, Brussels, from September 24th to 29th, are obtainable from the organizers, H. & H. Trading (London), Ltd., 5, Copthall Buildings, Copthall Avenue, E.C.3.

Anglo-Danish Exhibition.—Arrangements are being made by the British Import Union of Copenhagen, in collaboration with the Federation of British Industries, to set up an all-British Exhibition in Copenhagen in September, 1948. A further announcement will be made by the Board of Trade as soon as plans are completed.

H.M.V. public address equipment has been installed in the Savoy Hotel, London. H.M.V. equipment was also used at Olympia for the recent “Ideal Home” exhibition and the B.I.F., for which 390 loudspeakers were used.

Masteradio, Ltd., has a new head office at 10-20, Fitzroy Place, London, N.W.1. (Tel.: Euston 2628) The sales and service depot is at 310-321, Euston Road, N.W.1. A new factory at Tre- forest, Glamorgan, is starting production and the company’s works will eventually be centred there instead of at Watford.

Chloride.—The London sales depot of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., evacuated from Shaftesbury Avenue to the latter early in the war, is now at 60, Whitefield Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.I. (Tel.: Museum 1616.)

Watson Watt.—The address of Sir Robert Watson Watt and Partners, Ltd., the recently formed company of technical consultants, is 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. (Tel.: Holborn 3721.)

Multitone Advertisement—Correction.

—In the Multitone advertisement which appeared in the June issue, it was stated “The amplifier incorporates volume compression circuit and two channel output; one channel provides level modification, the other a high pass.” The word in italics should, of course, read “amplification.”

Relay Services Exhibition.—The latest equipment developed for wireless broadcasting relay systems was shown at an exhibition held recently in London by the Relay Services Association of Great Britain. Among the exhibits were high-power audio amplifiers and test apparatus made by Associated Electronic Engineers and W. Bryan Savage; small parts and accessories by Belling-Lee, British E. G. Frye (Relay) and Relay Electric; loudspeakers by C. French, Whiteley Electrical and Wharfedale; cables and overhead wires by Callender’s, G.E.C., and T.C.M.C.; valves by G.R.T.S. and test apparatus by G.E.C. and Mullard.

English Electric Valve Co., Ltd., Queen’s House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, has been formed to manufacture radio and electrical apparatus.

Lelant Instruments, Ltd., exhibited at the fifty-third International Fair at Barcelona, which was open from June 20th-25th.

CLUBS

Birmingham.—Meetings of the Birmingham and District Short-Wave Society are still held monthly, on the first Monday at 8.00 at the “Hope and Anchor,” Edmund Street, but it is hoped to hold them fortnightly. Sec.: N. Shirley, 14, Manor Road, Stetchford, Birmingham, 9.


I.S.W.C.—A special programme is to be broadcast from HCJB, Quito, Ecuador, for members of the International Short-Wave Club, on June 27th at 05.30 (D.B.S.T.) Transmission will be on 72,445, 6,958 and 15,115 Mc/s (24,68, 30,12 and 19,55 metres). Reception reports should be sent to Radio Station HCJB, Casilla 691, Quito, Ecuador, S. America. I.S.W.C. Sec.: A. E. Bear, 100, Adams Gardens Estate, London, S.E.12.

West Bromwich and District Radio Society meets on Mondays at 7.30 alternately at the “Gough Arms,” Jowett’s Lane, and Uddal Engineering, Mill Street. Practical work is done at the latter address, where the club transmitters, G3BWW, is located. Eight of the members are licensed amateurs. Sec.: R. G. Cousins (G3BCS), 38 Collins Road, West Bromwich, Staffs.

Wigan.—Reception reports of transmissions in the 40-metre band from the station of the Wigan and District Amateur Radio Club (G3BPW) will be welcomed. Sec.: H. King, 2, Derby Street, Spring View, Wigan.

Worcester now has a radio society—the Worcester and District Amateur Radio Club. Meetings are held on the first Thursday in the month at the Victoria Institute. Sec.: D. Higley, 1, York Place, Worcester.

MEETINGS

Institute of Physics


Physical Society

Acoustics Group. A symposium on sound absorption and reverberation at June 26th, at 10 a.m., at the Royal Institute of British Architects. Speakers: include Prof. P. V. Bruel, of Gothen- burg University, and J. Moir, of B.T.H.

Television - Signal Generator

All Power Transformers, Ltd., of 8a, Gladstone Road, Wimbledon, S.W.19, have produced a television-signal generator, Model 200, which is designed to suit the needs of research and development laboratories. It produces a 45-Mc/s modulated R.F. output, the modulation comprising the standard sync pulses and any of the following picture signals: all-black, all-white, 9 horizontal white bars, 9 vertical white bars, chess-board pattern of 64 black rectangles.

Side view with covers removed of All Power Transformers television-signal generator.

All signals are derived from a 101,250-c/s master oscillator by counting down, and stabilizing means are included to keep the phase of the signals constant with respect to the 50-c/s mains. The equipment is rack-built.
The essentials of the line time-base are a saw-tooth voltage generator with a recurrence frequency of 10,125 c/s and an amplifier. It is possible, and in fact, common practice, to use a blocking oscillator and a pentode power amplifier in a circuit very similar to that of the frame time-base described in Part 4. As compared with the frame circuit, however, both linearity and synchronizing are less easily secured.

Linearity is more difficult because there is an additional factor involved—the oscillatory nature of the deflection circuit. Synchronizing is more difficult because the line-scan blocking oscillator transformer must have fewer turns than the frame and it becomes rather hard to develop enough synchronizing voltage across it. In addition, the blocking oscillator develops a large amplitude pulse of opposite sense to the sync pulse and immediately following it. This upsets the interlace if it is allowed to reach the frame circuits and consequently a buffer stage between the line and frame circuits is desirable.

As an alternative the Transistor-Miller integrator saw-tooth generator has many advantages for the line scan. It requires a very small synchronizing voltage and the "backwash" from it is small enough not to affect the interlacing even if a buffer is not used. The saw-tooth output is remarkably linear but is negative-going.

The output pentode must be supplied with a positive-going saw-tooth. This can be obtained from a resistor in the cathode circuit of the Transistor, but it is

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the line time-base and E.H.T. supply. A Transistor-Miller integrator is used for the saw-tooth generator with a two-stage amplifier having heavy negative feedback.
Television Receiver Construction—more satisfactory to take the normal negative-going output and use an intermediate stage, because this permits the use of heavy negative feedback in the amplifier and this makes it extremely easy to obtain a linear deflector-coil current.

The circuit diagram of the complete line time-base unit is given in Fig. 1. The saw-tooth generator is $V_1$, a valve of the EF50 type. A detailed explanation of the action of the Triatron-Miller integrator has already been given and it is, therefore, sufficient to deal with it rather briefly.

Starting with $C_5$ charged to the full H.T. voltage which, in this instance, is the voltage across the decoupling capacitor $C_9$, the conditions are that the suppressor grid $G_5$ is at about cathode potential and that both the screen grid $G_3$ and the anode are drawing current so that the potentials of these electrodes are below H.T. Because of the voltage drop across $R_5$, the control grid $G_1$ is negative with respect to cathode by this amount, and there is no grid current.

The capacitor $C_6$ then discharges through $R_9$, $R_6$, and $R_7$ and the voltage across it falls and so the $G_1$—cathode voltage changes in a positive direction causing both anode and screen $G_3$ currents to rise and the electrode potentials to fall. The rising voltage across $R_5$ is very nearly equal to the falling voltage across $C_5$, so that the voltage across $R_4$ and $R_7$ is nearly constant. This is the condition for a linear change of voltage across $C_5$ and as the voltage across $R_5$ is changing similarly this also is nearly linear and is the voltage used for the scan.

When the anode voltage falls beyond a certain point the field of the anode becomes insufficient to attract to itself the normal proportion of the electrons passing $G_3$. As a result, the anode current drops and the screen current rises. The latter causes $G_2$ to change negatively in potential because of the increased drop in $R_4$ and the potential of $G_2$ also changes negatively since $G_3$ and $G_4$ are connected through $C_4$. This turns still more electrons back to $G_3$, further increasing the screen current. The action is cumulative and the valve is very rapidly driven to the condition of anode current cut-off, a heavy screen current, a very low screen potential and a highly negative $G_2$ voltage.

In normal operation the action is initiated by a negative-going sync pulse applied to $G_3$. This reduces anode and increases $G_3$ current.

The above conditions hold while $C_5$ discharges through $R_2$ and during this time $C_6$ charges through $R_5$ and the grid-cathode path of the valve from H.T. It does this because with the anode current cut off, the control grid becomes positive to cathode.

When the charge on $C_6$ has leaked away sufficiently, $G_3$ becomes lower in potential and once more permits anode current to flow. This reduces the screen current and causes the screen and $G_3$ potentials to rise further. The action is again cumulative and there is a rapid change-over to the assumed initial conditions.

The time for which anode current is cut off is governed largely by the time constant $C_6(R_5 + R_9)$ and by the grid base of $G_3$. With the EF50 rather a small time constant is required and with 100 pF for $C_6$ a resistance value of around 50 kΩ is suitable. The sync input needed is small and so it is applied to a tapping on the grid leak formed by using 47 kΩ for $R_5$ and 4.7 kΩ for $R_9$. It is applied through a 10-pF capacitor which together with $R_9$ acts as a differentiator.

The cathode resistor $R_4$ and its by-pass capacitor $C_4$ are included to make the generator self starting. Without them, it would sometimes fail to start in the absence of sync pulses.

The saw-tooth output is taken from the slider of $R_6$, which forms the "Picture Width" control, to the input of the amplifier. The first valve $V_2$ is an EF37 (or EF36, 6J7, 6J7G, GT, etc.) strapped as a triode and RC-coupled with $R_{11}$, $C_9$, and $R_{13}$ to the EL38 output valve $V_3$. A grid stopper $R_{18}$ is included to inhibit parasitic oscillation and a screen stopper $R_{14}$ is also used. The screen is fed from the $+$ H.T. line at about 250 V.

The value is self-biased by $R_{18}$ and feeds the deflector coils through the transformer $T_1$. A resistance $R_{18}$ is included in series with the deflector coil and the voltage developed across it by the passage of the deflector-coil current through it is applied to the cathode of $V_2$ as negative
current feedback. With the high degree of feedback provided, the whole amplifier, from its input voltage to the deflector coil, is extremely linear and it is consequently easy to obtain a linear scan. However, this is not sufficient to ensure a linear scan at the extreme left-hand side of the picture, for with the most economical operation the output is accordingly provided to control the linearity at this point. It is provided by C9 in conjunction with R19, R20, R21, R22, R23.

The E.H.T. supply for the tube is taken from the line fly-back. A voltage-doubler rectifier circuit is used and fed through the anti-parasitic oscillation resistor R15 from a tapping on T1; this is done since rather less than the full voltage on T1 is needed. Three capacitors, two rectifiers W1 and W2, and a resistor R17 form the rectifier which provides an output of some 5 kV.

The form of construction

Details of the layout of components are clearly shown in these photographs of the underside of the chassis. C1 is joined to a single insulator tag to which a lead is run from the Line Sync Output tag on the frame time-base.
Television Receiver Construction—adopted is clearly shown in the photographs and is similar to that of the frame time-base. The chassis measures 9\(\text{in}\) by 9\(\text{in}\) high end of the main chassis. A shelf mounted 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)in below the top carries the rectifiers and is cut away near the rectifier terminals.

On account of their length the protective cover to prevent accidental contact.

The power supplies at 6.3 V, 250 V and 480 V are taken by flexible leads to a tag-board on

by 3\(\text{in}\) deep and has a shelf mounted 5\(\text{in}\) from the top to support the valveholders. The shelf is carried by strips of 3\(\text{in}\) by 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)in brass screwed to the chassis and which also act as stiffening members. On account of the great height of the EL38 its valveholder is carried by a small sub-panel standing 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)in below the main valve shelf and secured to it by two pillars.

The E.H.T. components are carried in a sub-chassis measuring 3\(\text{in}\) x 3\(\text{in}\) x 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)in screwed to the rectifiers are not easy components to dispose of, particularly as they must be kept away from hot parts. They are held in place by a simple clamp and lie across the C.R. tube. As the connections are all at high voltage to earth ignition-cable is used for the leads and a protecting box cut from fibre sheet is used to cover the ends remote from the chassis. Similarly a fibre plate is used as a cover for the sub-chassis. The fibre does not provide any normal insulation; it is used purely as a which there are also two tags for the deflector coil leads. A single tag near the input circuit is used for the sync input and is connected by a flexible lead to the "line sync" terminal on the frame time-base unit.

The 1.88-MΩ resistor \(R_{17}\) in the E.H.T. circuit comprises four 0.47-MΩ resistors connected in series and this arrangement is adopted to reduce the voltage existing across any individual resistor. The feedback resistor \(R_{16}\) is two 33-Ω resistors connected
in parallel, because the required 16.5 Ω is not a standard value. Similarly, \( R_{18} \) comprises two 300-Ω resistors in parallel.

The waveforms at various points in the circuit are shown in Fig. 2 and it is a great help in adjustment if an oscilloscope can be used and connected across \( R_{18} \). In order to obtain the full scan, the linearity resistance \( R_{19} \) and \( R_{22} \) must be carefully adjusted in conjunction with the picture width. Several fixed resistors, connected to sockets and a wander-plug are used in conjunction with the variable \( R_{22} \) merely because variable resistors of sufficiently high power rating are too difficult to obtain at present for it to be practicable to use a single component.

Set the wander plug to include \( R_{19} \) and \( R_{22} \) in circuit at first and with \( R_{8} \) set for a small output examine the waveform across \( R_{18} \). It should have one of the forms sketched in Fig. 3 (a) in which A is the correct one. By adjusting \( R_{22} \) in conjunction with the wander plug to bring in or cut out additional resistance if necessary, there should be no difficulty in bringing it to this correct form A.

Now increase the amplifier input by \( R_{8} \). There will at first be little or no change of output waveform except for its magnitude. At length, however, it will start to change to the form B. This occurs when the input is sufficient to cut off \( V_{3} \) at the end of the fly-back.

As soon as this point is reached, readjust \( R_{22} \) to bring the waveform back to A and continue the process of increasing the input and readjusting \( R_{22} \) to keep the waveform like A. The adjustment should be carried out with the saw-tooth generator synchronized to the television signal, because there is a change of both amplitude and frequency in \( V_{1} \) between the synchronized and unsynchronized conditions. If the correct sync pulse is fed to the line sync terminal, it is necessary only to adjust \( R_{8} \) to synchronize the generator and the setting is not critical.

The process of adjusting \( R_{8} \) and \( R_{22} \) should, of course, cease when the correct picture width (7½ in with a 9-in tube) is obtained. There should be no difficulty in obtaining this, but it is as well to indicate what happens when one tries to obtain too much output. Beyond a certain point a kink appears in the wave as shown in Fig. 3 (b), at first small A, and then very large B.

Fig. 3. The waveforms appearing across \( R_{18} \) shown at (a) are with correct A and with incorrect damping B and C. The effect of excessive drive on \( V_{3} \) is indicated by the waves of (b).

This appears because \( V_{3} \) is cut off for too long. The overshoot starts the flyback correctly but the valve does not start to drive early enough and a flat in the wave appears. On the picture the effect is a vertical bright line about one inch from the left-hand side.

If an oscilloscope is not used, the adjustments must be carried out by observing the picture and this is not so easy. Waveforms like B of Fig. 3 (a) are characterized by a bright line on the extreme left-hand edge and in an extreme case, by a folding over of the left-hand edge. Waveforms like C, however, result in an extension of the left-hand side and if one observes an object in the picture on a panning shot it will be seen to increase in width as it comes to the left-hand side. On the test pattern the black rectangles in the border will be
Television Receiver Construction—

wider on the left than on the right.

There is a considerable difference in the current taken by the EL38 with and without drive. With 480 V for H.T., and 250 V for H.T., the anode and screen currents are 72 mA and 8 mA with no drive and rise to 94 mA and 14 mA with drive for normal output. The screen dissipation rises from 2 W to 3.5 W and is well within the rating of 6 W. The anode dissipation with no drive is about 34 watts, which is considerably in excess of the rating. Care must be taken not to run the valve for any lengthy period without drive. With full drive the stage draws 45 watts from the H.T. supply, but this is not anode dissipation, for the major part of it is dissipated in the load and not in the valve. The exact dissipation at the anode is not known, but is of the order of 10-15 W only.

The E.H.T. voltage can be checked roughly by inserting a meter in series with a string of resistors totalling some 40 Ω as a minimum. The voltage is the current multiplied by the resistance. It will be lower than the actual voltage, however, because of the load of even 40-Ω resistance. With 40 Ω series resistance, the voltage is 4 kV per 0.1 mA and an indication of some 4.5-5 kV should be obtained. The actual voltage without the meter will then be some 5-5.5 kV.

Although the current requirements of the output stage are

COMPONENTS

The parts in this list are the ones employed in the original model. Any components of the same electrical specification and suitable physical dimensions can be used.

**Capacitors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitors</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>10 pF, 250 V working</td>
<td>T.C.C. Type CM22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>100 pF, 250 V working</td>
<td>T.C.C. Type CM23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>8 μF, 500 V working</td>
<td>Dubilier Drilitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.1 μF, 350 V working</td>
<td>T.C.C. Type CP41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>200 pF, 250 V working</td>
<td>T.C.C. Type CM24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>0.001 μF 350 V working</td>
<td>T.C.C. Type T.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>0.01 μF 1,000 V working</td>
<td>T.C.C. Type CP41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>0.002 μF 5,000 V test</td>
<td>Dubilier Type 680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9, C10, C11</td>
<td>0.001 μF 5,000 V test</td>
<td>Dubilier Type 680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Resistors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>47 kΩ 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R10</td>
<td>4.7 kΩ 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>10 kΩ 3 W, variable, linear law</td>
<td>Reliance Type TW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>2 MΩ, variable, linear law</td>
<td>Reliance Type SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7, R9</td>
<td>2.2 MΩ 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>33 kΩ 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>100 kΩ 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11, R10</td>
<td>0.47 MΩ, 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12, R13</td>
<td>2.2 kΩ 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>47 Ω 1/2 W</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>2 x 300 Ω 1 W, in parallel</td>
<td>Welwyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>4 x 0.47 MΩ 1/2 W, in series</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>2 x 33 Ω 1/2 W, in parallel</td>
<td>Erie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18, R20, R21, R22</td>
<td>1 kΩ 3 W, variable, linear law</td>
<td>Welwyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>1 kΩ 3 W, variable, linear law</td>
<td>Reliance Type TW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Valves**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>EF50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>EF37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>EF38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rectifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rectifiers</th>
<th>Output rating (based on R.M.S. input), 2 kV, 3 mA</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1, W2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Siemens Type H4/200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transformer**

T₁  See text.

Note.—In Part 4, the type number of the 2-MΩ variable resistor was inadvertently given as Reliance Type TW instead of Type SG.

The bobbins, end cheeks and spacing rings are shown on the right and the parts partially assembled above.
Windings are carried by three concentric bobbins each having
slots in which the windings are laid with paper
interleaving.

Experience has shown that
surface leakage is the biggest
trouble and the slots are not
symmetrically placed in the bob-
bin but are to one side to increase
the leakage path at the high-
voltage end. If bakelized paper
or ebonite tubing of the right
size is available the bobbins can be
turned from this. However, such
materials are not easy to obtain
and the writer has successfully
used ordinary gummed-paper
strip.

A mandrel should be turned of
the diameter of the inside of the
former and wrapped with a layer
of thin waxed paper to prevent
the former from sticking. The
strip is then wound on slowly
wetting it thoroughly as it is done
and giving time for the paper to
stretch. The paper should be
pulled tight as it is wound and the
former should be built up some-
what oversize. It should be put
on one side for two days or so to
dry thoroughly, and with a little
care it will be found to turn on
a lathe quite well if a sharp tool is
used. Of course, as with any
laminated material one must turn
in the right direction, otherwise
the tool just digs in and starts
unwinding the paper.

The turned bobbin should be
baked, if a dry oven is available.
The oven of an electric cooker
is quite suitable, but the ordinary
gas cooker is hardly advisable
since the combustion of gas
produces quite a lot of water
vapour amongst other things.
When quite dry give the bobbins
two or three coats of shellac
varnish.

The end cheeks are cut from
laminated bakelized sheet and
have rectangular holes to take
the core; grooves are turned on
the inner faces to centre the bob-
bin. As the leading-out wires
from the inner and middle bobbins
pass through holes in the cheeks
it is necessary to prevent them
from turning, since if they did, the
leads would be sheared off. This
is done by drilling a small hole
through one end cheek and a
little way into the edge of the

(Continued at foot of next column)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE</th>
<th>radiogramophone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>516TG has been introduced by Sobell Industries, Langley Park, nr. Slough, Bucks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The receiver is a
superhet (4 valves
+ rectifier) with a
4-watt output stage
and covers the usual
short, medium and long
waveranges. A

“Sobell” Model
516 T.G. table
radiogramophone.

price of the Model 717 is £34 13s
plus £7 9s purchase tax. A
radiogramophone incorporating
the same chassis with a 12-inch

turntable. The price is £40 19s
plus £8 16s rd purchase tax. A
model with two short-wave ranges
covering 12-100 metres and a
medium-wave range is available
for export.

The “Sobell” Model 717 is a
seven-valve receiver with an
8-watt push-pull output stage
covering long, medium and two
short-wave ranges. The rounded
top front edge of the walnut
veneered cabinet contains a rotating
drum scale connected to the
wave-change switch and shows
only one scale at a time. The

loudspeaker, Garrard automatic
record changer, costs £143 17s
plus £30 18s 7d purchase tax. A
tilting panel brings into view the
radio receiver dial, and the record
changer is housed in a drawer
which is normally closed while
playing.

Restoring Bass

If the bass response of a set several
years old has gradually failed,
and if everything possible to restore
it electrically has been done, it may
be worth while to take more drastic
measures.

Like most other things, loud-
speakers deteriorate with age. One
part most likely to suffer from old
age is the cone suspension. If it is
made of some composition fibre, it
will slowly harden with age until it
feels quite stiff when you try to
move the cone by hand. If and
when that happens, bass response
will disappear, because the cone can
no longer move freely to pump an
air column.

To rectify the trouble, set the
speaker down somewhere with the
cone upward. Take a tin of very
light machine oil, and run some oil
round the two corrugated grooves
in the cone suspension. Let it stand
until no more oil soaks in, then
remove the surplus with a piece of
cotton wool. Don’t let oil run down
the cone, or get anywhere else but
in the suspension grooves.

Results may not be immediately
apparent, but within twelve hours
the loudspeaker should be producing
bass as robustly as in its pristine
youth.—A. D.
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H. J. Round on the Origin of "Squegger" +
Causes of Night-time Ionization +
Amateurs Losing Frequency Band?

"Squegger"

Occasionally one still comes across the term "squegger" as a description for various forms of blocking oscillators. I have not seen any credit given to the originator of the "squegger" circuit and, incidentally, the inventor of the name.

Some time during the first World War (about 1916, I should say) Major C. E. Prince, who was then working on aircraft telephony, showed me a transmitting wavemeter which he had made. It was built on conventional lines, with a tuned anode circuit and grid reaction coil.

Some time before that date I had introduced the grid leak and condenser into transmitter circuits, giving the class C type of oscillator. Prince spotted that if the grid leak was greatly increased in value automatic modulation of the transmitted signal occurred.

He roughly described the process to me as a "squeezing" operation and there and then decided to call the circuit a "squegger".

New Barnet. H. J. ROUND.

"Whistling Meteors"

The author of this article (your April issue) omits mention of two important factors: cosmic rays and "afterglow." The latter is very strong during summer nights and can be equally recognized in semi-darkness. Would meteoric ionization account for the rise in night-time ionization during summer months?

Cosmic rays are powerfully active all times, the only force which is capable of modulating them being a "severe" ionosphere storm. The force of cosmic rays extends to many millions of electron volts and results in charging the atmosphere with positive, negative and neutral particles according to latitude, longitude and height. Furthermore, cosmic rays as measured at the earth's surface follow the geomagnetic contours faithfully. Indeed, there is a North-South, East-West anomaly which is so marked in the world critical frequency contours. Here, then, is some definite correlation. One other correlation is that cosmic rays, too, have a peak at the earth's leading face—a matter of about one per cent.

I am only too conscious of the ionization that must be produced by meteors to question its validity, but can we attribute the whole of the night-time ionization in the ionosphere to them?

I would suggest, therefore, that night-time ionization is due to (1) Residual or afterglow, (2) Cosmic rays, (3) Meteors and (4) other causes, such as terrestrial radiations, etc.

ALBERT PARSONS.

Portsmouth.

Amateurs on E.H.F.

In the May issue of Wireless World R. Naismith, of the N.P.L., discussing the reception of six-metre transatlantic signals, expressed hope that the number of people interested in 50-Mc/s work had increased by the large number of British amateurs who have been taking practical steps to this end, both by transmission and reception on frequencies of this order. But these amateurs have been rudely shaken within the last few weeks by the discovery that there is a great possibility of these frequencies being taken from them. This act of ingratitude towards a loyal body of men and women is one which should not be allowed to pass without comment in your pages.

The war work performed by amateurs may not be known to the persons responsible for the proposal to withdraw from amateur use the frequencies in question. But surely there is someone who can put a brake on the hasty action and ensure that at least a portion of the band is retained for the "hams" who, to quote an official citation, "gave freely of their time and skill" during England's hour of need.

E. R. WESTLAKE, G6KR.

Shrewsbury.

Domestic Recordings

There is one essential point which "Diallist" in his "Random Radiations" and pre-
R.S.G.B. D.F. Contest

On Sunday, May 18th, six-seventeen competitors and friends participated in a hunt for a hidden radio transmitter, the only information vouchsafed being that it was within 10 miles of High Barnet, Herts., was operating on 4,765 kc/s and using the call sign G6CT/P.

Despite showers in the afternoon enthusiasm ran high, yet only five teams actually located the transmitter within the stipulated period. The first to reach the transmitter, which, incidentally, was cunningly

hidden in a dense thicket just off a by-lane near Radlett, was F. Holdaway, of the Romford Radio Society. He was followed about an hour later by S. T. Smith’s team and soon after R. A. Davis’s party, also of the Romford Society, joined them. The winner used a miniature five-valve superhet, screened frame and a short vertical aerial for “sense” determination.

(Above) Taking preliminary bearings at the starting point.

(Left) D.F. Superhet used by the winner, F. Holdaway.

S. T. Smith was the second competitor to locate the transmitter. He is a member of the R.S.G.B. and Southend Radio Society.

Locating a Hidden Radio Transmitter With Amateur-built Direction Finders

Frequency Bands

Wireless World rightly objects to the use of such vague terms as “very,” “ultra” and “super” for defining precisely delimited frequency bands. But are you not yourselves similarly open to criticism for accepting with open arms the equally vague words “long,” “medium” and “short” as designations of wavebands?

W. E. WEBBER.
London, N.W.

[Probably, but we can plead long-established usage, expediency and wide acceptance of these terms. They designate wavebands which fortunately fall roughly into natural classifications by virtue of their propagation characteristics. More fortunately still, the waveband limits (in metres) correspond to such beautifully round numbers that they can be easily memorized. “Very,” “ultra” and “super,” as used officially for frequency classification, lack these advantages, and the significance arbitrarily attached to these words is not generally known. —Ed.]

“Electronics”

CATHODE RAY” told us (in your February issue) that “electronics is a useful word, but—” May I underline the “but” or, rather, go so far as to suggest that the term as used is a thoroughly bad one? By the usage of language it should have a vastly wider application than to “the conduction of electricity through gases or in vacuo.” This arbitrary restriction of the meaning of the word seems to me to be unwarranted and undesirable. By analogy “electronic” should be the adjectival form of “electron.”

L. WAFER.
ELECTRONS really exist. J. J. Thomson and others showed by experiment that electrons really do “shoot off” from hot bodies. Furthermore, it has been shown that if the carbon rod of a battery is connected to a plate and the zinc to a heated cathode, both being contained in an evacuated envelope, the electrons are “encouraged” to cross the space between. Then in any circuit including a valve it is an easy matter to draw an arrow showing the direction of electron flow from cathode to anode. The direction of flow through any other component follows.

As an example consider the rectifier supply unit of Fig. 1. First draw an arrow between cathode and anode of the rectifier valve, then as many more arrows as you like round the circuit, all the same way. Thus, in the resistance shown to represent the rest of the receiver electrons must flow from A to B.

In this way the direction of flow in any part of any circuit containing a valve can be found. If a battery is part of the circuit it must be remembered that the red end—the carbon of a dry battery—“sucks” electrons and the black end “pushes” them out. Hence it is as easy to find the direction in a circuit containing a battery as in one with a valve.

Gremlins have a language of their own. A gremlin riding round a circuit on the back of an electron calls all the joys to come “positive” and all those already passed “negative.” These words are borrowed from the mathematicians who use “negative” to mean the opposite way to the direction it has been agreed to call “positive,” or a quantity of opposite kind to that called positive. If a plug is called “positive” in Gremlin it is certain that its socket is called “negative.”

Some parts of the tour on electron-back are specially important and are to be remembered. The coil of a moving-coil meter is such a part. The terminal to which electrons go, as seen from inside the meter coil, is marked +. Of course, it is not + from the point of view of an electron that has already passed through it, but as it is those now in it that make the pointer move (or burn out the coil!) it is their point of view that labels the terminals. A battery’s job is to cause an electronic commotion outside itself, so it gets labelled from the point of view of electrons outside it.

Now consider the circuit of Fig. 2. The arrows show the direction of flow; there can be no argument about that. As seen from “ground level” the cathode is labelled + because electrons are going towards it. The grid is connected to ground level, so is entitled to no label. However, the electrons just leaving the cathode find the grid is trying to push them back, so from their point of view it is negative. If the labels + and – are permanently left on the diagram it must be obvious from what point of view each one was put in.

If something makes the grid go a little negative (as seen from the earth line) fewer electrons flow to the anode, but since the suck of the battery is unchanged electrons must be drawn from the upper plate of C towards the battery. More electrons then flow to the lower plate in an effort to fill the void. As a result there is an increase in potential difference between the plates; that is, the upper plate becomes more positive.

Fig. 2. The electron flow in an RC amplifier stage.

BOOK REVIEW

There are fifteen chapters devoted to the history and theory of frequency modulation. Chapter 2, Theory of Frequency Modulation, is the important one and consists of a very good elementary explanation of F.M. and of the circuits peculiar to it.

Many of the other chapters, such as those on Audio Distortion, High Fidelity, Antennas and so on, might well be considered out of place. The matters dealt with are quite independent of the form of modulation used and apply equally to A.M. They contain much useful information, but of a kind for which one would not turn to a book entitled F.M.
Q.24. If a "Skyrod" or Television Aerial is erected on a building, is there any added risk of being struck by lightning?

A.24. Since the number of T.V. and Skyrod aerial installations has become considerable and following a period of thundery weather with lightning, the service department has been inundated with enquiries as to what users can do to protect themselves and their property against damage by lightning. These enquiries come in from members of the public, wireless dealers and wholesalers.

First of all, the nomenclature is unfortunate, in so far that a lightning conductor does not conduct or attract lightning, and a lightning arrester cannot arrest lightning.

One would expect interested people to realise that architects do not fit "lightning conductors" to chimneys, factories or other buildings to increase their chances of being struck, therefore why should those who fit a T.V. or Skyrod aerial, presumably with some visual resemblance to a "lightning conductor," expect increased danger?

Readers who have visited Switzerland (and presumably other alpine countries where isolated wooden buildings are commonplace) will have noticed two or three spikes several feet high on roofs of isolated hillside dwellings, these are not aerials but "lightning conductors" to minimise the risk of a strike which inevitably would result in fire.

Questions referring to lightning and thundery weather are becoming very numerous and below we repeat questions 24 and 27, which deal with these subjects.

of the rooms en route. If the unfortunate house is on the 'phone the wires are generally fused, in spite of the proven "r" lightning arrester" fitted by the G.P.O. All this happens whether or not there is an aerial lashed to the chimney.

When you take into account the many millions of houses, and the odd one or two that are damaged by lightning, you realise that the risk is negligible. As tangible proof of this, damage by lightning is generally included in every householder's comprehensive insurance policy, and no increased risk is recognised by the addition of an aerial, T.V., Skyrod, or horizontal.

As an additional "vote of confidence" every Belling-Lee aerial system is insured by us for a period of twelve months, up to a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds, against damage to the aerial system or radio or television receiver due to lightning. Following normal procedure, this comes into operation only in the event of there being no collateral insurance or after any existing insurance cover has been exhausted.

Q.27. Precipitation Static—what is it?

A.27. This is not a very good name, but it has become accepted as applying to any form of static caused by electric charges building up on an aerial quicker than they can leak away: the result is a form of corona. Aerial corona usually extends only a microscopic distance from the conductor, is usually invisible even in the dark, but is often audible near the conductor as a faint hissing sound. The condition is not common except in certain districts. We have reports from high locations round Sheffield, in parts of Yorkshire, on cliff top locations by the sea, etc. It may occur without rain when it is generally heard as a particularly violent hissing noise in the loudspeaker. Thundery weather is not essential. It is generally accompanied by rain or hail, and is sometimes known as "rain static." This type is heard as a series of pops, the frequency of which varies, rising to a roar as the centre of the rain storm approaches. Temporarily earthing the aerial stops the noise, but it builds up again in a few seconds. The charges may be induced from clouds, or by charged raindrops. In dry locations the charge may be built up by the friction of sand or other particles being impelled upon the aerial. The trouble is serious on aircraft, and may result in the air services over vast areas being grounded while the condition persists. The condition came to the notice of some home listeners only after the advent of the more efficient Skyrod aerial. It is now becoming an occasional nuisance to television enthusiasts. You must use an efficient aerial; fortunately it is not frequent in London. So far our technical staff have only seen rain static flashes obliterating an unmodulated raster, and we anxiously await reports of the effect when a transmission is on.

We are not taking all this "sitting down." We have already done a lot of research, including the interrogation of German scientists, and of course a very thorough survey of all that has been written in other countries. The problem of the "ground aerial" is quite different from that on air-borne aerials. We are quite hopeful of success. We would welcome co-operation from our readers. Will those of you who are troubled in this way help us by keeping us advised as to conditions when the nuisance is observed. If you will undertake to help, please write for a questionnaire. It doesn't matter whether or not you use a Belling-Lee aerial.

TO BE CONTINUED.

1. Static discharger is a more accurate title.
2. L.336 Balanced twin feeder, per yard, 7gd.
YOU SEE THEM HERE,
YOU SEE THEM THERE,
YOU SEE THEM EVERYWHERE,
THOSE DEMNED ELUSIVE PARMEKOS.

We make no excuse for the fact that some Parmeko Transformers are available only on long delivery dates . . . in fact we are rather proud that everyone who uses Transformers seem to come to us these days and are prepared to wait some time.

Consider well and we know you will be writing to us . . . we’re looking forward to it . . . time we knew you anyway!

HOT SOIL CULTIVATION

PARMEKO OF LEICESTER.
MAKERS OF TRANSFORMERS.

Special Offer of Ex-Govt.
Receivers, etc.

Type R1147B 7-VALVE U.H.F. RECEIVER
Range approx. 200 mc/s
A Real Opportunity!
Beautifully constructed and fitted with micro-condenser drive. Valve type two EF50, two EF36, one each EBC33, RL7, RL16. In black metal case 8 x 7 x 6in. Set, complete with valves £2.7.6
Carriage & Packing extra 5/-

Type R208 6-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
Precision-built
Communication Type
Range 10—60 mc/s
Suitable for AC 100-250 v. or 6-v. battery operation. Metal rectifiers, B.F.O., Built-in Speaker, Super Slow motion dial. Provision for phones, etc. A real super job in grey metal cabinet. Complete with Valves and Vibrator ready to use £18.0.0
Carriage & Packing extra 12/6.

Type R103 Mk. 2. 7-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
Range 1.7—7.5 mc/s
These receivers were originally designed for use in cars and can be converted into car radios. IFs 465 Ke/s. No power pack. In black metal cabinet 12 x 7 x 7in.
Complete with Valves £7.0.0
Carriage & Packing extra 3/6.

Type 217. OSCILLATOR UNITS
These units contain very useful components: two EF50 Valves, three P.O. type Relays, numerous Condensers including two 25v. 25mfd. Electrolytics, Resistors, Potentiometers, etc. Bargain price £1.12.6

MOVING COIL HEADPHONES, 30 ohms. Complete with headband £17/6
MOVING COIL HAND MICROPHONES, 30 ohms £11/6
See June issue for other illustrated items.

Closed Thursdays 1 p.m. Open all day Saturday.
23, Lisle St. (Ger. 2969) London, W.C.2
Channels of Communication

2. Are They Being Used to Capacity, and, If Not, How Can They Be?

LAST month we noted that channels of communication, like bottles of milk were scarce, not because there were fewer of them than before, but because the demand was rising all the time. And that whether they were radio or line channels, their width (in frequency) was a measure of the rate at which information could be passed along them. Put another way, if a given quantity of information was sent in a short time, \( \Delta t \), it occupied a wide frequency band, \( \Delta f \), and vice versa.

Constant D.C. or A.C. (occupying no frequency width) could not convey signals until it was modulated, and the faster it was modulated the wider the spread of side-bands. Nobody had found (or was likely to) any escape from this conclusion. But in the endeavour to find more channels a possible line of attack was to see whether they were really running full, or if the information could be squeezed tighter without damaging any of it. Was there a definite minimum "quantum" of frequency band \( x \) time, \( \Delta f \Delta t \), needed to convey one unit of information?

Now read on.

One approach is Fourier analysis. This must be familiar to most readers, for example, in the well-known fact that if a sine wave is distorted, say by amplifying it by a valve, the distorted wave can be analysed into a fundamental—a sine wave of the same frequency as the original—plus harmonics, sine waves of higher frequency. The more angular a wave-form, the more harmonics are needed to build it up. That can easily be shown by drawing the waves and adding them together. Some interesting examples—square and peaky curves—appeared in Wireless World Dec., 1945, p. 358.

Next, it should be fairly easy to see that the more exact and comprehensive the information to be signalled in a given time, the more angular and complex the signal must be, and therefore the wider the frequency band it covers. Fig. 1a is a word in morse, clear-cut and perfect to read. To make all the sharp corners, occurring at varying intervals, a very wide range of sine wave frequencies is needed. In Fig. 1b the corners have been rounded off by passing the signal through a channel-narrowing filter, but the morse is still readable. The \( a \) version was wasteful signalling. But if channel economy is pressed too far, as at \( c \), so that only the lowest frequency sine waves are left, the morse becomes unreadable. (Again, is there a definite limit to this paring-down of the signal before one loses the information?)

Radar is one extreme example. In it one wants to mark a time as exactly as possible. To do so one sends a sharp pulse. For perfect accuracy in signalling the time, the front (or back) of the pulse must be quite vertical, or it must be infinitely sharp-pointed. Any of these requirements necessitates an infinite number of harmonics. So although a time or other single item of information could be signalled in an infinitely small period of time by an infinitely short pulse, an infinitely wide channel would be needed.

This elementary signal is all width (of frequency) and no length. It is represented on a frequency/time diagram as an endless horizontal line (of time)—Fig. 2a. In practice, of course, radar has to be content with a finite (though very large) \( \Delta f \), and as a result the pulse is slightly rounded off and occupies a finite (though very small) \( \Delta t \). It is represented in Fig. 2a by a narrow horizontal strip.

The Decca Navigator is at the opposite extreme. It is the frequency that must be exact. Only a single frequency per station is used, but theoretically it takes an

![Fig. 1. The wide channel needed to send the square-cut morse (a) can be narrowed (b) without any reduction in the information. (c) is the result of attempting to send (a) through a still narrower channel; the information is lost. Is there a definite minimum channel for a given rate of information?](image)

![Fig. 2. A signal conveying a single item of information can be represented as a small area \( \Delta f \Delta t \) on a frequency/time diagram. One theoretical extreme is the infinitely brief pulse (a); the other is the unmodulated wave train (b).](image)
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It doesn't take an infinitely long time, or anything like it, to get a continuous train of pure sine waves going! Practically true, but if a succession of sine waves ever has a beginning and ending, that is modulation (admittedly it may be at a very low frequency, such as 1 cycle per month), and brings in sidebands accordingly. So a perfectly pure sine wave is an impossibility! Practical Decca is therefore a long narrow strip in the diagram.

Fig. 3. Unvarying D.C. or A.C. can be represented either as at (a) or (b) (or as in Fig. 2b). If the Time and Frequency scales in (a) and (b) are interchanged, the diagrams represent an infinitely brief pulse (as does Fig. 2a).

Zero x infinity being both mathematically indeterminate and practically impossible, what about middling values? How small can a little circular or square area, representing one elementary signal, be? At first it might seem that it could be as small as one liked, subject to the receiver being able to pick it out from the inevitable background of noise that tends to swamp signals if the amplification is increased too far. But it isn't like that at all, for the frequency/time diagram says nothing about the strength of the signal, which can be enormous even if the spot representing it is small. But if, in order to avoid spreading out the sidebands, you modulate very gradually, it takes a long time, $\Delta t$; while if you try to shorten the time, out spreads $\Delta f$. It is not easy to see how one would set about finding the minimum value, if any, of $\Delta f/\Delta t$; but Dr. Gabor has done it, and arrives at the figure $\frac{1}{2}$. That is to say, if you have a channel 500 c/s wide you can send one element of signal in $1/1,000$th of a second. Anything less than that won't register at all. This is where the analogy with quantum mechanics comes in; a quantum of energy is the least amount that will produce any effect.

You may be wondering what shape, intermediate between an endless constant signal and an infinitely brief pulse, a unit signal has to have in order to occupy this minimum area on a frequency/time diagram. The strength-variation of any signal can, of course, be plotted either on a time base or a frequency base, as we saw last month. Thanks to Fourier, it is only necessary to have one of these to be able to draw the other. (By the way, each of them is called a Fourier transform of the other.) The unending D.C. or A.C. of Fig. 2b is shown on an amplitude/time diagram by a line at a constant height, Fig. 3a, or on an amplitude/frequency diagram as a single vertical line, $b$. (If D.C., it stands at zero on the frequency scale.) The interesting thing is that if the frequency and time scales in Fig. 3 are interchanged, the results represent the opposite extreme, an infinitely brief pulse. Does it surprise you that this interchangeability holds for all its larger number of logons, than Fig. 3b. But if, in addition, it is desired to entrance the good for all shapes of signals? For example, a finite pulse with sloping sides, Fig. 4a, occupies frequencies as shown in Fig. 4b. And the wavy pulse shown in Fig. 4b (if the frequency scale were altered to time) occupies frequencies shown in Fig. 4a (if the time scale were altered to frequency).

So there is a sort of poetic symmetry in Dr. Gabor's finding that the "smallest" signal (on a frequency/time diagram) has the same shape on both time and frequency diagrams. He names it a logon. It is the smooth curve shown in Fig. 5, known to mathematicians as a probability, or error, or Gaussian curve. A logon can be broad in time, and narrow in frequency, or vice versa, so long as $\Delta f/\Delta t = \frac{1}{2}$ (Fig. 6): such changes of proportion are represented merely by multiplying and dividing the $f$ and $t$ scales in Fig. 5 without altering the shape of the curve at all.

It having been established that there is a definite minimum signal, the one remaining link in the investigation is to find out whether existing methods of signalling use the fewest possible number of logons, neatly packed together like sardines in their communication channels. This is where one leaves the relatively firm paths of mathematics and becomes involved in psychology and things like that. We have noted (Fig. 3) that methods of signalling can be extravagant. Merely for the purpose of bringing the recipient's attention to a particular word from the English dictionary, Fig. 3a is no better,

Fig. 4. The interchangeability of time and frequency scales, exemplified in Fig. 3, applies to all shapes of signals. Here is another example: a sloping-sided pulse (a) occupies the frequencies shown in (b); and a pulse shaped in time like (b) occupies a frequency band as shown by (a).
eye with the sight of square-cut morse characters, only that limited amount of rounding-off can be practised which the signaller reckons will not be noticed by the said eye.

The same thing enters into sound communication. If all that is necessary is to reproduce spoken words so that the meaning is understood, the channel can be much narrower than if it is necessary also to convey the aesthetic pleasure of hearing those words spoken almost indistinguishably from the original voice. And the recognizable outline of a tune costs less to send than a thrilling performance of it. There are also difficult questions of language and telegraph codes as vehicles of information.

These matters are still being investigated, but one thing that is quite clear is that even just-intelligible speech is a less efficient method of signalling than telegraphy. There is reason to believe that it occupies about 40 times the theoretical minimum width of channel needed to convey the words at the same rate. Is it, then, possible to "code" the human voice for electrical communication, translating the code back into voice at the receiving end? This is rather an ambitious undertaking, because not only the mere words but also the intonation (which often indicates whether the face-value of the words, or its opposite, is to be taken as the true meaning) is included in the total information to be signalled. Yet the attempt has been remarkably successful; the essentials of speech, normally requiring a channel about 3,000 c/s wide, have been compressed into about 300 c/s by means of what the American inventors named (for obvious reasons) the Vocoder.

The basic principle of the Vocoder is not to transmit the actual voice sounds at all, but only signals for turning the appropriate sounds on and off. To telephone such sounds as "th"

![Diagram of frequency response](image)

**Fig. 6.** All of these signals are logons, shaped as in Fig. 5. The different shapes here correspond to different ratios of time scale to frequency scale in Fig. 5.

in the ordinary way, it is necessary to have quite a wide channel —wider than the ordinary G.P.O. normally provides, anyway.* But one can install a machine at the receiving end capable of making a "th" sound, and turn it on from a distance whenever that sound occurs in the conversation, which is not frequently enough for the switching signal to need much of a sideband. Even after arrangements for making all the other voice sounds have been added, the frequency of the signals needed to switch them on whenever required is much lower than the frequencies in the sounds themselves. Each syllable needs only a few signal cycles to cause it to be uttered, though the actual sound may consist of scores or even hundreds of cycles.

Going a little more into detail, spoken sounds are of two main kinds. Whispering consists entirely of one kind, and humming entirely of the other. The former is enough to convey the words, the latter the intonation and "body." "Th" in "thin" is wholly of the first kind; "th" in "this" has the second kind

* If you don’t believe me, phone up a friend and ask him to write down this message and let you see it—"I faw your photograth in the newtatae ve uver bay."
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added, which enables it to be sung, whereas the first sort of "th" interrupts singing whenever it occurs. At the reproducing end of the Vocoder the two types are represented by two sound generators; one makes a general noise such as one gets from an over-sensitive amplifier, covering the whole audio spectrum, without definite pitch; the other is a variable-frequency oscillator. At the sending end there is an analyzer which develops a signal whose strength depends on the pitch of voiced sounds. With unvoiced sounds like "f" this signal naturally fails, and as a result only the noise-maker is effective at the receiver. But directly a voiced sound is uttered at the transmitter, the pitch signal switches in the oscillator and also controls its pitch.

There is also at the transmitter a spectrum analyzer which measures how much sound there is from moment to moment in each of ten 250-c/s frequency bands into which the whole accepted speech-frequency band is divided. The ten resulting signal amplitudes are passed along ten 25 c/s-wide channels and cause corresponding slices of the noise spectrum to be reproduced in the correct proportions.

So altogether eleven 25 c/s channels are required; total, 275 c/s. How these channels can be packed tightly side by side without wasteful "voids" is for the bright communication engineers to work out. They seem able to do anything like that.

The speech turned out at the receiving end is undeniably synthetic, but quite intelligible.

The equipment, of which I have given only a rough idea, is too elaborate to use for multiplying conversations along ordinary telephone lines, but there are particularly expensive telephone circuits—such as the transatlantic radio—where it seems the extra cost would pay for itself very quickly. And, incidentally, fox unauthorized listeners-in more thoroughly than ever.

This is not the only scheme for dehydrating speech to economize in its transport; another is to extract all but sufficient cycles to identify each sound, and then make up the quantity at the receiver. This is done by slowing down all the frequencies with increasing the time (thus there must be fewer of every sort) and then speeding them up again in the reconstituting process at the receiving end.

Just one last point about channels. Authorities responsible for them are repeatedly emphasizing that radio ought never to be used when lines will do. And rightly so, because (except for boundaries due to limited range and directional radiation) there is only one radio medium for everybody, whereas there are millions of lines and there can be millions more, each capable of providing many channels. From the earliest days of radio it was customary to send several messages at once, by dividing the "ether" into channels on a frequency basis (frequency-division multiplex). The slices are becoming so thin now, even up to 200 Mc/s, that the business slogan "There is always room at the top" seems to be ceasing to apply to radio 

channels. In line telegraphy, before the frequency-division idea occurred, Baudot invented a system in which several senders were allowed the use of a single line for fleeting moments in strict and rapid rotation ("time-division multiplex"). But now the frequency-division method has been applied on a grand scale to line telegraphy and telephony (we like to think it was inspired by success with radio), so that a single coaxial telephone line is used to carry hundreds of conversations. And radio occasionally uses time-division, as in television (vision and sync. and perhaps even sound on one frequency channel) and in certain pulse communication systems.

Now that time and frequency are being so finely divided, the one remaining prospect of increasing the supply of channels is in the packing department. Broadcasting, in which the aesthetic aspect matters, is the most likely to be damaged by these new high-pressure packing methods, so will have to look out.

---

**Short-wave Conditions**

**Expectations for July**

**By T. W. BENNINGTON**

(Engineering Division, B.B.C.)

DURING May there was a very considerable decrease in the daytime maximum usable frequencies for these latitudes, whilst there was a considerable increase in the night-time M.U.F.'s. Communication on the higher short-wave frequencies—like 20 Mc/s—was not very reliable—particularly in east/west directions, but medium frequencies were usable for very long periods, and those as high as 15 Mc/s were often usable the night through. Some medium-distance communication on very high frequencies by way of sporadic E occurred.

There was less ionosphere stormsness than during the previous two months, though some storms did occur, the most disturbed periods being 1st, 14th-17th, 23rd-24th and 26th-28th. Several "Dellinger" fadeouts occurred, the most intense of these being at 1017 on 6th, 1247 on 16th and 1420 on 20th.

**Forecast.**—There should be very little difference in either daytime or night-time M.U.F.'s during July, as compared to those for June. Working frequencies for long-distance transmission should therefore be relatively low by day and high by night, except on sporadic paths to places in the high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. Medium frequencies—like 17 Mc/s—should remain of use for very long periods, and 15 Mc/s may remain usable the night through on many circuits. Daytime communication on the very high frequencies will be possible only infrequently.

The E and F, layers will control transmission over medium distances—up to about 1,500 miles—during the daytime, and in these cases daytime as well as night-time frequencies will be relatively high.

Communication over distances up to about 1,400 miles may often be possible by way of sporadic E—which is likely to be prevalent this month—and when this happens frequencies far above the normal M.U.F.'s for the distances in question may be usable.

Below are given, in terms of the...
broadcast bands, the working frequencies which seem likely to be regularly usable during July for four long-distance circuits running in different directions from this country. All times given here are G.M.T. In addition a figure in brackets is given for the use of those whose primary interest is the exploitation of certain frequency bands, and this indicates the highest frequency likely to be usable for about 25 per cent of the time during the month for communication by way of the regular layers:

Montreal:  
0000 15 Mc/s  
0200 11  
0800 15  
1200 17  

Buenos Aires:  
0000 17  
0100 15  
0700 11  
0900 16  
1900 17  
1400 21  

Cape Town:  
0000 15  
0200 11  
0500 16, or 17 Mc/s  
0700 21  
1400 26  
1700 21  
2100 15  

Chungking:  
0000 15  
0600 17  
2000 15  

Ionosphere storms are not usually very troublesome during July (though last July was in fact a very disturbed month), so it is hoped that radio conditions may be relatively stable. At the time of writing it would appear that the most likely periods during which disturbances may occur are June 30th, July 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 12th, 15th, 18th and 20th-22nd of the month.

Footnote.—Though there is no space to set out the detailed predictions in this section of Wireless World to publish tabular lists of predicted working frequencies, readers can, however, construct a tolerably accurate set of circuit curves from the figures given and, though they will not be quite correct, they will at least show the general diurnal variations in the frequencies of use over various circuits. For amateur use, the figures in brackets are likely to be most useful, remembering that these will give a curve whose frequency values are above the average predicted M.U.F. for the month. The example given will show how this may be done, the points being taken from the Cape Town table, and showing when the indicated frequency is first usable during the day.

R.F. Tuning Wand

**This** is a useful device for checking the trimming accuracy of signal and I.F. circuits in receivers having coils that are accessible. The wand is 6in long and 3in diameter and has a brass plug at one end and a dust iron one at the other. Either end brought close to, or inserted in, a tuned circuit coil will affect the tuning and hence the strength of the received signals. If the presence of the wand produces louder signals, the indications are that the circuit is out of trim. And the end of the wand which produced this improvement will indicate whether the circuit is tuned to a higher or to a lower frequency.

A test on a V.H.F. set at 60 Mc/s showed it to be extremely sensitive to very small amounts of mistuning so that the claim that it is effective up to 200 Mc/s seems a reasonable one.

The wand is obtainable from A. & H. White, 105-107, Talbot Road, London, W.r.t, and the price is 5s.

---

C.P. 20A 15 WATT AMPLIFIER

For 12 volt battery and A.C. Mains operation. This improved version has switch change-over from A.C. to D.C. and "stand by" positions and only consumes 4 watts current from 12 volt battery. Fitted mu-metal shielded microphone transformer for 15 ohm microphone and provision for crystal and moving iron pick-up with tone control for bass and top and outputs for 7.5 and 15.0 ohms. Complete in steel case with valves.

As illustrated. Price £28 0 0

"SUPER FIFTY WATT" AMPLIFIER

This Amplifier has a response of 1000000 to 300,000 c/s., within ±db., under 2 per cent. distortion at 40 watts and 1 per cent. at 15 watts, including noise and distortion of pre-amplifier and microphone transformer. Electronic mixing for microphone and gramophone of either high or low impedance with top and bass controls. Output for 15,250 ohms with generous voice coil and moving iron pick-up to minimise speaker distortion. New style easy access steel case with recessed controls, making transport safe and easy. Exceedingly well ventilated for long life. Amplifier complete in steel case, with built-in 15 ohm mu-metal shielded microphone transformer, tropical finish.

Price 36½ Gns.

AD/47 10-VALVE TRIODE CATHODE FOLLOWER AMPLIFIER

For this recording and play-back Amplifier we claim an overall distortion of only 0.01% as measured on a distortion factor meter at middle frequencies and low output. The output transformer can be switched from 15 ohms to 2000 ohms, for recording purposes, the measured damping factor being 10 times in each case. Full details upon request.

Dealers and Export Agents should write for special terms to:

VORTEXION LTD.
257-261, THE BROADWAY,
WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19

Telephones: Lutyber 2814 and 6242/3.
Telegram: "VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON."
RANDOM RADIATIONS

Planes and Television

FROM letters which readers have kindly sent me I gather that the reflection of vision signals from low-flying aeroplanes is a more frequent form of nuisance in some localities than I had realized. Before the war low-flying planes—in deed planes of any kind—were uncommon in my part of the world and since the war I have not been operating a vision receiver at all regularly, on account of a bit of eye trouble. The usual complaint is flutter, due to phase differences between the direct and the reflected signal. One reader tells me that finds the effect at its worst when the 'plane is right overhead. He does not say whether or not he uses a reflector, but I infer that he does since he is mainly troubled when the 'plane is flying so that his aerial is between it and A.P. A reflector should certainly help here. This reader describes one extraordinary effect which occasionally occurs: sixteen dark bars occupy the screen when reflected and direct signals are in phase. The bars are horizontal and about four times as wide as the spaces in between them. He lives close to a big aerodrome and the interference which he describes seems to be most likely to be due to some kind of radar (possibly G.C.A.) using pulse transmissions with a constant recurrence frequency. He suggests Gremlins!

The Good Old Times

"FREE GRID'S" photograph in last month's issue sent my memory back to the days when those of us who began our radio careers in the Early Broadcasting Age—used to litter every part of our homes (including the drawing rooms of our long-suffering wives) with knob-studded boxes, trailing wires and acid-spalshing accumulators. How we used to dread the space and wire of which we were apt to be undertaken as surprise operations the moment we were safely out of the way! The most devastating bit of spring cleaning that ever came my way concerned a 120-volt high-tension battery; and H.T.B.s of that size cost about thirty good shillings in those far off days. As that was before we had begun to indulge in niceties such as grid bias, it hadn't wander-plug sockets; just two straightforward terminals marked o and +100V. Possibly I did leave it on top of the china cabinet. But why not? It was a beautiful battery, surely an ornament in itself.

I know that there was what was disparagingly described as "a squiggle of wire dangling down from one of those screw things." But is the connection of its negative to its positive pole with a piece of flex the proper way to tidy up a H.T.B.? And was I to blame for the damage to the china cabinet by those horrid ooings from eighty short-circuited and ruptured cells? Time, the great healer, has drawn a merciful veil over this and other painful incidents of the pioneering days of wireless. As such, I wouldn't mind wagering that not a few of my fellow pioneers, including perhaps "Free Grid," acquired in self defence a certain proficiency in the art of french polishing.

Same Old Game

The wives of wireless enthusiasts had a hard time of it in the old days. In the light of a recent experience I am not sure that Tennyson's dictum that men must work and women must weep does not still hold good. Mrs. Diallist and I were invited the other day to the home of one of the younger Authorities in the World of Radio. He had just completed the construction of the Last Word in Radiograms; its high fidelity must be heard to be believed; would we come to tea, he and it believe? My own experience of Last Words in both wireless sets and radiograms is that they are curiously like gardens: you always seem to turn up—even if it's by invitation—on the wrong day. "If only you could have seen the petunias (or the delphiniums, or the paeonies) last week." "If only you could have come next week, you'd have seen the salvia (or the phlox, or the lupins) in their full glory." We were not therefore surprised (Mr. Diallist has learnt a thing or two about wireless with the passing of the years) when our host, showing a certain furrowing of the brow, informed us as we entered the front door of his home, that, though it had been working perfectly on the previous evening... The lady of the house—it was interesting to observe the attitude of the younger radio-addict's wife—didn't say much about the super-set, but let slip the remark that she liked it, but found it "a square blemish" because it enabled her always to be sure of getting the nine o'clock news.

Just Like the Old Days

We were conducted into the drawing room. Mark that, the drawing room. In one corner was a gigantic loudspeaker. Over at least an eighth of its parquet floor sprawled (Continued on opposite page)

Books issued in conjunction with "Wireless World"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Net Price</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING, by R. Keen, M.B.E., B.Eng. (Hons.), Fourth Edition, 1,042 pages</td>
<td>45/-</td>
<td>(9d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS, Fourth revised Edition, by M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>(4d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK, by M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., Third Edition</td>
<td>12/-</td>
<td>(6d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL, by W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E., Seventh Edition</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>(6d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO STUDENTS, by F. M. Colebrook, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.C.G.I.</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>(6d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEARNING MORSE. 335th thousand</td>
<td>6d.</td>
<td>(1d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO WAVES AND THE IONOSPHERE, by T. W. Bennington</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>(3d.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obtainable from booksellers everywhere or direct (cash with order) from the publishers

the most marvellous diversity of wireless bits and pieces that I have
seen for many a long year. There were little chassis containing one or
two valves; there were medium-
sized chassis with three or four;
there were large chassis with five or
six. Wires trailed gloriously from
here to there and from there to all
sort of unexpected places. Knobs
sprouted like mushrooms in a lush
pasture after a September rain.
Performance was, of course, frankly
horrible; but, knowing the skill
and the eradulation of the maker of
the set, I am sure that it would have
been fine if our visit have taken
place a day earlier or a day later.
Wireless, it appears, is more and
more the same old game no matter
how rapidly improvement follows
improvement.

Plastics and Television

SOMETHING was said in the June
W.W. about the work done by
Dr. Starkie of I.C.I. and his lab-
team in developing plastics for big-
screen television purposes. I went
to his recent lecture before the Tele-
vision Society and was impressed not
only by the story he unfolded but
also by the well-thought-out and well-
designed demonstration apparatus.
The big snags in the use of a
Schmidt optical system with a small
C.R.T. are two. First of all, the
screen end of the tube must be pro-
cessed to a considerable degree of
optical precision. Secondly, the
half-angle now obtainable does not
exceed 45 degrees, which means that to
provide an image of reasonable
size on the viewing screen the "throw" from spherical mirror to
screen must be so long that it would
not be possible to accommodate the
whole system in a cabinet of reason-
able size for domestic use. Dr. Star-
kie told us that an inexpensive pro-
cess is being worked out for
processing the ends of C.R.T.s
separately and later sealing them on
to the bulbs. If this can be done,
the process should not be a very
costly one, for the required contour of
the C.R.T. screen is spherical:
the work can therefore be done as
a repetition job by automatic
machines. He said that a con-
siderable increase in the half-angle
was being obtained by new methods
and that much shorter throws
should soon be practicable.

One speaker in the discussion following his lecture brought out an inter-
esting point: would it not be possible
to house the C.R.T., the spherical
mirror and the spherical corrector
screen inside the television cabinet,
but to have the viewing screen out-
side it and quite separate from it?
This raises an interesting possibility.
If such an arrangement were feas-
able, the viewer could arrange the
size of the image (within the limits of the illumination available) to suit
himself, by using a longer or a shorter
throw as might be required.

One very interesting demonstration
was that of a specially corrected flat
viewing screen, on which images
could be seen at a remarkably wide
angle without undue distortion.

Direct Recording Gear

DESIGNED for fitting to existing
turntables, the "Technifon"
Model T.G.1 traverse gear is driven
through worm gearing from a flange
fitting over the turntable spindle.
The standard groove pitch is 120
per inch, but separate lead screws
are available for 96 and 104 grooves
per inch. The standard direction of
cut is from an inside start, but an
outside start can be supplied. All
mechanisms are provided with a
time scale calibrated from 78 r.p.m.
to indicate the unexpired recording
time.

The electromagnetic cutting head
can be supplied with an impedance
of 4 or 15 ohms and is stated to
have a uniform frequency response,
with a 4-inch stylus, from 50 to 6,000
c/s. The input power required is 4
watts.

"Technifon"
Model T.G.1 traverse gear.
Unbiased
By FREE GRID

Jumbled Jargon

WE who move in professional radio engineering circles often pride ourselves on the accuracy of our terminology, not always, I fear, with complete justification, otherwise we should not tolerate such a horrid hybrid word as "television." I wonder if any of you can tell me when and where this dreadful word was first used and why？

It is every bit as bad as the American use of the hybrid "mortician" instead of the more correct "thanatologist," although in either case a man who is "skilled in death" suggests to my mind a gangster rather than a respectable member of the honourable profession followed by the sepulchral Mr. Sowerby and his young apprentice Oliver.

Personally speaking I am a great stickler for technical and terminological accuracy even to the extent of approving the use of the word "chemist," which I noticed recently on a shop in South London, instead of "chemist." Needless to say, I shall in future buy my "chemicals" there as the proprietor's efforts at accuracy in terminology suggests that he will make an equal effort not to confuse drugs which are of dangerously similar appearance, like Epson-salt and oxalic acid crystals.

The word "television" has, I fear, come to stay, but it is not too late to straighten out another case of what, with Mr. Churchill's permission, I will call terminological inexactitude. It had its origin a quarter of a century ago when Lisle Street was the Petticoat Lane of every wireless experimenter, and the commanding presence of a very gracious lady, long since gone to her Valhalla, lent it an atmosphere all its own. In those days we used to ask humbly for a ten- or twenty-plate condenser and none but the boldest of us talked learnedly of microfarads, unless we wished to run the risk of being thrown out of the shop.

Nowadays, of course, a condenser is a capacitor and the particular electrical property which it possesses is no longer capacity but capacitance, and quite rightly too. Unfortunately, however, a device which possesses the property of resistance is not always a resistor as it ought to be, even in Wireless World (April issue, page 122). There seems also to be some confusion about the word inductance which does not always refer to the electrical property of that name but sometimes to the wire, or coil of wire, which possesses it.

To call the latter thing an inductor may result in further confusion, for the term could equally well refer to a boy's horseshoe magnet which, when waggled near a wire (which, of course, possesses inductance) causes induction. The term inductor and inductee might well be applied to the magnet and the wire. If we replace the horseshoe magnet by a waggling current passed through the wire and cause induction that way, then surely the current becomes the inductor the wire being at all times the inductee?

No doubt I shall either be told that I am all wrong or that these terms have been precisely defined long ago, but, if so, why not put them right or, alternatively, use them rightly, whichever cap happens to fit.

P.A. to be Mechanized

I HAVE often thought that the introduction of P.A. systems at our great railway stations was more of a drawback than otherwise. What is gained in being able to make train announcements is more than offset by the irritating reiteration of such items of information which one has to put up with if waiting long on the station, as one invariably does nowadays. Interspersed with such announcements are so-called musical items which although pleasant enough in themselves, become inextricably mixed up with the clang and clatter of porters' barrows and the bawling of babies. The resultant noise, if not exactly nerve shattering, is at any rate enough to disturb the serenity of a Mark Tupley.

There is nothing amusing with the apparatus, it being the method of using it which is at fault. Music may have charms to soothe the savage breast but as we are not yet savages, in spite of the shortage of clothing coupons, I suggest that it be cut out. With regard to the announcers, I don't suppose that I could do any better myself without a few lessons in elocution and I will say no more than that I prefer the Mike Maulers of Stations in the North of England and in Scotland as I cannot understand one word of what they are talking about and do not, therefore, have my nerves rasped raw either by "reiteration" or "repetition" of speech.

Now that we are to have this P.A. business introduced into the sanctity of our railway carriages so that the guard can announce the stations as we approach them, it would seem to me like the proverbial last straw were it not for something of which I had news the other day.

The thing in question is an entirely new P.A. system which is to be brought into use shortly at one of our railway stations. It consists virtually of dozens of gramophone records each with its own pickup and constantly revolving turntable. Each record has on it a message relating to "the train on No. 6 platform" and so on. Each message is being constantly repeated and anyone of them can be brought into use by a push-button, whole banks of which like a mammoth typewriter are mounted on a control desk. The only type of message requiring "live" announcing will be emergency ones. A high fee will be demanded for the privilege of breaking the artistic continuity of the recorded voice which, by the way, is that of a well-known B.B.C. announcer trying to earn an honest tax-free penny.
Miniature V.H.F.
Transmitter-Receiver

Details of the Plessey Mobile Radio-Telephone

By using miniature components wherever possible the Plessey Company has produced a complete mobile radio-telephone which measures only 9¼in x 7½in x 8in, including the power unit. The complete set is small enough to be mounted on the rear carrier of a motor cycle.

This V.H.F. equipment is intended for any mobile service requiring a compact radio telephone for use on a single spot frequency between 50 Mc/s and 160 Mc/s and having full facilities for remote control.

The description "transmitter receiver" usually implies that some part of the equipment is common to both the transmitter and the receiver. This Plessey set is no exception and the receiver's A.F. amplifier is used for both send and receive, being fed in the one case from the receiver and operating either headphones or a loudspeaker, and in the other serving as the modulator for the transmitter. In addition the amplifier can be employed separately as a P.A. system.

This versatility of operation is provided by appropriate switching located on the remote control unit, the amplifier itself being incorporated in the power supply unit. This is a vibrator type giving 250 volts on receive and 375 volts on transmit. It takes its primary supply from a battery and on 12 volts consumes 5 amps on receive and 10 amps on transmit; this includes all filament supplies. A 6-volt power unit is also available.

Plessey V.H.F. radio telephone comprising transmitter-receiver, control unit and hand microphone.

Once set up on the operating frequencies, which can be quite different for transmit and receive, the equipment is operated from the small remote control unit. This contains a three-position receiver volume control switch, a radio/P.A. switch and a socket for the send/receive switch. Normally this is mounted on the hand microphone but it could be fitted in any position operationally more convenient if required.

The super-heterodyne receiver has a crystal controlled local oscillator, its 18th harmonic being extracted by frequency multipliers and fed to the frequency changer. One R.F. and three I.F. stages are used, the latter operating on 4.5 Mc/s and having a maximum bandwidth of 70 kc/s for A.M. or F.M. operation. This equipment can be operated on either A.M. or F.M. by fitting the appropriate types of units to the main chassis.

Crystals are also used in the transmitter, for A.M. as direct control of the frequency and on F.M. as a stabiliser in conjunction with a reactor valve. Its ninth harmonic is extracted to feed into a pair of EC52 valves in push-pull and operating as a power doubler. The R.F. output is 6 watts at 50 Mc/s, falling to 3 watts at 160 Mc/s.

In the assembly of the equipment the power unit forms the base and on to this is fitted, by means of hinges, the receiver and transmitter units. These open like the two halves of a door and expose the underside of all the chassis for servicing. Detachable hinges are fitted so that any unit can be removed for repair or replacement if it develops a serious fault. The transmitter and receiver units are further protected by a snap-on cover.

The flexible aerial provided is a quarter-wavelength long, and is fed through a 40-ohm coaxial cable.

20-25-WATT UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIER—U885
Gives considerably greater power output than usually expected from A.C./D.C. equipment. Constructed on the same lines as our 30-watt A.C. model and fitted with latest control panel carrying microphones, tone controls, mains switch and pilot lamp and special 3-position switch providing either change-over or mixer circuit for gramophone and microphone. Three-stage high-gain type having four valves in parallel push-pull in output stage. A total of 10 valves. Output for high and low impedance graphophone circuits.

Full details of this and other models sent on request.
Sensitive Photo-Electric Relay

Complete relay outfit, Type "PES-II," with light source and heat filter (top left), barrier layer cell (top right), and power supply and relay unit connected to a magnetic gas control valve.

Contact cells of the barrier layer type, using elements such as cuprous oxide and copper, or selenium sub-oxide and gold, have been employed commercially either as rectifiers or as light sensitive current generators in photographic exposure meters. J. A. Sargrove has investigated the effect of light on the rectifier characteristics of selenium sub-oxide/gold cells under A.C. conditions and has evolved a very simple and efficient relay, suitable for industrial process control, which dispenses with valve amplifiers and is more robust than the glass-bulb photo-emissive cells usually employed.

A family of rectifier characteristics with illumination ranging from zero to 10,000 lux (lumens per sq. metre) is given in Fig. 1. These curves relate to the "Mega-

electron" Type "N" cell used in the Type "PES-II" equipment made by Sargrove Electronics, Sir Richard's Bridge, Walton-on-Thames, and it will be seen that as the illumination is increased the forward resistance (indicated by the slope of the current-voltage curves) decreases very slightly, but that there is a much greater decrease in the reverse resistance. If an alternating (50 c/s) voltage is applied to the cell through a series resistance with sufficient amplitude to traverse the whole characteristic, the mean value of the unidirectional current component available will decrease as the illumination increases; a relay of the Post Office type connected in series will be held closed until the cell is illuminated when it will open. In a typical case the power dissipated in the relay changes by 85 mW between 10,000 lux and darkness. Using the same cell as a photo-electric generator with a comparable load the power difference for a similar change of illumination would be only 0.3 mW.

Barrier layer photocells would be destroyed by the application of sustained voltages required to plot the characteristics by conventional methods, and the curves shown in Fig. 1 were obtained by a pulse technique designed to allow the heat generated to be dissipated in each cycle. The use of A.C. in conjunction with a series resistance achieves the same object in practical applications. The use of a simple water-cell heat filter in the beam from the light source permits a higher electrical rating for the photo cell.

The high power ratio of the cell enables the relay switch to be mounted some distance away, and the small dimensions of the cell make it suitable for mounting in the confined spaces of complicated machinery for counting, sorting and similar processes.

It is claimed that with suitable time constants in the associated (Continued at the foot of next page).

**Fig. 1.** Characteristics of selenium sub-oxide/gold film barrier layer cell under different degrees of illumination.
Manufacturers' Literature

Four illustrated brochures, describing loudspeakers, switches, variable condensers and trimmers respectively, have been issued by The Plessey Co., Ilford, Essex.

"The Hy-Meg Handbook"—a catalogue of insulating varnishes and compounds, with technical notes on choice and application, from Lewis Berger and Sons, 35, Berkeley Square, W.1.


Folder of technical information on the Type LSD.2 microsecond photographic flash tube from Mullard Wireless Service Co., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

"Developments in Rubber"—a collection of technical papers on various aspects of rubber-to-metal bonding—from the Andre Rubber Co., Kingston Bypass, Surbiton, Surrey. Available to educational institutions, etc., by application on official notepaper.

Leaflet RF/D.147 describing Ferranti-Wild-Barfield dielectric heating equipments from Wild-Barfield Electric Furnaces, Watford Bypass, Watford.


Sensitive Photo-Electric Relay—circuits, the light-modulated rectifier might find application in teleprinter and photo-telegraphic services.

A paper on "A.C. Behaviour of Barrier Layer Photo Cells" by J. A. Sargrove, M. Brit. I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., published in the Journal, Brit. I.R.E., No. 2, 1947, includes a detailed hypothesis to account for the observed phenomena and also many circuits suitable for practical applications.

Complete range of pressure switches

High quality Bulgin switches especially suitable for refrigerators and other equipment where circuit is required on opening or closing of the apparatus. S.365 is a single-pole, 3 Amp. toggle lever switch with push-action, biased to "Off," pressure on the knob placing the switch in "On" position, circuit being maintained whilst the knob is depressed. On release of pressure the switch returns to "Off" position. Designed for 6-250 v. a.c. or d.c. circuits; max. test voltage 1000 peak. Fixing by single 15/32" hole for panels up to 3/16"; solder tags for connection.

S.357 is similar but change-over, biased to one position, and rated at 2 Amp. Other types available are:

S.358 similar to S.365 but incorporating 6.BA. terminals.

S.359 similar to S.358 but reverse action, i.e., push for "Off," returns to "On."

S.366 similar to S.359 but connection by tags.

"The choice of critics"

Telephone: Rippleway 3474 (5 lines).
RECENT INVENTIONS
A Selection of the More Interesting
Radio Developments

AERIAL FEEDERS
A ROTARY aerial system, as used, say, for radiolocation, is coupled to a stationary S.W. generator or amplifier through a connection which includes no rubbing contact nor any inductive source of troublesome radiation.

In the diagram, A is the outer tube, and B the inner core of a coaxial feeder, which is connected at its far end to the rotating aerial. A1 and B1 are the corresponding parts of a coaxial line connected to the fixed or stationary equipment. The two feeders are coupled together by enlarging the end of the tube A so as to overlap the end of the tube A1 by a quarter-wavelength, the core B1 being recessed to admit the reduced end of the core B for a similar distance.

The spaces between the overlapping parts simulate quarter-wave lines which are open at both ends, so that they offer no impedance to oscillations travelling in either direction. At the same time, the feeder AB can be rotated freely about the line A1B1. The use of open and closed quarter-wave stubs is also described for switching the aerial on and off as it passes from one section of its rotation to another.


FREQUENCY MODULATION
CENTIMETRE waves are frequency modulated by the action of a vibrating member which varies the effective volume, and therefore the tuning, of the hollow resonator of an oscillation generator of the rhombatron type.

An aperture formed in the outer wall of the resonator, beyond the sealed-in portion, is protected by an open-ended quarter-wave stub, which prevents the escape of the internal oscillations. A plunger, driven by the moving coil of a loudspeaker, works into the stub, so that its free end projects into the resonant cavity, thus controlling the frequency of the generated oscillations. Alternatively, the aperture in the resonator may be closed by a flexible diaphragm for direct speech modulation.


CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS
BORON carbide in contact with a metal point is used for receiving centimetre waves, its efficiency being found to remain substantially constant wherever the metal is placed on the crystal surface. The boron carbide should be highly polished, and the metal point should be smooth and round, the point of tungsten or of a gold-silver alloy.


WAVEGUIDES
TO give a waveguide of rectangular cross section some degree of flexibility, the two broader walls are made from a pair of sheet metal plates, which are connected together along the edges by closely spaced parallel wires to form the narrower walls. This allows the guide to be flexed at right-angles to the metal plates.

By giving the plates an initial axial twist of 90 deg, the completed guide will be flexible in all directions perpendicular to, and about, the axis; whilst if the first twist is followed by a similar section of reversed twist, the guide is free to expand or contract, concertina-like, about the main axis. The metal framework is preferably protected by a rubber or other flexible covering.


AERIAL SYSTEM
A RECEIVING aerial is so placed and orientated, with respect to the radiation field of a nearby transmitting aerial, that signals from a distant station can be received on substantially the same frequency as the local transmission. The arrangement is particularly useful for relay systems in which incoming signals are boosted and re-radiated from point to point.

As shown, the receiving frame aerial is set at right angles to the plane of the loop formed by the feeders F which energize the transmitting aerial T from R.F. source S. Since the currents in each branch of the symmetrically arranged feeders is equal, and in phase, the magnetic pickup will be neutralized in the receiving aerial. The electrical field is eliminated by screening the feeders, as shown, a gap being left at the point of junction with the open aerial T. The capacity of the latter may be increased by the provision of a top cross-wire.


SECRET SIGNALLING
THE carrier wave is first frequency modulated by a complex masking wave formed from a coded selection of the higher harmonics of an auxiliary frequency, after which the carrier is frequency modulated by the signal proper. Before it is radiated, the resulting wave is also amplitude modulated by the auxiliary frequency, in order to provide a synchronizing signal.

In reception, the synchronizing signal is separated and applied to control a harmonic generator, pre-set to the masking code used at the transmitter. The output from this unit is applied to restore the plain signal to its original form. To prevent the masking signal from being analysed by an unauthorized listener, it is interlocked with the plain signal at the transmitter in such a way that it can never be radiated alone.

ERIE RESISTOR LIMITED
CARLISLE ROAD · THE HYDE · LONDON · N.W.3 · ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: COLINDALE 3014 · TELEGAMS: RESISTOR, PHONE, LONDON
FACTORIES: LONDON, ENGLAND · TORONTO, CANADA · ERIE, PA., U.S.A.

RESISTORS · CERAMICONS · HI-K CERAMICONS
SUPPRESSORS · POTENTIOMETERS
VITREOUS ENAMELLED WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS
Time and again lives have depended upon the sensitivity of a pair of Headphones. The enthusiastic radio amateur, experimenter and serviceman using headphones of just average sensitivity should make sure that the next pair they purchase are of the utmost sensitivity as well as capable of giving true quality reproduction.

The famous S. G. Brown Type "A" Headphones give highest possible efficiency; this is attained by the Adjustable Reed Movement which replaces the usual flat diaphragm.

Resistors produced by the cracked carbon process remain stable to ± 1% of initial value.

- Tolerances ± 1% ± 2% ± 5%
- Low temperature co-efficient.

WALTER SWITCHES ARE MADE FOR

WALTER
INSTRUMENTS LTD

GARTH RD., LOWER MORDEN, SURREY
DERWENT 4421. Grams: WALINST, MORDEN, SURREY
Stabilised Insulation

BY MODERN IMPREGNATION METHODS

HYMEG

HIGH-SPEED PRODUCTION

HYMEG Synthetic Insulating Varnishes are recognised and widely used for their mechanical rigidity, improvement of electrical properties of windings; heat, moisture, oil, acid and alkali resistance as well as for the considerably reduced stoving time necessary.

Now, special methods of continuous conveyor impregnation and baking developed with the use of HYMEG have still further reduced processing times to a fraction of those previously believed necessary. Often faster than infra-red baking with none of the defects, reduced handling, absence of special jigs, with complete freedom from blistering, bubbling and porosity, are some of the advantages claimed and substantiated for HYMEG High Speed Production methods.

After much research in our laboratories and in conjunction with many well-known specialist manufacturers, we have now evolved the Hymeglas system of insulation which comprises modifications of Hymag as used for coil impregnation to meet the varying conditions applying to each field of manufacture.

HYMEGLAS

GLASS FIBRE INSULATION SYSTEM

This integrated system of development is successful in enabling machines to be designed and operated without weak links in the chain of insulation below 200°C. Thus the fullest advantage is taken of modern glass fibre insulations by providing a degree of bonding and insulation at every point in which the uniting of Hymeg impregnation with the Hymag as used for subsidiary insulations gives a solid homogeneous winding of equally efficient characteristics and heat resistance throughout.

Hymeglas therefore virtually eliminates any risk of insulation failure and enables motors and the like to operate under abnormal conditions for long periods without risk of electrical breakdown.

Due to the excellent space factor of glass fibre as compared with the more usual asbestos and mica Class B insulations, it is often possible in redesigning with the Hymeglas system to employ larger copper sections with well-known advantages.

The Berger Technical Service—the research work of which produced "HYMEG" and "HYMEGLAS" is available to advise manufacturers on all problems of insulation. Get in touch now with—

LEWIS BERGER & SONS LTD. (Est. 1760)
35, BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.
Telephone: MAYfair 9171.

MANUFACTURERS OF INSULATING VARNISHES AND ENAMELS.
M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd.

the old-established house with the reputation for value, service and dispatch, offer the following high-class RADIO and ELECTRICAL material from stock. Our discriminate buying is your guarantee of satisfaction. All prices net.

RESISTANCE BOXES. Decade type. Unite 0/10. Texas 0/100. With additional 100 ohms. Potted silver type. Suitable for Wheatstone Bridge and other tests. Very fine instruments in stock over 15m. by 7in. by 6in. A remarkable opportunity for laboratories, technical schools, etc. Brand new, by most prominent makers. 65/- (dispatch 2/6).

PULSATION TEST INSTRUMENTS. Special offer of "Record" instruments, 300 v. em. 0/20 megohms and int., £9 15s. Also the Envied "Watt-Meager" same rating, £11. Suitable portable leather cases, with sling, 12/6 (not sold separately).

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS. Model S/II. Operation A.C. and mobile (6-volts). Single valve, superhet employing standard valves. Three bands, 3.3 to 6.4, 6.2 to 9.8, 7.7 to 15.6 Mc/s (approx. 19 to 100 metres). Bring-in all European service transmitters (B.P.O. and line) with vernier tuning. Supplied with phones but output ample for speaker. Receiver in metal housing, 4in. sq. by 5in. Separate Power Pack, metal housed 4in. by 3in. by 7/2in., metal rectified. Two vibrators (extra £7), available from L.T.V. With all leads, plugs, phones, etc., a really fine equipment, brand new, in slip-faceted steel container 15m. by 9in. by 10in. £6.17.6 (dispatch 7/6).

PUBLIC ADDRESS SPEAKERS. Exceptional offer of the very efficient Radio Reflexed Horn Projector Speakers, with 10-watt P.M. in coil. 15 ohms imp. Carries only 12in. long and 14in. diameter. Supplied with bracket with wheels, suitable for moving at any angle. Completely storm-proof and ideal for all outdoor and mobile P.A. Brand new and undamaged, £5 17s. 6d. (dispatch 5/1).

STEEL TRIPods to suit these and all P.A. speakers, collapsed to about 4ft. and extended to max. 12ft. Perfectly rigid in use. 55/- (dispatch 5/-).

BATTERY CHARGING R.T.S. for 4-amp. charger. These components are far better in quality than those supplied in a commercially constructed charger and construction is quite simple. R.T.C. Metal Rectifier for charging up to 12v. at 4 amp., 22/-.

Associated Mains Transformer, prizm: tapped 200/2/200/20v. 50 c/s. Bec.: tapped for 6 and 12 v. charge, finished in die-cast brackets with terminal boards, 26/-.

Variable Capacitor, panel, with 21in. control knob, 4 ohms 4 amp., 12/6, 2 amp., 23/-.

Switching Pack, panel, 11m. 64//66, 27/-.

Suitable Metal Case (perforated), 7/6.

The kit. £3.17.6. (dispatch paid for items separately).

SMALL ELECTRICAL BLOWERS. 12 v. A.C./D.C. Motor with filtered intake and on-off switch. 12/6.

SPEAKER. Suitable for speaker. Receiver in metal housing, 41in. sq. £75.

M/CORE HEADPHONE AND MICROPHONE SETS. Remarkable offer—the inserts provide these microphones. One headset and hard microphone, lot 15s.

M/CORE MICROPHONES. Best makes, 4,000 ohms, 12/-8 pr. 120 ohms, 10/- pr. Both with headband.

FURZEHILL LABORATORIES LTD

Telephone: ELSTREET 1137


GOOD NEWS for the Deafened!

RAYTHEON

Hearing-Aid Valves

Now Available in Quantity

Yes—good news for all who use hearing-aids, and for all who manufacture or sell them. Raytheon valves... especially designed for hearing-aids, and noted the world over for their sturdy long life and rugged construction... are available for immediate shipment.

These are the world's most widely-used valves for hearing-aids. They give maximum performance for minimum battery power. They are popular favorites with engineers, manufacturers and users alike.

Ask for complete information. Address your inquiry to Submarine Signal Company (London) Ltd., Artillery House, Artillery Row, London S.W.1., England or to:

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

International Division,

60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y., U. S. A.

FURZEHILL LABORATORIES LTD

BE INDEPENDENT OF ELECTRICITY CUTS

The MASTERADIO 6A. HTP Vibratorpack will supply high-tension D.C. from a 6-volt accumulator, up to 3 watts. It is suitable for operating radio receivers and any equipment where the power required does not exceed 3 watts. It is smaller in size than a normal H.T. battery. Fuller information gladly supplied on request.

Photograph of Vibratorpack Type 6A. HTP showing robust construction. Delivery can now be made within fourteen days.

SINSEITIVE VALVE

PRINCIPAL FEATURES

VOLTAGE RANGE

1 mV to 100 volts.

FREQUENCY RANGE

50 c/s to 250 kc/s.

ACCUROCY

±3% of the actual reading.

INPUT IMPEDANCE

2 megohms.

ZERO SETTING

Stable and remains set on all ranges.

Type 378A

This instrument is now available from stock. Write for full particulars and specifications. PRICE £75

Masteradio VIBRATORPACKS

Mastersadio LIMITED, 319/321, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.1
NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS


Our U.E.T. amplifier is designed for the connoisseur who requires the best possible reproduction together with the highest standards of workmanship and material. It is supplied complete with all valves; we cannot undertake to deal with any complaints regarding any components purchased.

INDEPENDENT DESIGN PARTRIDGE Precision Built TRANSFORMERS wound to suit individual requirements now incorporate... Silver plated turret terminals giving a low capacitive load and carrying up to 15 amps. Adequate room on each for easy soldering of several external circuit wires.

Firm clamping of the laminations by means of scientifically designed pressure die-castings.

Interlocked fixing feet providing alternative mounting.

Illustrated above is mounting style "DN" which can be employed if desired on all components wound to special requirements.

AVAILABLE STOCK

cA comprehensive range of mains and audio components is now available from stock, and we can despatch small quantities of these per return. You are invited to send for our list detailing these components. Our stock range now covers almost all normal requirements, and by availing yourself of this service you will avoid any inevitable delay in the production of a special component.

CATALOGUE

A new catalogue illustrating various mounting styles is now available.

This incorporates full data on our components, including fixing dimensions, weight, method of terminations, etc. You are invited to send for a copy, issued free of charge.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Types T.W. and S.G. (as illustrated)

As recently as

“HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER”
1-25,000 ohms T.W. linear
2-100 ohms T.W. linear

“TELEVISION RECEIVER”
1-2,000 ohms T.W. linear
2-1 megohms S.G. linear

For full details of all types, write to:

RELIANCE
Manufacturing Co. (Southwark) Ltd.
Sutherland Road, Highham Hill,
Walthamstow, E.17

Telephone: Larkswood 3245

CRYSTAL PICK-UP

WITH Unbreakable CRYSTAL

The ACOS G.P.10 combines purity of re-
production with extreme reliability. A
unique flexible assembly renders the crystal
virtually unbreakable, while a needle-
pressure adjustment is incorporated in the
base. Resonance-free response from 50-
8,000 cps. Output 1/5 v. at 1,000 cps. Needle
pressure 1 oz. (adjustable).

Vibration-free arm

movement.

Screened lead.

Price in Great

Britain £1.50/Inc.

cluding P.T.

Brush Crystal Co. Ltd.

Obtainable only from Radio Dealers

COSMOCORD LTD

ENFIELD: MIDDLESEX

TEST EQUIPMENT

FRANKS, 58, New Oxford St., W.C.1.
Tel. St. James 7556

OFFERS the following ex-Govt. equipment to

callers only. Comprising the following:

AC mains driven oscillators, type 37, receiv-
ing units, type 69; C.R. units, type P1246;
C.R. power units, type 528; ac mains receiv-
ing units, type 1062; low volt. performance
meters, type 538874; ac mains, wattimeters,
type W15925; battery wattimeters, type W10095;
receivers, type 1147; receivers 5132, receivers
3075; indicator modulators, auto transformers,
C.R. units, type 1081, receivers, type 76A; ba-
tery driven amplifiers. Venner line switches,
large assortment of volt, amp and milli-
-

meters, neutralizing units with R.F. meters,
signal ceramist packs, etc.

WEE Megger, 250 volts, almost new, £25.10;
approval.—Box 8993.

Biltmore signal generator, ac operated,
abolish

ately new, £18 gross.—Box 486.

MILNE II Cube, Minor, reconditioned,
complete, offers.—Box 344.

PHILIPS resistance capacity br., £4.10s.
perf.; last offer over £8.—Box 7775.

WESTON Analyzer, Type 3, Model E772, in

case fool condition; £20 or nearest.

22, Heath Way, Rugby.

A VONINOR Universal, new, £20; Ac-

motor D.C. as new, £4.—Hennetts, 28

Lower Richmond Rd, Putney, S.W.15.

MEGGER C.C.T. testing ohmmeter, megger,

so volt. 50-30-50 volt. all E. and V.

as new, in leather cases; offers.—Box 9896.

FOR SALE, Universal Taylor model 90,
just overhauled, ver, amp. ohms, £10.—

A. H. Burn, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4.

WEE-MEGGERS, brand new, ex Govt., 250
volt, complete in leather case; list price
£21. our price £3; 2nd hand dataset, £5, not
free.—Auto Collections, Ltd., 126, St.

PYE service workshop rack comprising signal
generator, output amplifier, and component
tester, £55 or near; Amometer Model 7, £15 or
near; Taylor valve tester. Model 45A, £15 or
near; each, barely used.—Wichenhoe, Near

Burnley, Lancs.

NAP CO., 45A, Ex Govt., class D No.
Mark I1 II ranges, 1,000-4,000 kcs, 4,
10,000 volt. check frequency at intervals of
1 me up to 25 me, oscillator crystal check,
battery operated, supplied with spare vibro,
spare valve, and instruction book, brand new
£6.15, carriage paid; send for full descrip-
tion at £5, also a few only less at £5.6
(carriage 5/-).—E.I.C. Corp., 32, St. Gabriels

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

HIGH quality, precision-built speakers
with detachable dia-

phragms, die-cast chassis, twin cone.—Broad-
cast Astronic Equipment Co., Ltd., Broad-
cast House, Tollendal, Norwich 26970. [6342]

R Exonax introduces an outstanding

duplex reproducing of low free

frequency and high frequency horn loaded units
of specialized design incorporating separate out-
put transformer and frequency dividing net-
work, excepting the smooth crossover from
13,000 cycles, efficiency nearly 35%; low
intermodulation and harmonic distortion with
high power handling capacity; high distri-

bution of all frequencies. Ideal modulator, bulk of

£6.6; n.a.c. lists other bargains.

Amateur Radio Service G6HFP, Canning St.,

Burnley, Lancs.

AVON. Ex Govt., class D No.
Mark II ranges, 1,000-4,000 kcs, 4,
10,000 volt. check frequency at intervals of
1 me up to 25 me, oscillator crystal check,
battery operated, supplied with spare vibro,
spare valve, and instruction book, brand new
£6.15, carriage paid; send for full descrip-
tion at £5, also a few only less at £5.
(carriage 5/-).—E.I.C. Corp., 32, St. Gabriels

Loudspeaker SECOND-HAND

HARTLEPOOL TUNER 215, per £7, Par-
tridge O.P. trans, same, 30/—/Box 606.

18 IN. models complete with 50 volt.
power pack mounted in large solid

enclosure.—£11—/Box 7724.

VALVES

HAM has 6V6GT (6$) 832 (4), 807 (3),
12AT7, 12AU7, 12AU8, 12BH7 (1) each.
£187, 7115 (2) at list prices.—Box 213.

UNION type 315, surplus to amateur's needs.
41CA813 at 52/6 ea., 4
HCAB50B at 276/6 ea. or offer for in

lease.—Box 3078.
What's new for you?

TRANSFORMERS, double wound. Robust ex-W.D. model. 230 volts to 4-0-4 volts 71 amps, as new, 17/6; 230 volts to 12 volts 3 amps, 3/26; all types; 71 volts, 450 watts; large size, 400 volts 50 cy. to 220 volts with nine 25-volt tapings, £10/-. Can be adapted for use on 240 volts.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS, 230 volts to 110 volts 85 watts, 35; - 150 watts, 35; - 300 watts, 60/100 watts, 6/. 17/6, for £2/15/0.


GALVOS. 4 poles, 24 pole, ball bearings, speed 2,800 r.p.m., need 6/8 volt separate excitation; as new, £8/15/0. £15/0.

ALSO, AC Circuit Breakers, 21/- each.

RECORDER PARTS. Precision made Recorder parts: Chart drum and clips, 5/6. Magnetic drum, 1/2. Magnetic head, 1/2. £15/0. £2/6.

DIE cast outputs, 6,000 or 10,000 volt load; see 5/56, 5/56 watts. All S.M. dial, 7/104. All with elas. and escutcheon, 12/6. Our latest list details many bargains for the constructor, servicer and amateur; also many compensating lines available to the trade.

COMMERCIAL TRANSFORMERS. We also have in stock over 10,000 spaces for all types of British or American radiograms which are made to take our Transformers. Write for details. Special service dept. for Middlesex dealers.

FUTURES GATE. Ltd., 67-91, Church Gate, Leicester. Phone 5822.

RADIOGRAPHIC TELEPHONES. Also many small order specialties. - TX. values 25/4; 25/7; 25/16; 25/50, etc, 10/6.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC. 250 volts d.c. 1½hp; 3½hp, input 160 to 240. ac. 6/15. - £15/0. 150 volts d.c. 1½hp; 2½hp, input 160 to 240. ac. 6/15. - £15/0. (L.L.K. Ltd., Wilmslow Rd., Hants.)

FAN MOTORS. All types, 250 volts d.c. 1½hp, 3½hp, input 160 to 240. ac. £15/0. £2/6.

SEWING MACHINE MOTORS, new, flat construction, 230 volts ac/dc high speed 1/20 h.p. with pulley belt and bracket, £4/10/0.

WORKS. Tanganese, 1/2 hp, 230 volts 230 watts. £4/10/0. £1/5/0.

ROTACEPTORS for 2½ to 6 hp., 2½ to 10 hp., 2½ to 12 hp., 2½ to 15 hp., £2/10/0, £4/10/0, £6/10/0.

D.C. to ac, motor alternators, £10/0. £6/10/0. £6/10/0.

PREPAYMENT METERS. Ferranti 230 volt A.C. 10 amp. type 1. 3-phase, calibrated 6d. per unit. £15/6/6.£1.

SCHIEV. Two key panel type 8 pole. £21/10/0. £2/5/0. £2/10/0.

MAGNETS. D.C. Electric magnets, weight 3-5 lbs. Each £10/0. £1/5/0. £7/5/0. £2/5/0.

MAGNETS. Electric magnets, weight 1 lb. £1/0/0. £1/0/0.

MAGNETS. Electric magnets, weight 1 lb. £1/5/0. £1/5/0. £1/5/0.

MAGNETS. Electric magnets, weight 1 lb. £1/5/0. £1/5/0. £1/5/0.

MAGNETS. Electric magnets, weight 1 lb. £1/5/0. £1/5/0. £1/5/0.

MAGNETS. Electric magnets, weight 1 lb. £1/5/0. £1/5/0. £1/5/0.

MAGNETS. Electric magnets, weight 1 lb. £1/5/0. £1/5/0. £1/5/0.
Bakers 'Selhurst' RADIO
18" and 12" P.M. QUALITY SPEAKERS 8 and 15 WATT AMPLIFIERS
TIGONAL MAGNET 12" Model

IMPORTANT TO ALL USERS

G.L. AMPLIFIERS

When ordering amplifiers, etc. please note that no direct exchanges are possible with any amplifiers that are not of similar type.


PORTABLE recording equipment: M.S. recording machine 20 watt amplifier, new, from stock - blank discs, cutting needles, trailer needles, microphones, lightweight pickup, microphone, transformers, trade enquires invited.-Sound Discs (Supply) Ltd., 83a, Gold Street, Liverpool.

19.77 quality record reproducer, amplifier and radio chassis, gram motors, pick-up, speakers, motors, prives, low priced in the trade; s.a.e. for detailed list; against trade, Universal model; 12 watt, 10gns.; 15 watt. £14/-10.—Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon Rd., Leyton E.10.

COMPONENTS—SECOND-HAND, SUITABLE

VALUE! Matt has it.

SPECIAL offer headphones, w/lead and jack plug, 5/- per pair (boxed 2 pairs).

SPEAKERS. P. M., 17½ in. dia. £6 5/6, £6 22/6, £6 15/6, £5 6/6, all less; transformers; output (to match, 5/6 as CONDENSERS, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01; 8 mfd (canned); 5/6; 8/6 (canned); 6/6; and 500 v working, 16 mfd electrolytic capacitors mounted); 9/6.

LINE cord, 0.3 amper 600 volts per lin., 2-way 1/6 per yd; 3-way 2/6 per yd.

VOLUME controls (Centralab), various values, £1/6 6/6, £1/6 5/6. Rotherham crystal pick-ups do lots, £2/16/- 16/- (inc. P. Tax); metal £2 4/- 12/- (inc. P. Tax); Concorde-Magnetic Pumps, £3/- inc. F. Tax; television cable (aerial load 1/- per yd; a large assortment of B.V.A. and V.S. valves always in stock; let us have your enquires.

MATT BAKER (4881), 152 Richmond Rd., Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.

WOODWORK

Connections housed at end of handle - away from the heat!

SOLDIERING

There's no corrosion of the connexions in the Seloton Electric Solidering iron.-Thanks.

You can't get at them. Kibb steel rubber sleeves cord grip prevents sharp bending of the flexible. The heating element is inside the copper flange—constant heat; no waste of current! Features that make Seloton soldering quicker, cleaner, safer! All Seloton tools are supplied with 6's. of Henry Seloton 3-core flexible. Made for the following standard voltages—200/220, 230/250.

SOLDIERING IRON FOR INDUSTRIAL USE

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD

Engineering Dept., 51-53, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

Woodwork by Lockwood

We are Specialists in the Manufacture of high class Precision Woodwork for the Radio and Electrical Trades and we shall be pleased to receive your enquiries for the following—

RADIO CABINETS
INSTRUMENT CASES
BAFFLES—Horns
TRANSIT CASES
LABORATORY FURNITURE
FITMENTS, etc.

Timber Licence Required

© 1974

The Wireless World

70, North Audley Street. London, W.1

Phone—BYRon 4704

July, 1947

67, Lowlands Road, Harrow, Mdx.

Phone—BYRon 3704

www.americanradiohistory.com
Model EXP38

ALL-WAVE 8-VALVE SUPERHET RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

incorporating wave-band expansion, e.g. the 16-50m band, cover just over 20 watts. For 200-250 v. D.C. or A.C. mains.

Price 14 gns. plus tax.

Model EXP53

ALL-WAVE 7-STAGE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

This new radio chassis incorporates wave-band expansion on all bands. Volume and tone controls work on both Radio and Gram. 41 Watt R.C. coupled output. Supplied complete with full size loudspeaker. This chassis has a lively performance, good quality reproduction, and represents excellent value. For 200-250 v. A.C. mains.

Price with speaker £13 plus tax.

Model UNI-83

ALL-WAVE 8-VALVE SUPERHET CHASSIS

incorporating wave-band expansion, large glass scale, boost control, gram switching, all high quality push-pull output giving 6 watts audio. For 200-250 v. D.C. or A.C. mains.

Provisional Price 14 gns. plus tax.

Model IMP14

HIGH GRADE AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

Two inputs, bass compensating circuit, treble boost control, 4 level push-pull output preceded by 4 triodes.

Price 13 gns.

The new 8-30 valve, 30 watt, 4 traitor circuit, winner of the 1947 R.C. Radio Competition.

Advertisements

CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO, Ltd., offers to radio constructors high-grade bargain bargains in standard and ex-service components.

SELENIUM miniature rectifiers, type H18, will replace almost any half-wave valve rectifier, 5/- ea., larger type H19 75/-; Sprague medium and high-vacuum rectifiers, transistorized type, 125v, 100 ma., 5/- each; TRF ditto, medium and long on one former, 5/- each; 12,000 volts and up, 10/- each; G. A. valve rectifiers, 5/- ea.; SPECIAL bargain: Brand new and crated ex-Naval broadcast type, complete with new valves and 3 in C.R. 25%, 7/6; 6SN7, 1X5, 6GS, 6G1, 1X2, and tubes; \E.U.F. receivers R147 contain the following new valves: 2 E.R.T. EP54, 1 6OF5, in strong packing case, 39/6 each. Buy 'em direct from the manufacturer, new, complete with serial throat microphone, 25/-; indicator units in metal case with 6FU electroncize C.R. tube and time base and amplifier, easily converted into a 'scope, £3/10. This item for call only.

SPECIAL offers: MCR1 batteries, 10/- or 2/- 17/-, regret no sets left, moving coils new and undamaged, 2/- ea.; telegraphic receivers, size 7x5x2in. with shoulder strap for easy carriage, and radio transmitters, 3/- each, with full instruction and extra components for conversion. P.R.A. G.B., 7/6; station receiver, 4/- 5/-, price made up by us and including order, exclusive batteries, 5/- 5/-; Send for our latest catalogues by post. Mail orders British Radio, Ltd., 2 Wilson St., London, E.C. 4.

EX-GOVERNMENT stock—7,500 transmit-ters, oscillators, power units, receivers, rotary formers, dip switches, dials, etc.; test equipment, 12-24v motors, amp. and voltmeters, at fraction of original cost; callers only.—Alec Davis, 6, Percy St., W. 1 y 25.

SINGLE and twin screened flex, volume con-trols, e.g. B.3, B.7; trimmers, variable capacitors, 2/-6/-; transmitter units, 5/-10/-; switch wafsers, 1/6/-1/-.

SEND for details of range of 5 tuner units, t.r.f. and superhet, 5 to 2500 metres, including a model with 4-position bandwidth switching; also no and ac/dc power output units, triode and pentode models available, chokes, 1.2-24v motors, amp. and voltmeters, cut-outs for electrolytics and with 2 pencil plugs and stereo, 1/-6/-; speaker, complete with silver front for Williams' high quality amplifier; £1/11/6. 160, sheet amplifier chassis for W.W. transmitter base unit, complete with valve holders and brackets. 11/-—H. T., 64, Leonard's Rd., W. 14.

COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Orms- kirft, Lanes.—All goods previously advertised are still available; prices as above. Goods, on receipt of order, sent by post free of 5/-; send cheques to receiver, or cash on delivery. Write direct to receiver or call on any of the glorious circuits of the world.

COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Orms- kirft, Lanes.—All goods previously advertised are still available; prices as above. Goods, on receipt of order, sent by post free of 5/-; send cheques to receiver, or cash on delivery. Write direct to receiver or call on any of the glorious circuits of the world.

COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Orms- kirft, Lanes.—All goods previously advertised are still available; prices as above. Goods, on receipt of order, sent by post free of 5/-; send cheques to receiver, or cash on delivery. Write direct to receiver or call on any of the glorious circuits of the world.

COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Orms- kirft, Lanes.—All goods previously advertised are still available; prices as above. Goods, on receipt of order, sent by post free of 5/-; send cheques to receiver, or cash on delivery. Write direct to receiver or call on any of the glorious circuits of the world.

COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Orms- kirft, Lanes.—All goods previously advertised are still available; prices as above. Goods, on receipt of order, sent by post free of 5/-; send cheques to receiver, or cash on delivery. Write direct to receiver or call on any of the glorious circuits of the world.

COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Orms- kirft, Lanes.—All goods previously advertised are still available; prices as above. Goods, on receipt of order, sent by post free of 5/-; send cheques to receiver, or cash on delivery. Write direct to receiver or call on any of the glorious circuits of the world.
ROTARY transformers, 12 volts d.c. input, 500 output 270 volts 110ma and 500 volts 50-60ma simultaneously, ideal for P.A. or mobile transmitters; bargain, £2/10 each, including carriage.—Mr. E.S. Radio Stores, Cape Hill, Smethwick.


FEEDER units, 4-band, wired to detector range, performance guaranteed. Best components used complete with E.C.I. or OCH35, £3/59 and EBC35; or 6k6, 6505, 0.07, all incorporators; Denny POTS, coil formers, and max i Q.P.T's. 155, price £3; 6igh fidelity amplifier, stabilized power supply variable treble and bass boost, triode output with feedback, input 0.1 volt for 12 watts, and for full particulars, component pick-up £2/18/9 with transformer, postage 1/6; good stocks of Q/Ma (Berry's) and Denny components; Denno catalogue 7d inc. postage. Armstrong Stockists—Goosell, Ltd., 40, London St., Brights, S.W.64

LITTLE price complete LSA TIVITY. Some ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS for international engineering, alloys, etc. on of the BNN on.

Response to view to 311n. OF PERFORMANCE or with sweep speed £35.

TERMINAL, 6v, 12v, with £4/5.

ST., LONDON, W.C.2

GEE ELECTRIC LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Our comprehensive stock of first-class components enables us to meet the most exacting requirements of the radio constructor. Please send us your requirements and we will give these our speedy and prompt attention. Our constant aim is to give you service and satisfaction. There is a selection from the Raytheon Catalogue.

CERAMIC VALVEHOOLDERS—4-pin English, type VHI40, 1/3; 6-pin English, type VHI40, 1/3. £3/51. 6-pin English, type VHI8, 1/3. £2/10; £2/18/9 for £2/10. 6-pin American, type V450, 1/3. £7.6. 6-pin International, type V540, 1/2. £3.6. £4/5. VAA for £5, 603, etc., 2/6.

COUPLERs—Type BC. Extension type, £4. £1. £9. 12v, £3/5. 12v, £4/5. £2. £6/6.

BEE-HIVE STAND-OFF INSULATORS. Type BA, £3/6, £3/6. £5. £5/6.

AERIAL INSULATORS. Type AO, 3-in, Ribbed Pyrex Glass, 1/6. Type LG, 7-in. Ribbed Pyrex Glass, 7/10.

FORD-TURNER BUSHES.

Type PTF, 4RA hole, 2 pieces, pr. 3d. Type PTLR, 5RA hole, 2 pieces, pr. 4d.

LEAD-IN INSULATORS.

Type PFL, 1-in. fits, £4/6 to a £4/6 box, 1/7. Type AT, £2/6.

VANCE'S.

144, BRIDGEHEADS, LEEDS 1.

Branches for callers only at:

182a King St., Southbury, London, E.12. 18 & 16 Leeming Street, Mansfield, Notts.

E.N.S. 102 HHV, 089E, OIABD, 03A11 V

CHAMPION, 45, Uplands Way, London. N.21

We are waiting for new reports for our post-war plans have been frustrated so far. Sorry! WE APOLOGISE to those who have been patient.

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS FOR AMATEURS FOR YOUR TRANSMITTER HIGHER ACCURACY COMPETITIVE PRICES Delivery from stock your FREQUENCY STANDARD

SALFORD ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING LTD. 91-95 Newmarket Road, Southsea, Hampshire. THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. Ltd., at supplied.
A PERFECT joy to build! The 5-valve AC or AC/DC 3-wave Superhet Assembly (all main components ready mounted on chassis) forms the foundation of a powerful receiver at a price you'll like; send postage now for full details - N. R. S., 66 Parkhill Rd., N.W.3.

KEW coil pack has outstanding features, high Q' windings, adjustable cores, dome hole fixing, anti-unwarp springs; will improve performance of average 3-wave Superhet; price 3s.; trade enquiries invited - J. Morgan, 164a, Whitleydale Rd., Cueram, Surrey.

ROTARY transformers, brand new, ex Govt. stock, suitable for car radios, mobile telephones, country house receivers, etc., ideal for wiring frame with fixing feet; these transformers can be utilised for 6 or 12 volt input, and will give with 6v output, input of 200mA for continuous operation, 150v at 80mA for periods up to 3 hours, or with 12v input, output of 480v at 40mA, continuous operation, 400v at 80mA periods up to 3 hours, size 7x3.5x3.5in, weight 6lb, original price £7.7, each 25s.; midget 8v, t.r.i. core, high gain, 5s.; m.i. wave with reaction, circuit, 7.6; m.i. wave, iron cored, adjustable cores, circuit, 10/-; a.m. car and osc. coils, circuit, 10/-; Weymouth midget if.a., iron core, 465k/s, per pr. 18/-; standard i.f.s. 465k/s, per pr., 18/-; standard ditto, 12/-, each 5/-; Weymouth all-wave coil pack 36/-; 2-gang condensers, 0.0009mf, 12/-; ditto 0.0001mf, 10/-; 2 gang 0.00001mf, 12/-; 2-gang 0.000017mf, split spacer, 6/; Tiny Tim 2-gang, fitted with all adjustable parts and calibrated dielectric, 10/-; ditto, 8/-; ditto 4x8/4in, 2/-; diode 8x5/5in, 1/-; celluloid m.i. wave, 6x5/1in, 1/-; slow wave, 5/6in, 2/; osc. wave, 7/6in, 4/; square plane, m.i. drive assembly, with grid, plate, condensers, 3/6; Rothermel Senior piece crystal pick-ups, 5/3, ditto, 8/-, at 5/-; pocket voltmeters, 0.5/-; 1.5v, 3/-; relayed volume switches, 1/-; yd. wood sheets, for backs, cabinets, etc., 22x14x1/2 in, 3/-; Avo capacity bridge, 1/-; mica 8x8mfd 500v, 7/6; 25mfd 25v, 2/-; 50mfd 12v, 2/-; 4mfd 1000v, 7/6; 2mfd 1000v, 12/-; ditto, 15/-; each 25/-; m.l. wave, 2/-; m.l. wave, 15/-; transformers, 4/; Bernard, publication stockists, Television Constructor's Manual, 5/-; etc.; transformers, chokes, trimmers, etc., etc., comprehensive lists monthly; 2/d stamp enquiries; postage extra all orders.


RADIO CLEARANCE Ltd., 27, Tottenham Court Rd., W.1. MJS. 9188. U.H.F. receivers, ex-R.A.F. R14B1, 10.6.5 valves, range 85-86m, sequence R.F. (VR65), mixer (V165), osc. (VR66), 3 I.F.s (VR53a), H.F.O. (V155), get and A.V.C. (V154), A.F. (V127), output (VR77), 0.3-0.5eg 6in M.D. dial, tuning meter, H.F. and L.F. gain controls, A.V.C. and M.A.N., B.P.O. switch, jack sockets for Mono. and line, I.F. 12 mca, size 19inx10inx

The LABYRINTH LOUDSPEAKER

(TYPE S.L. 15)

... for Music Societies—Schools
Theatres — Quality P.A. — and all music lovers

A partitioned cabinet to form a folded pipe— the back of the unit coupled to it in such a way that the quarter and half wave resonances are under independent 'Q' control — cabinet acoustic resonances arranged to cancel pipe anti-resonances. The result is a smooth bass response down to 35 c.p.s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acoustical MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED</th>
<th>HUNTINGDON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TELEPHONE: HUNTINGDON 361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement References 1202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write for Book on the ART OF &quot;SOFT&quot; SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price 10/- each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.1

THE "FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK

"FLUXITE'S the stuff my old boy That makes soldering a joy Set's 'em up good and fast and they're up there to last Look out I'm just testing" yelled O!

See that FLUXITE is always by you—in the house—garage— workshop — wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for over 30 years in Government oks and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers—in tins, 10d., 1.6 & 3/-.

TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will NOT keep round and true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger wheel. It’s simple—with FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE where you want it by a simple pressure Price 1/6, or filled, 2/6.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF "SOFT" SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price 10/- each.
HILL & CHURCHILL LTD.
BOOKSELLERS

SWANCE, DORSET.

Available from Stock —

Terman "Radio Engineers Handbook" 35/-
Terman "Radio Engineering" 30/-
Millman & Seely "Electronics" 27/6
Glasow "Principles of Radio Engineering" 32/6
Bond "Radio Direction Finders" 18/-
Ride "Cathode Ray Tube at Work" 25/-
Postage Extra.

We have a large selection of English and American Books on RADIO and TELECOMMUNICATION

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION


BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES

QUADRANT WORKS, FINCHLEY LANE, LONDON, N.W.4
Telephone: Hendon 3692.

REWRINDS

All Guaranteed and promptly executed.

New Vacuum Cleaners, most popular makes. Send stamped addressed envelope for list of Radio Spares, and C.O.D. Service.

A.D.S. Co. 281-3 S. Lichfield Road.
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM 8

HARTLEY-TURNER

HIGHEST FIDELITY SERVICE

The wide smooth response of the 215 speaker, which manufactures neither artificial Bass nor excessive output at 3-4 kcs. P.S. demands an equally good response from the rest of the equipment. The average "high fidelity" T.R.F. receiver may not have as wide a response as its owner believes, nor does it have that amplifier made from a good design is necessary. From distortion. To cope with this situation we shall introduce a range of speakers including the highest quality 3rd Programme very much in mind, and a 30 watt amplifier available either complete, in kit form, or as a "A" book of words.

Full details of these and other products will be sent to everyone on our mailing list. See that your name is included. Meanwhile the most important single item is the SPEAKER — MODEL 215 — £9

H. A. HARTLEY & CO. LTD.

152 HAMSMITH RD., LONDON, W.6
TELEPHONE: RIVERSIDE 7378

W. Bryan Savage Ltd.
WESTMORELAND ROAD, LONDON, N.W. 9
Telephone: Colindale 7131
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Record Storage

Here, to end your record storage problem once and for all, is the new lightweight portable ‘1M RAK’. Holds up to 50 records, 10" and 12", yet requires little more space than a medium-sized table lamp.

Is No Longer

Every record easy to get at. Every division individually numbered. Records held firmly in position by resilient, plastic covered, sprung-steel divisions and cushioned at points of contact.

Any Problem

Finished in a wide choice of gay colours. And you can add on new racks just like a unit bookcase. Now available at most record shops, price 29/6d., plus 6/6d. tax. Optional dust-proof plastic cover 7/9d., plus 1/8d. tax.

The new

1M RAK

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS IM ENDS
MORSE CODE TRAINING

There are Candier Morse Code Courses for BEGINNERS and OPERATORS. Send for this Free BOOK OF FACTS.

100 kcs. QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNIT

Type Q5/100

to Secondary Frequency Standards

* Accuracy better than 0.01%.
* New angles of cut give a temperature coefficient of 2 parts in a million per degree Centigrade temperature change.
* Vitreous silver electrodes fired direct to the faces of the crystal itself, giving permanence of calibration.
* Simple single valve circuit gives strong harmonics at 100 kcs. intervals up to 20 kcs.

* Octal based mount of compact dimensions

PRICE 45s.- Post Free

Full details or the Q5/100, including circuit, are contained in our latest Q1. Send stamp for your copy.

THE QUANTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.,
63-71 Kingston Road,
NEW MALDEN, SURREY

Telephone: MALdon 3034
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EX-GOVERNMENT "CIRCUIT"

R116A—Battery Communication Receiver
Theoretical Practical Diagram with notes.
2/3, post free.

R105—Short-wave ear or Battery Receiver
11 post free.

NG1—Midget Battery Communications Receiver
pre-weighed post free.

58 Walkie-Talkie Battery Transmitter Receiver; copy of official instructions plus diagrams of set and Power Pack, 3/6, post free.

Demobbed Values—Commercial equivalent of Service Values and vice versa. 2/6, post free.

Alignment Peaks give l.f. Frequencies of Domestic Receivers. 6/6, post free.

R103A—Mains or Battery Short-Wave Communications Receiver. 1/6, post free.

1155 R.A.F. Communications Receiver. 2/3, post free.

Battery WF.38.—1/6, post free.

R107.—1/6, post free.

In addition to the circuit we can supply most of the above sets and many others. Write for our list.

V.E.S., 42-46, WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX.

A.C.S. RADIO

SPECIALISTS IN AMATEUR AND EXPERIMENTAL SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT; Communications Receivers, Teletype Bips, quality Amplifiers, Speakers, Antennas, Receiving and Transmitting Equipment. Write for List.

"W" post free on request to:

A.C.S. RADIO, 44, Widmore Rd., BROMLEY, Kent.

Telephone: RAV 6510

TRANSFORMERS & COILS TO SPECIFICATION.

MAUFACTURED OR REWOOLD JOHN FACTOR LTD.,
(Formerly Stanley Cattell Ltd.),
9-11 East Street, TORQUAY, Devon

Telephone: Torquay 2162.

NEW DUAL TOSTECOSCOPE

Ideal for high and low voltage circuits.

100/500 A.C. and D.C.

All-weather scope for old models.

Send for interesting leaflet (R4) on Electrical and Radio Testing, from all Dealers or direct.

RUNBEAK-MANCHESTER

Radiographic can now offer the following Transmitting VALUES:

EIMAC 3AT...45/- RCA 813...110/-
RCA 805...110/- RCA 866...27/6

Send for Lists of TX VALUES.

100TH Available Shortly.

RADIOGRAPHIC LTD.
66, OSBORNE ST., GLASGOW.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Price £30
Of the large number already in use in post-war factories, the majority are in recording, film and broadcast studios.

**This Speaks for Itself**
The addition of a new balanced audio cutting head (now first as standard) places this machine in the highest category for workmanship, high quality recording and reliability.

**Also Recording Amplifier and Moving Coil Microphone, complete £32.**

Please write for Brochure direct to manufacturers:

**BOURNE INSTRUMENTS**
**BOURNE, Lincs.**

**Phone 224**

---

**Radio Cores**
**for all purposes**
**GREENFORD, MIDDX. WAXLO 2300**

**Post-War Television**
The advance in Radio Technique offers unlimited opportunities of high pay and secure posts for those Radio Engineers who have had the forethought to become technically qualified. How you can do this quickly and easily in your spare time is fully explained in our unique handbook.

Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.B.E.E., C. & G. & Guilds Exams., and particulars of up-to-date courses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing, Short Waves, Television, Mathematics, etc. etc.

**We Guarantee "NO PASS—NO FEE"**

Pre-pay for to-morrow's opportunities and post-war competition by sending for your copy of this very informative 110-page guide NOW.—F.R.E.

**British Institute of Engineering Technology (Dept. 386)**
**17, Stratford Place, London, W.1**

---

**C.D.P. Recorder**
is of robust construction and is built to give years of service without the necessity of renewals.

**Radio**, elec. main rd. Reading, rent £100, lease 21yrs., corner premises, shop, 6 rooms, yard, trade £25, neglected.

**A.V.**—Lansley, 53, Friar St, Reading (7796)

**Radio**, elec., cycle, main rd., Slough dist. premises, lease not completed, 2nd shop and workshops, 3 rooms, trade £30, unli. £30, 6L6's, 6BE6, 6300, 6E6, Reading.

**Recording** studio, well established, popular. North America, N. Ireland competition, modern office and studio accommodation in main shopping district (rent £104 p.a.), owner leaving district including all staff, stock, apparatus, furnishings; business taught, prepared to return £500 for sleeping partnership—Box 4925.

**Financial Partnership**
The General Infirmary at Leeds.

**Applications** are invited for the post of **Electrical Engineer, London area,** previous experience essential.—Write, stating age, experience, etc., 9764.

**Leading** radio component manufacturers require capable male progress clerk for their London sales office, £1,000 p.a.—Write full details, age, experience, salary, etc.—Box 4911.

W.D. manager required for small radio factory near Salisbury; state age, exp., and salary required.—Write in first instance to box 3 O.W. 2.

**Serviceman-Manager** for small Sussex area, ability to provide return; partner must be able to do all jobs; permanency and prospects for right man.—Write Box 211.

**Rad** engineer required for planning and demonstration commercial radio instruments: will be based on London area.—Apply in writing, stating qualifications and salary required, to Box 207.

**Ex-R.M. Staff** required to fill positions of responsibility, having the widest field of interest, as covered by their Army training.—Write Box D 5018, A.R. Adv., 21a, Shaftesbury Ave., W.C.2.

**J.** and tool draughtsman required by large manufacturer of radio appliances in S.E. London area: applicants should write, stating age, exp., personal references and prospects for right man.—Write Box 211.

**Chief** engineer required with great exp. in commercial receivers; first-class references necessary; excellent position offered in a known London radio factory; salary approximately £1,000 p.a.—Box 333.

**Electrical** opportunity.—Production manager of great skill and experience in radio an semi-cred; first-class references must be forwarded before interview; office offered plus bonus for the right personality.—Box 334.

**Physicist** for production and laboratory assistant required immediately by manufacturers of Mercury Vapour Discharge appliances; exp. in electronics an advantage; detailed appointment stating salary.—Box 330.

**Large** organization requires field service engineers with good television and radio knowledge. Electrical engineers, an advantage; bring references and experience.—Write Box 8994.

**Recog**nition and degree in Wireless Engineering Radio Servicing. Short Waves. Television, Mathematics, etc. etc.

**We Guarantee "NO PASS—NO FEE"**

Pre-pay for to-morrow's opportunities and post-war competition by sending for your copy of this very informative 110-page guide NOW.—F.R.E.

**British Institute of Engineering Technology (Dept. 386)**
**17, Stratford Place, London, W.1**

---

**Radio PX4 Model**
**4-values including Rectifier**

This amplifier gives 4-watt undistorted output and is assembled on a 16 swg aluminium chassis and is fitted with a separate tone control. Volume control with on/off switch; sockets for microphone, gramophone and extension loudspeaker. Hum-free, good quality reproduction. A.C. only, 200/250 v. Price £30. Available separately. For works or dealers, write for prices. For domestic use, £25. Price complete, less Speaker 17 Gns. Blue Prints (2 practical and 1 theoretical) available separately with detailed price list 5/- per set.

---

**Radio AC2/5 Model**
**4-values including Rectifier**


---

**Audio Chassis**

**12-Watt Model**
**5-values including Rectifier**
First valve 6CB (double triode) as Tone Control and 1st LF Amplifier and detector in addition to relay. This valve feeds into a phase inverter (also a double-triode) of the balanced type, the output being led into two beam tetrodes 6V6's or 6L6's in pull push with negative feedback. The rectifier is a 5W4. The output transformer may be a push-pull type, with loads of 10,000, 4,000 and 2,500 with speech coil tappings for 3, 7, 15 and 150 ohms impedance. In the upper unit the beam tetrodes may be wired up as triodes if preferred, giving a better frequency response for a slight reduction of output to approximately 10 watts undistorted. Controls are: 1. Volume control switch. 2. Tone control. 3. On/off switch and Audio volume control. The mains transformer used gives good regulation and includes a double winding, and should be able to give ample output for household purposes. Price complete, less Speaker 17 Gns. Blue Prints of above (2 Practical, 1 Theoretical) available separately with detailed price list 5/- per set.

---

**A.C. 6-Valve Superhet**
**3 Watts**

Receiver: Valve: 6C6, 5SW1, 566, 200-2,000 m. Blue Prints (2 practical, 1 theoretical) with printed list of parts, 3/6 per set.

---

**707. High Holborn**
**London W.C.**
**Phone: Holborn 4637**
THE COIL PICKUP

gives users High Fidelity with Low Record Wear

Wilkins & Wright Ltd., Higholead Road, Birmingham 21.

AERIAL CHANGE-OVER RELAY

for Radio Frequency

Type AECO 4.

3 V.A. Coil Consumption, especially designed for Transmitters, High Frequency Heating. Amateur Stations, etc.

15/- per box

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.

Ex-Gov. AMPLIFIERS, triode and Q.P.P., value 4 transformers, key switch, on-off switch, condensers, etc. 5 Dumps, 7 W, 5 x 8in. x 4in. Operates from 220-volt and 220-volt batteries. Ideal for portable units, with glowing light and waterproofing. Interests, already converted for immediate use. 25/-, post 1/-.

Send for Sample List, 2d. each.

Rewinds

Send your “Burn outs” to be Rewound - no technical data wanted. Post Transformer, etc., labelled with your name and address marked “for Rewind.”

T.O Chief Buyers of INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATIONS LTD

YOU can save yourself many a headache when vitally urgent Radio Electronic equipment is called for, by phoning PADDINGTON 6166. ALREADY we supply the Services, many Government Departments, local authorities, Research and Development Organisations, Training Colleges, etc.

WE specialise in this work and carry large stocks of high-grade components which, in emergency, we forward immediately against your ‘phoned Official Order Number. NO enquiry or order too small, or too large, or too difficult—in fact, the more difficult it is the better we like it.

An enquiry under your letter heading will bring our 24-page illustrated catalogue by return post.

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.,
177 Edgware Road, LONDON, W.2
Telephone : PADDINGTON 6166

FOR a complete service for the modern recording engineer

- Complete disc and wire recorders.
- Recording amplifiers, speakers units.
- Direct recording discs 5” to 17”.
- Steel cutters, sapphire recording and reproducing stylus.
- Crystal and moving coil microphones.
- Desk and pedestal stands, Electronic mixers.
- Envelopes, labels and complete accessory service.

For details, call or write to-

RECORDER HOUSE, 48-50, GEORGETOWN, PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON, W.1

Cables : SISMALEL, LONDON
Telegram : SISMALE, W6440, LONDON.

“VIBRO-ARC” Engraving Pen

For rapid engraving any metal—hard or soft.

HOLBOROW & CO.,
5, Mouseley Avenue, Wallisdown, Bournemouth.

BOOBYTH ROTARY CONVERTORS

220 D.C. to 220 A.C.

Send for Details from BEETHOVEN ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LTD., Beethoven Works, Chase Road, London, N.W.10

Anodised Aluminium Dials, 3 waveband 180° sweep, engraved with station names, in cream and green, with rugged indicator markings. 8½ x 5½” post paid. ... 6s. 3d.

AC/DC Superhet kits, 3 wave, 5 valve, with full wiring diagrams and instructions, chassis valves and 8 inch speaker post paid £1.10s. 9d.

3 wave Superhet Coil Pack with wiring diagrams, switch, padders and trimmers post paid £1.10s. 6d.

Special Components Catalogue 1/- post paid.

B. T. S.,
63, London Road, Brighton, 1.

Send your “Burn outs” to be Rewound - no technical data wanted. Post Transformer, etc., labelled with your name and address marked “for Rewind.”

OUR WINDINGS ARE

LAYER WOUND & IMPREGNATED

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES, LTD.
297/298 HIGH ST., CROYDON

Tel. : 4070

Manufactured by “TELERAFT” PRODUCTS

THE COIL PICKUP

users High Fidelity with Low Record Wear

Wilkins & Wright Ltd., Higholead Road, Birmingham 21.
An AC/DC Five Valve Superhet Two WaveBand Receiver for 220-250 volt mains. Designed for on-air service in attractive woollen plastic cabinet, with unique illuminated translucent dial and novel tuning mechanism to combine slow and accurate tuning with fast band search (5 tuned circuits).

SPECIFICATION:
Specially built-in "Hemiscope" aerial.
Manufactured for the home Market in Medium Wave Band 200-550 metres and Long Wave Band 800-2,000 metres. Also for Export in Medium and Short Wave Bands 16/49 metres.

£13.13.0

Plus Purchase Tax £3.3.6.

Maroon, red, white or pastel shades of blue, green, light green, extra, Plus 1/9 P. T. Tax. Guaranteed.

HAMPION ELECTRIC CORPORATION CHAMPION WORKS, SEAFORD, SUSSEX

Tel. No.: SEAFORD 6315.

An AC/DC Five Valve Superhet Two Wave-Band Receiver for 220-250 volt mains. Designed for on-air service in attractive woollen plastic cabinet, with unique illuminated translucent dial and novel tuning mechanism to combine slow and accurate tuning with fast band search (5 tuned circuits).

SPECIFICATION:
Specially built-in "Hemiscope" aerial.
Manufactured for the home Market in Medium Wave Band 200-550 metres and Long Wave Band 800-2,000 metres. Also for Export in Medium and Short Wave Bands 16/49 metres.

£13.13.0

Plus Purchase Tax £3.3.6.

Maroon, red, white or pastel shades of blue, green, light green, extra, Plus 1/9 P. T. Tax. Guaranteed.

HAMPION ELECTRIC CORPORATION CHAMPION WORKS, SEAFORD, SUSSEX

Tel. No.: SEAFORD 6315.

Coventry Radio.

RADIOS. For Radio, Neon Signs, Television, Fluorescent Lighting, X-ray, Cinema Equipment and innumerable other applications.

We also manufacture:
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T. Generators, D.C. Motors, etc. up to 25 K.Y.A.

COVENTRY RADIO.

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON.

Ward Rotary Converters

For Radio, Neon Signs, Television, Fluorescent Lighting, X-ray, Cinema Equipment and innumerable other applications.

We also manufacture:
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T. Generators, D.C. Motors, etc. up to 25 K.Y.A.

J. Bull & Sons (Ww)

246 High St, Harlesden, N.W.10

COVENTRY RADIO.

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925

Thermo Coupes, 15 & 100 mA. types.... 5/6

Micro Ammeters, 20-0-20 mA. 31 scale..... 66-

Rectifiers, metal L.T. 12v. 11 amp.... 12-

H.T. 260v. 50 amp.... 12-

Send for list of new lst grade Radio components.

Price 3d post paid.
MILESTONES IN "QUALITY"

Tuners and Amplifiers by Lowther

Demonstrations daily at

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.
Lownther House, St. Mark's Road,
BROMLEY, KENT.

THE POLYTECHNIC, 209 REGENT ST., W.1
School of Engineering.

Head of School: PHILIP KEMP,

FULL-TIME DAY COURSES are available in Electrical and Telecommunication Engineering. The courses, which extend over a period of four years, prepare for the National Diplomas and Professional Examinations and for the B.Sc. (Eng.) London. Session 1947-8 begins on September 16th, 1947.

ENROLLMENTS in these subjects commence on Monday, 22nd September. New students will be enrolled on 15th, 16th and 17th September, from 6 to 8 p.m. Prospects, giving full particulars of courses, fees, etc., may be obtained on application to the undersigned.

J. C. JONES, Director of Education.

WIRELESS WORLD
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TRANSFORMERS & CHOKEs
To Special Requirements 14 days
High Quality Vacuum Impregnated
AUSTIN MILLS LTD.
LOWER CARRS
STOCKPORT

THE AMBASSADOR

Radio

Extended Tuning Scale—exclusive to Ambassador
makes micro-tuning simplicity itself.
Superb technical and mechanical construction employing advanced techniques with three wave bands, A.C.
Four valves plus rectifier with three wave bands, A.C.
Superhet with two stages and A.V.C.
A 18 1/2" x 12 " matched Tuning Chassis, with Bakelite escutcheon, £19 12 0. Free purchase tax.

AMBASSADOR RADIO WORKS,
HUTCHINSON LANE,
BRIDGENCE,
YORKS.
WHAT'S BEHIND IT ALL?

Extensive research laboratories, special design and development departments, wide manufacturing resources—all at your service, but not on your overheads! When you use any Hunt Capacitor, whether a normal type or as advanced as the Hunts exclusive Metallised Paper series, you are benefiting from everything that Hunt's have achieved in many years of whole-hearted specialisation in capacitor design and manufacture. To specify Hunts as standard, to choose Hunts for replacements, to decide on Hunts for special purposes—all are the wise actions of people who demand nothing but complete reliability.

A. H. HUNT LTD · LONDON · S.W.18
Established 1901
THE FIRST BRITISH POST-WAR RADIO SHOW

In October, Britain will display at Olympia the wonderful equipment that has given her World leadership in radio, radar and electronics. New inventions for radio in the Home, in the Fighting Forces, in Crime detection and in Industry. This pageant of British radio and television will display everything in radio to-day and a glimpse of the wonders of tomorrow.

RADIOLYMPIA

OCT 1-11

OLYMPIA • LONDON • ENGLAND

* This space has been donated to the Radio Industry Council by Multicore Solders Ltd., makers of Ersin Multicore Solder.